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The single-cylinder 250cc race bikes 
are a work of art. And it’s a bit of a black 
art to ride one fast, too. MCN got a go on 
a top-notch Moto3 bike and also com-
pared data to a lap completed on an R1. 
The lap times were almost identical but 
the way each achieved it is very different 
indeed. Hold on tight and let the Moto3 
madness begin.

Ducati’s 899 Panigale hit the 
mark when it was launched 
two years ago. Its mix of us-
able power and finely balanced 
chassis appealed to many. And 
its price appealed too. Now 
Ducati are ready to reveal a 
bigger-engined version as our 
latest spy shots reveal.

Moto3 is as
fast as an R1
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BROOKES READY TO 
CLAIM BSB CROWN
Josh Brookes pulled another 

dominant double victory out of the 

bag at Silverstone to really put the 

boot into main rival Shane Byrne. 

The hard-charging Aussie came 

through the field in both races on his 

fast-improving R1 as he stamped his 

authority on the series. With just one 

round and three races to go, Brookes 

has a commanding 47-point lead and 

looks odds-on to take his first BSB title 

after being so close in recent years. But 

he’s not taking anything for granted 

and is already focused on Brands.

With a glut of hot new bikes about 

to be revealed for 2016, the models 

they replace could provide a very 

attractive option. We investigate 

the pros and cons of a Kawasaki 

ZX-10R, a Triumph Bonneville 

and an 899 Panigale, as well as 

many other models that are 

about to be replaced by (possibly) 

superior models. The new-for-2016 

machines will definitely have a 

superior price! 

NEW BIKE 
BARGAINS 

GET ONE 
WHILE YOU 
STILL CAN 

SILVERSTONE
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Shane Byrne ater struggling

at Silverstone

‘I’ve never pulled
in during a race in
my life but I came

close in that race – it
was pathetic and

through no fault of
the team’

IT’S NOT VERY
THIRSTY WORK

P26

Three of the UK’s best-selling scooters take

MCN’s super-frugal challenge. The Yamaha

NMAX, Suzuki Address and Honda PCX125

tackle inner-city roads and return some truly

mind-boggling mpg stats.

MEET A MONSTER 
WITH REAL BITE

P16

Ducati have unleashed their most powerful 

Monster yet. The 1200R packs a 160bhp 

punch and has the package to keep it all in 

shape, too. OK, so it’s a whopping £15K, but 

this is a Ducati, and a mighty fine one at that.
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BARGAIN OF 
THE WEEK
Kawasaki ER-5 £900

SELLER SAYS: 2005, 19,413 miles. 

Heated grips, rack, new rear wheel and 

bearings, new battery. Great condition, 

starts first time.

MCN SAYS: A straightforward parallel-

twin middleweight commuter that’s as 

easy to use as a pair of pants. Great as a 

cheap workhorse. 15,955 bikes for sale

P76

P56
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B
MW stumbled over a rampant 
global sales success when they 
released the R nineT. The world 
went nuts for the air-cooled 
retro roadster, leaving the fac-

tory struggling to keep pace with de-
mand, and as hungry owners twiddled 
their thumbs for delivery, bikes were 
changing hands in the order queue at 
a £1000 premium over the retail price. 

Now, two years on from the first un-
veiling of their nineT, BMW are set to 
add to the range with up to four further 
models based on the same platform. 
But rather than going high-end with a 
bejewelled version, the new range will 
be built around the exact opposite – a 
budget version fit for customisation. 

The first bike expected to arrive will 
be a Scrambler, something BMW have 
already as good as confirmed with ‘Path 
22’, their bonkers surfboard-equipped 
concept bike shown in June this year. 
While that boasted a smattering of 
Öhlins, Akrapovic exhausts and a 9ft 
surfboard, we’d expect the production 
version to be somewhat more conven-
tional, and certainly sans surfboard! 

What was immediately clear from 
the concept though was that the new 
iterations will have a cheaper-to-
produce steel petrol tank, more budget 
suspension, and alloy wheels instead 
of expensive laced rims. The brakes are 
also likely to be taken from a cheaper 
parts bin, while the nineT’s pressed 
aluminium trinkets and costly exhaust 
are also likely to be casualties of the 
lower price tag.

We expect the Scrambler to be re-
leased in production form at next 
month’s Milan show, but our German 
sources suggest that this bike is just 

the tip of the iceberg with a four-bike 
family set to sit beneath the R nineT in 
terms of spec and price.

While they may be another year or 
so away from being unveiled, we be-
lieve the Scrambler will be joined by 
a back-to-basics roadster that more 
closely mimics the nineT’s styling, and 
offers owners an ideal blank canvass 
from which to build their own vision 
of boxer perfection. Arguably more at-
tractive though is the suggestion that 
there will be a GS-esque version that 
draws inspiration from the original 
R80G/S of 1981. Described as looking 
not unlike the original Paris-Dakar 
bikes, it’s sure to attract riders who 
don’t see themselves in the hipster 
camp, but who want the retro vibe. It’s 
interesting that when BMW released the 
HP2 Enduro in 2005, no-one wanted it. 
The Megamoto of 2007 didn’t fare much 
better, while the HP2 Sport was an in-
stant – if small volume – icon. Proof, 
maybe, that timing is everything. The 
rare Enduro now commands upwards 
of £12k if you can find one (there’s one 
on mcnbikesforsale.com right now for 
£12.5k), while other retro offerings 
from the same period, Ducati’s Sport 
Classic springs to mind, are also soar-
ing in demand, and value. 

Ducati’s experience leads us neatly 
to the fourth of the rumoured bikes, 
which is expected to be a café-racer 
described as having a seat unit simi-
lar to Moto Guzzi’s V7 Racer, and an 
Imola-style nose cowl that’s redolent 
of Ducati’s Sport 1000. 

The base model roadster is expected 
to arrive at sub-£8000 to compete 
heavily with the rest of the burgeon-
ing sector for retro roadsters, while 
the three pre-styled models are likely 
to command a slight premium, but to 
still limbo neatly under the £8500 bar.

IMAGES

WORLD EXCLUSIVE

 DEPUTY EDITOR 

New R nineT series set to revolutionise retro range

BMW BET BIG ON GOING SMALL
While the new R nineT range isn’t 

breaking dramatically new ground 

for the German firm, their decision 

to move into the sub-500cc is a 

radical departure. The first fruit of 

their collaboration with Indian giant 

TVS is expected to debut next month 

at the Milan show in the form of a 

naked roadster, before following 

the same platform direction as all 

of BMW’s other chassis and engine 

packages, by spawning further 

models. The firm have built their 

massive recent success on having 

three to five models based on every 

platform, currently meaning a five-

bike R-series range for the liquid-

cooled motor, three-bike S1000 

series, and so on down the range. An 

anticipated five-bike R nineT range 

will be in existence within the next 

two years (see above), while we 

expect this new 310 roadster to be 

followed by two further versions.

While it’s unlikely that we’ll get a 

stunt version to mirror the concept 

bike unveiled in Brazil yesterday (see 

page six), it’s not inconceivable that 

one could be released. More likely 

is that the roadster will be joined by 

a version that apes the R1200GS, 

while a third version is rumoured to 

be a retro-focussed street bike.

The only official nod to any 

of these small capacity bikes is 

the stunt concept shown by the 

300cc naked will 
be BMW’s first 
foray into the 
small cc market

Highlights
O New four-bike classic range
O�Base model R nineT coming
O�Scrambler arrives next month
O�Price start at under £8000
O�New 300cc range imminent

R
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Half-faired cafe racer 
version could turn heads

‘There will be a GS-
esque version that 
draws inspiration 
from the R80G/S’

Great features,
exclusive content, 
when you want it
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MCN have launched a new premium 
content stream via motorcyclenews.
com. Dubbed MCNPlus+, the new ser-
vice brings you the very best content 
from the weekly MCN print edition, as 
well as extensive archive material from 
the MCN vaults, and stunning content 
from MCN Sport, Classic Bike, Ride, 
Bike, Performance Bikes and Practical 
Sportsbikes.

Featuring some of the best motorcy-
cling writers in the world, incredible 
photography and timeless features, 
MCN Plus costs just £3.50 a month – 
and if you’re already a subscriber to 
MCN, the Plus+ service is completely 
free! All you need to do is log on using 
your subscriber number*.

There are already over 50 great stories 
in the Plus+ archive, and you can read 
your first three stories for free online, 
signing up to the free registration will 
enable you to read another three. If you 
like what you see, then subscribe to the 
service and the entire archive will be at 
your disposal. 14 new stories are added 
every week to the MCNPlus+ archive, 
so you’ll always have loads of stunning 
new content to lose yourself in. Head 
to http://bit.ly/MCNPlus
O�Subscriptions purchased directly 
from publisher only. Subscriptions 
purchased via iTunes, Google Play etc 
do not qualify. A full list of our MCN Plus 
terms and conditions can be found at 
http://ow.ly/SQC5f.

MCN 
PLUS+

company in Brazil this week, so firm 

technical details are scant. 

What we do know is that the new 

models will use a liquid-cooled 

310cc double overhead cam single 

cylinder engine, mounted in a 

steel frame. The cylinder head is 

reversed and canted backwards 

to allow the intake to sit at the 

front, while the exhaust exits at 

the rear. The full exhaust system 

appears to be around 2 feet long, 

with the muffler mounted vertically 

between the back of the engine 

and the conventional monoshock 

– pointing directly at the ground. 

While this is clearly visible on the 

stunt bike, we expect the roadster 

will need more effective silencing 

and emissions control, which will 

result in a large collector box/

muffler filling that space. For 

newbies and urbanites, it’s a great 

solution that makes the bike very 

narrow, and minimises expensive 

damage in the event of a spill.  

There’s no word on price or 

availability yet, but we expect it to 

arrive in dealers in Spring 2016 at 

sub-£4000 as a strong competitor 

for Yamaha’s new MT-03 and 

Kawasaki’s Z300.

Roadster offers new 
take on nineT

A Scrambler version will 
be the first to arrive
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‘Everything 
seems to be 

shouting out 
to ride it’

Suzuki have revealed this single im-
age of a concept bike they will unveil
at the Tokyo show next month, and
which could signify the first major
redesign of their Hayabusa hyper-
bike – but don’t hold your breath as
it’s at least two years away.

It was thought that this concept
was a preview of the new GSX-R1000,
set to be shown in November at the
Milan show, but sources in Japan
suggest it is actually a glimpse of
what the Hayabusa may look like
when the current model is replaced.

Suzuki have declined to confirm
what the concept – dubbed ‘concept
GSX’ – is all about, but between our
Japanese sources, and the firm’s
recent patents relating to a 300bhp
turbocharged hybrid engine, it’s
logical to assume that the factory is
working on something big.

If released as a 2018 model, the tim-
ings would be perfect. The current 
GSX-R1300 was launched in 1998, 
meaning this concept could become 
a reality for the 20th anniversary of 
the launch. The current Hayabusa is 
likely to fall victim to ever-tightening 
emissions and noise regs with Euro4 
and Euro5 becoming ever harder to 
pass. Rather than rework the current 
1300cc inline four-cylinder motor, 
Suzuki may be forced to embrace 
new technologies to ensure they 
stay on top in the hyperbike class, 
just like it did in 1998. Suzuki are 
committing significant resources to 
turbocharging, and also look set to 
release a bike based around the 650cc 
turbo Recursion concept.

year, but the company have been very 
careful to ensure they weren’t seen 
again. BMW are officially presenting 
this bike as a concept bike, but sources 
have told us it gives a 90% accurate 

By Andy Downes

T
his is the first official glimpse of 
a 300cc BMW road bike, ahead 
of the expected launch of a new 
roadster at the Milan show in 

November. The Concept Stunt G310 
represents the basis of a new range of 
310cc singles which BMW hope will 
massively boost the German firm’s 
global sales potential (see page 4-5).

The bike was unveiled yesterday 
(Tuesday) at the Sao Paulo motorcycle 
show in Brazil, and gives a clear indi-
cation of the importance of this new 

machine to BMW in emerging markets 
like South America. This bike has been 
designed and engineered by BMW, 
but the production bikes will be built 
in co-operation with BMW’s Indian 
industrial partner, TVS.

At the heart of the Stunt G310 is an
all-new 310cc single-cylinder, DOHC
liquid-cooled four-stroke motor, de-
signed specifically for this bike. The
steel-trellis chassis and cast aluminium
swingarm are also completely new,
and likely to be shared components
in what MCN believes will be a family 
of new 310cc bikes.

MCN managed to snatch a spy shot 
of an early-stage prototype testing 
on the road in Germany earlier this 

WHEELS 
Ignore the eye-blistering 
paint and check out the 

wheel design. We’re sure 
these are the actual wheels 

you will see on the 
production bike.

NUMBERBOARD 
This bike is clearly missing front 
and rear lights, but the number-
board gives a clear indication of 

what it will look like as the lines are 
very similar to the current F800R 

and R1200R roadsters.

ALL-NEW ENGINE 
BMW have plenty of experience 

with single-cylinder motors in bikes 
like the old G450 and G650 models. 
The single has been designed to be 

as compact as possible and is ro-
tated backwards by 180 degrees to 

keep the wheelbase short but 
allow for a longer swingarm and 

help handling agility.

Suzuki hint 
at all-new 
Hayabusa

NEW 300 
READY
TO ROLL 
‘Stunt G310’ unveiled just 
weeks before production 
300s hit the streets

MINI BEEMER 

0800 7836191whitedalton.co.uk

REAL BIKERS. REAL LAWYERS. REAL ANSWERS.
Real specialists in:

s��-OTORCYCLE�!CCIDENTS�IN�%NGLAND���7ALES��%UROPE�AND�
THE�)SLE�OF�-AN

s�4AKEOVER�CLAIMS�FROM�OTHER�3OLICITORS

s��2OAD�4RAFl�C�/FFENCES��FROM�SPEEDING�TO�$EATH�BY�
$ANGEROUS�$RIVING

s��/BTAINING�COMPENSATION�WHERE�
YOUR�PERSONAL�INJURY�CLAIM�HAS�
BEEN�UNDERSETTLED�BY�YOUR�
PREVIOUS�APPOINTED�SOLICITOR�

MCN spotted the 300 being tested
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representation of what the new roadster 
will look like when it’s revealed in full 
production form.

The garish colour scheme is made 
up of the classic BMW motorsport 
colour white, red and blue in combi-
nation with the national colours of the 
Brazilian flag as a nod to where the 
bike was revealed. 

Edgar Heinrich, Head of BMW 
Motorrad Design said: “The BMW 
Concept Stunt G310 is a real eye-catch-
er. Everything on this concept seems 
to be shouting out to ride it and defy 
the laws of gravity.”

STEEL TRELLIS 
The budget-conscious 

design of this bike 
can be seen in the steel 

trellis frame, which is far 
easier to produce than an 

expensive cast aluminium 
version. 

STUNT MODS 
This bike is festooned in 

stunting add-ons like the 
rear-mounted stunt pegs, 

engine crash bars and that 
massive, radially-mounted 
rear brake caliper that can 

be operated using only 
a middle finger. Don’t 

expect any of that on the 
standard bike.

MEET THE PARENTS 
The design of the G310 

owes a lot to current road-
sters including the F800R 

and the R1200R but you 
can also see elements 

of the Concept Roadster 
shown in 2014. The design 

aims to banish the old 
image of BMW roadsters 

being boring thanks to the 
side panels and fuel tank 

shape aimed at making the 
bike look dynamic.

STUNT SEAT 
This specially-designed 
aluminium tailpiece has 

been milled from solid bil-
let and not only looks cool 

but gives BMW’s stunt rider 
Chris Pfeiffer somewhere 

secure to put his foot when 
doing stand-up wheelies.

NEXT WEEK

PLUS FREE MCN AWARDS
SPECIAL 32-PAGE PULLOUT

See which bikes win the MCN accolades

NEW ZX-10R
REVEALED

WORLD EXCLUSIVE

MOTEGI MOTOGP ACTION
Rossi & Kent go all out for world titles 

BEST BIKES FOR UNDER £3k
Secondhand sizzlers for sensible money

OFFICIAL PICTURES AND 
DETAILS OF KAWASAKI 

SPORTS MISSILE

A2 LICENCE BIKES TOUR UK
Shootout: MT-07 v Z300 v CBR500

Dark H�se

* Promotional warranty valid for all 

2014 and 2015 Indian® Motorcycles 

sold in Europe. Specific details apply. 

See your dealer for more details.

AMERICAN BEAUTIES

£600 Credit Voucher for Indian Motorcycle 

Accessories or Apparel when you purchase a 2015 

Indian Dark Horse, Chief, Vintage or Chieftain – 

Contact your dealer for more information.

£600 ACCESSORY VOUCHER
*

 LOW RATE FINANCE
*

 5 YEAR WARRANTY
*

INDIANMOTORCYCLE.CO.UK

BMW’s stunt-
meister Christian 
Pfeiffer on the 
all-new 300
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T
his is the heavily revised 2016
Ducati 959 Panigale, spied last
week undergoing final testing
ahead of its unveiling in Milan,
and pre-Christmas launch.

Ducati’s planned update for the
899 Panigale was confirmed last
week by documents lodged with the
California Air Resources Board (CARB).
The documents confirmed that the
new bike’s engine capacity will be
955cc, and that it will be called ‘959
Panigale’. The changes to the bike are 

Ducati adds extra cc to
the hugely successful
middleweight Panigale

New Guzzi V7 gets chunky
This is the first sighting of a new Moto
Guzzi V7 variant which appears to be
taking the aggressive styling of the
larger 1400cc Audace, but adding it
to the 744cc V-twin – which should
make it A2 licence compliant.

The larger 1400cc Audace is a high-
end motorcycle that offers a more ag-
gressive take on the 1400cc California
underpinnings, but this new Audace
will widen the potential customer base
massively. While the large Audace
costs over £15,000, we would expect
this smaller-capacity variant to cost
around £8000.

The styling overhaul is fair-
ly dramatic, thanks to the bal-
loon front tyre, cast alloy wheels,
black painted parts and a reshaped

fuel tank, seat unit and exhausts.
The bike was spotted outside the

Moto Guzzi factory in Northern Italy
in what looks like almost completely
finished form, suggesting it will be
launched at the Milan motorcycle show 
this November. 

completely true to MCN’s prediction,
and bring the new 959 in line with
the recently revised 1299 and 1199R
Panigale. These changes include a wider
front fairing, which used to be offered
as an option on the 1199 Panigale, but 

Balloon front tyre
gives 744cc bike

an aggressive look

Twin megaphone pipes ape those of the
big Audace, but this bike costs much less

Engine from V7 will make 744cc Audace

‘There’s no doubt 
the chassis can
cope with a little 
more power’

NEW BABY
PANIGALE’S
GROWTH 
SPURT

is now standard. The seat unit is now
reshaped, as are all the side-fairing
panels, and the exhausts.

The 57cc boost sees the old 898cc 899
Panigale giving way to the new model
for the new year, with bikes expected
to be in dealers by Spring.

The 899 has been a fantastic sales
success for Ducati, attracting a sig-
nificant number of new fans into the
Ducati family, and striking an incred-
ible balance of power and handling.
While there’s a degree of fear that the
capacity hike could upset that balance,
there’s no doubt that the chassis can

cope with a little more power and
torque, and it seems inevitable that
Ducati will continue to use their
class-leading electronics to aid
control and delivery.

Many 1199 Panigale riders baulked
at the idea of trading up to a 1299
Panigale, claiming that the 1199 was
more than enough – but Ducati have
thoroughly cracked the ‘control’
nut, making the 1299 the fastest and
easiest Ducati superbike of all time.
The chances of them not repeating
the feat with the new 959 seem very 
slim indeed.

Other new Ducati
models for 2016
The new 959 Panigale will be just
one of nine confirmed changes
to the Ducati range in 2016. The
other expected models include the
M o n s t e r 1 2 0 0 R , t wo n e w
Hypermotards with an SP version
at the top, a Hyperstrada, Diavel
Carbon, Diavel ‘Custom’ with belt-
drive to replace the chain drive and
a more feet-forward riding position,
a larger capacity Scrambler, and a
Pikes Peak edition of the Multistrada 
1200 DVT.

Headlamps
Sharper and

deeper set than
the outgoing bike

Nose cowl
Sharper with a longer
and shallower ‘beak’

meeting the underside
of the headlamp unit

Bellypan
The lower fairing has been

reprofiled and now completely
covers the left engine casing

Fairing
Almost identical in
silhouette, it has a

cleaner and simpler cut
ahead of the rider’s knee

Exhausts
Aping the 1299, the twin under-

slung cans appear larger, and
have a reshaped aperture 

Tail unit
Now even smaller, with
a scalloped S-shape in

profile, revealing more of 
the rear light

Hugger
The new model clearly

has a slightly bigger
hugger, something that
all-weather riders were 

crying out for
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The Ultimate
Riding Machine

BMW Motorrad 

New Rider Offer

†BMW Motorrad UK is offering an industry leading package for new riders to get them

on the road. The ‘New Rider Package’ offers a convenient and great value solution for  

new riders. New riders ordering a BMW F 800 R on BMW Select will be offered a

seven-day Direct Access course with BMW Rider Training and head-to-toe BMW Rider

Equipment all for £500. For full details, contact your local BMW Motorrad Centre or visit 

bmw-motorrad.co.uk 

†
c���� DBTI EFQPTJU SFRVJSFE� 5IJT JT BO VQGSPOU DBTI QBZNFOU XIJDI JT OPU QBSU PG UIF �OBODF BHSFFNFOU� c��� EFQPTJU XJMM CF SFGVOEFE VQPO QBTTJOH UIF DPVSTF BOE EFMJWFSZ

PG UIF NPUPSDZDMF BOE SJEFS FRVJQNFOU� 3JEFS 5SBJOJOH JT JO 3PZTUPO )FSUGPSETIJSF PS 4UPLF�PO�5SFOU 4UBGGPSETIJSF� 'JOBODF FYBNQMF JT GPS B #.8 4FMFDU BHSFFNFOU GPS B #.8

' ��� 3 XJUI B DPOUSBDU NJMFBHF PG ����� NJMFT BOE FYDFTT NJMFBHF DIBSHF PG ���Q QFS NJMF� "QQMJFT GPS OFX NPUPSDZDMFT PSEFSFE CFUXFFO � 0DUPCFS BOE �� %FDFNCFS BOE

SFHJTUFSFE CZ �� %FDFNCFS ���� 	TVCKFDU UP BWBJMBCJMJUZ
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Term of
agreement

23 Monthly
payments of

On the road
cash price*

Total
Deposit

Total amount
of credit

Option to
purchase fee^

0QUJPOBM �OBM
payment^

Total amount
payable

Rate of
interest

Representative 
APR

24 £199.00 £7,595.00 £0.00 £7,595.00 £1.00 £4,259.03 £8,837.03 10.9% Fixed 10.9%

BMW NEW
RIDER OFFER
GAIN £2,680 WORTH OF RIDER TRAINING AND

BMW RIDER EQUIPMENT FOR £500 WHEN YOU  
  PASS YOUR BIKE TEST WITH BMW.†

BMW  Select Representative example: F 800 R



Want live action,
star riders and great
bands? Book now 
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A
s if you needed an excuse to
party, three of the UK’s best
loved racing stars have all
confirmed they will be at-
tending MCNLive! at Butlins

Skegness on April 15-18, 2016.
The trio will be entertaining the

crowds with on-stage interviews,
autograph signings, selfies and even
leading the ride-out! Where else do
you get the chance to rub shoulders
with racing greats and then go for a ride
with them? Only at MCNLive!

We’re also dramatically ramping

John McGuinness, Chris Walker and John Reynolds are all confirmed, 
so book your place now with some fantastic value ticket deals!

up the riding activities for next year,
giving you plenty of opportunity to
try all different types of bikes. You’ll
be able to throw a leg over everything
from a priceless, classic bike to a new 

‘You’ll be able to
throw a leg over a
priceless classic or
motocross machine’

STARS LINE UP 
FOR MCN LIVE!

BOOK NOW & SAVE

JOHN McGUINNESS

CHRIS WALKER

JOHN REYNOLDS

motocross machine. You’ll also get the
opportunity to ride a big adventure
machine off-road so even if you don’t
ride to the event there will be plenty of
opportunities to get on a bike.

Don’t forget MCNLive! is a huge party
event and for 2016 we’re booking more
bands and live acts than ever before.
There will be the usual mix of MCN
favourites and new talent, and we
guarantee something for everyone’s
tastes. Confirmed so far are Complete
Madness, Boomin, Steve Ferringo,
Mercury and new this year, Green Date.

COLLECT VOUCHER 3 NEXT WEEK

VOUCHER 2
BUTLINS BASH

MCN Live Collect now to save £20!
Book now for the best deals
Over the next five weeks you can

collect vouchers printed in MCN to

get a discount of up to £20 off your

MCNLive! ticket. A three-day stay at

MCNLive! costs as little as £99 for

self catering (minimum of two people),

but with this special offer you can save

a decent chunk off a Gold upgrade.

You’ll get £5 off for every voucher,

up to a maximum of four per person.

So for a Half Board Gold Apartment

(Premium Dining) would normally

be £185, but with four vouchers per

person it would be just £165 each.

Group ticket offer
If you’re planning to come with your

local bike club or a bunch of mates

there’s also a great group ticket offer.

If you book three apartments of four

people per apartment the person that

books goes free and will receive a full 

fridge of beer!

NEW for 2016

CALL 0330 100 6648 TO BOOK YOUR PLACE NOW!   
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* With a PCP product a significant proportion of the total amount payable is payable at the end of the contract by one large final repayment, so your regular monthly repayments are low.

Credit is subject to status and is only available to UK residents aged 18 and over. TriStar Personal Contract Purchase is only available through Triumph Motorcycle Finance which is a trading style of Black Horse Ltd, St William House, Tresillian Terrace, Cardi� CF10 5BH. Finance figures correct as of 01.10.15 and are

subject to change. Finance o� er ends 31.12.15 and requires a minimum deposit of 15%. **In-store credit applies to Triumph Clothing & Accessories, to be spent at time of purchase, subject to the purchase of a new full price motorcycle. No change will be given. Motorcycles to be registered between 01.10.15 and 31.12.15.

For more information or to book your test ride, visit triumphmotorcycles.co.uk

GREA
T RIDE

S

ARE
THE MOST

REWARDI
NG...

Built for adventure and rugged all-day exploration.

Designed to go further, embracing long distance in absolute comfort.

Engineered with a powerful, torquey character to complement refined handling.

#fortheride

ON ALL NEW TRIUMPH

TIGER EXPLORER MODELS

Start your rewarding ride with £1,200

worth of Clothing / Accessories credit

to spend in-store. Low monthly

repayments* also available through

TriStar Personal Contract Purchase.

Available for a limited time only.

Tiger Explorer (Spoked)

£11,899 OTR

Tiger Explorer XC

£12,599 OTR

...NOW WITH £1,200 WORTH OF COMPLIMENTARY CLOTHING / ACCESSORIES**

Based on: Tiger Explorer @ 5,000 miles per annumREPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLE

£119.00  £5,960.00   £13,119.60 6.65%    6.9% APR    £11,599.00 £2,875.60   £8,723.40   37 Months £10.00

36 Monthly

Repayments

Final

Repayment

Total Amount

Payable

Interest Rate

(Fixed)

Representative

APR

On the

  Road Price

Deposit/Part

Exchange

Total Amount

of Credit

Agreement

Duration

Purchase

Fee†

† Included within

Final Repayment.

Tiger Explorer

£11,599 OTR
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Harley Crossbones Special
‘It’s been heavily modded’

CURRENT RIDE

Ducati 1098
‘I couldn’t stop spending money on it’

IWAN’S MONEY TRAP

IWAN THOMAS
FORMER OLYMPIC ATHLETE,

NOW MOTOGP PRESENTER

AND STRICTLY COME

DANCING CONTESTANT

IWAN’S BIKES

You might think he’s one
of those celebs that’s just

started biking but Iwan’s
been since he was a nipper

4x400m silver medal glory in the 1996 Olympics

Honda CBR1000RR
Another electronics refugee,

the Fireblade makes its

magic the old-skool way;

mechanically. Yours for £149

per month (x36) with a £3506.14 

deposit to get you going.

Suzuki GSX-R1000
It’s often overlooked due to its

lack of electronics and recent

updates, but it’s a stunning bike.

£2858 for a deposit brings it in at

£140.58 a month (times 36).

Aprilia RSV4 RF
If technology floats your

pedalo, then the RSV4 RF has to

be near the top of the list. If you

can scrape £3693.55 together,

and £259 per month – it’s yours.

Kawasaki ZX-10R
It’s good enough for multiple

world titles, so its probably good

enough for us, too. Stump up a

£3300 deposit, and you can ride

one away for £149.53 a month 

over three years.  

Finance deals of the week

£149/month

£140/month

£149/month

£259/month

PCP
PRAISE
BE FOR

Like a great deal? Head to

THE MCN GARAGE P39 

BT Sport’s ‘Chequered lag’ anchor talks bikes and comedy crashes

‘WE WERE MUCKING ABOUT, 
THEN I RAN HIM OVER’
How did your biking passion start?
It was my dad. I can’t remember a time

when there weren’t bikes around at

home. We used to go to watch Spurs at

White Hart Lane together on his bike.

A lot of people may not know how long

I have been into bikes because they

assume that because I was an athlete I 

couldn’t do bikes.

What was your first bike?
When I was about seven or eight my

dad bought me a 50cc off-roader and I

rode that as much as possible. It was a 

great way of learning to ride.

When did you get a road bike?
I couldn’t wait to get out on the road. I

saved for ages and got an Aprilia FS1

50. It was black and red and it looked

way better than all my mates’ bikes.

It looked like a proper sportsbike. It

was awesome, I loved it. I did end up

crashing the AF1 and hurt myself a

little bit, though. My mate and I were

mucking about and he was running

across the road in front of me to see

how close we could get, and then I ran

him over and crashed. By the time I

got to school the next day the Chinese

whispers had me down as nearly dead 

and I was a hero! I ended up selling my 

mate the AF1 in the end. 

What came next?
When I was 17 I bought a Yamaha

TZR125 and rode it everywhere. My

parents moved to Germany and I

ended up going to boarding school in

Stamford. I used to ride down the A1

and I remember one ride was so cold

that I was wearing about four pairs of

trackies to try to keep warm on the way

to Huntingdon to see my girlfriend. I

did loads of work to the TZR. It had the 

YPVS system fitted and was big-bored. 

It was great fun.

What about when you were running?
I did have to stop riding while I was

competing, but towards the end of

my career I was starting to get injured

a bit so in 2003 I bought an R1. For

years before that all I got to ride was

my dad’s 250cc chopper when I went

to visit in Germany. I didn’t tell anyone

I had bought it, but my mum came to

visit and spotted my helmet. I thought

they were going to be angry but my 

dad just asked to go out for a ride! I

ended up buying another R1 when the

new version came out in 2005. I saw

184mph on that one at a trackday.

What bikes have you had since then?
In 2007 I bought a Ducati 1098 from

Moto Rapido down in Winchester. They

were masters at getting me to spend

more money on it. I just couldn’t help

myself. I think I spent thousands on

carbon parts and Termignonis. I ended

up selling it to help fund the Harley-

Davidson I have now.

It’s not a standard Hog though is it?
No. It was a 1700cc Crossbones but

Warrs have done a load of work to it. I

reckon I must have spent £50,000 on

it by now. It’s now about 2000cc. It’s

the only bike I’ve got at the moment

but I fancy a sportsbike as well. But I’d

like a dirt bike too, so I could do some

proper off-roading. Neil Hodgson and

James Toseland (Iwan’s BT Sport

co-commentators) are advising me

and Hodgy keeps on trying to get me

to go on one of his trackdays but at the

moment I am so busy with MotoGP

and Strictly that I haven’t got time for 

anything else!
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June, 2010 Ian Hutchinson beats the odds to take a historic �ve wins in a week

Hutchy’s TT clean sweep

At the 2010 TT Ian Hutchinson

achieved what most people thought

was impossible by winning all five

main solo classes in the same week

– Superbike, Superstock, both

EYEWITNESS Celebrating 60 years
of amazing moments with MCN

Hutchy fought tooth and nail to 
beat Farquhar and Cummins in 
the Superstock TT
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THE EYEWITNESSES

Ian Hutchinson

Now an 11-time TT 

winner, Hutchy 

achieved the 

seemingly impossible 

by taking five of those 

wins in just one week

Stuart Barker

Former MCN staffer, 

now editor of the TT 

programme

Supersport races and the Senior. 

The only race he didn’t contest 

was the TT Zero event for battery-

powered bikes. In 103 years of TT 

racing (at that point), no-one had 

ever achieved a clean sweep but 

armed with his Padgetts Honda 

CBR1000RR and CBR600RR, 

Hutchy re-wrote the record books 

with what must be the greatest TT 

performance of all time. 

Ian Hutchinson ‘I’d never say “I’m 

going to win five TTs in a week” but I 

felt really confident that year. I knew 

my 600 and my Superstocker could 

win and, between me working on 

myself and the team working on the 

bike over winter, we put an awful lot 

into the Superbike, so in the run up 

to the TT I knew all my bikes were 

capable of winning. So I wouldn’t have 

said I could win all five, but I felt I could 

win any particular one of them.’

Stuart Barker ‘It didn’t even occur 

to me at the start of the week that 

anyone could win five races. There 

were so many riders capable of winning 

– John McGuinness, Guy Martin, 

Michael Dunlop, Cameron Donald, 

Bruce Anstey, Ryan Farquhar, Conor 

Cummins – that to win one race would 

have been an achievement.’ 

Hutchinson ‘We started off with 

mostly brand new bikes, which I think is 

pretty crucial at the TT. It was only my 

stocker that was the same bike I rode 

the previous year, but even that had 

been freshened up considerably after 

the North West 200. Bikes are very 

reliable these days, you don’t get many 

blow-ups, and I always look after my 

bikes. I think at the TT a lot of it is down 

to the rider and how rough they are on 

their bikes.’

Barker ‘Reliability can be a huge 

problem at the TT because of the sheer 

length of the races (226 miles for a six-

lapper – that’s three times the distance 

of a MotoGP race), the bumpiness of 

the course, the 1400-foot climb up the 

Mountain, and all the jumps that are 

involved. The odds on a rider having no 

mechanical issues in five races must be 

astronomical.’

Hutchinson ‘It should have been 

absolutely ridiculous odds, but I once 

had this guy come up to me at a bike 

show who gave me a huge man-hug 

and thanked me because he’d put £50 

on me winning all five races and he 

won £2500. So that’s just 50-1 odds 
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SAVE UP TO 67%*

Terms & Conditions: *67% applies when buying a digital and print subscription. Subscriptions will start with the next available issue. The minimum term is 26 issues. After your first 26 issues (6 months) your subscription will continue unless you are notified otherwise. You will not receive a renewal reminder and the Direct 
Debit payments will continue to be taken unless you tell us otherwise.  This offer closes on December 30, 2015. This offer cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. We reserve the right to provide an alternative gift of equal or higher value, or a 3 issue extension, if stocks are exhausted. Please allow up to 28 working 
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Annual Direct Debit 51 
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or pay by Direct Debit 
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Credit/Debit Card 51 
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Annual Direct 
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£65 save 42%
or pay by Direct 
Debit every 6 
months £32.
Credit/Debit 
Card 51 issues 
£74 save 34%

Of er 3: 
PRINT & IPA
Annual Direct 
Debit 51 issues 
£75 save 67%
or pay by Direct 
Debit every 6 
months £38.
Credit/Debit Card
51 issues £86 
save 62%



Hutchy with his historic 
haul of TT silverware

Restarted Senior race 
made it five out of five 

whereas I think it should have been 

more like 200-1.’

Barker ‘He wasn’t handed any of the 

races either. He had to fight tooth 

and nail for every win, and only beat 

Ryan Farquhar by 1.32 seconds in the 

Superstock race. He was clearly aiming 

for five in a week by that point.’

Hutchinson ‘When you’re winning 

races by just one second, pit stops 

are absolutely crucial and my boys 

were just awesome in the pits. In the 

Superstock race they basically got me 

the lead and I lost it again! But then on 

the last lap I was just so determined. 

Ryan Farquhar was really flying but as 

the race went on I got more and more 

feel for the bike, and that last lap is still 

the best lap I’ve ever done round the 

Isle of Man on any bike.’

Barker ‘To lap at 130.74mph on a 

Superstock bike was sensational and 

Hutchy was the first man to do it. Even 

John McGuinness said that was the lap 

of the week.’

Hutchinson ‘I had an oil leak during 

the first part of the Senior race. That 

was going to be my TT over and I 

would have been absolutely over the 

moon at winning four in a week, but I 

was also gutted that I’d have to pull 

out. Luckily we got a second chance 

with the race being re-run. I was so 

revved up because I realised I’d been 

given another chance to win five in a 

week. So on the first lap I was within 

about half-a-second of the outright lap 

record and leading everyone.’

Barker ‘If you’d asked me at the start 

of the week if winning five races was 

possible I’d have said no. And I’d still 

think it was impossible if I hadn’t seen 

it with my own eyes! So many planets 

have to align to make that happen that 

winning the lottery every week would 

be easier.’

Hutchinson ‘Clive Padgett still has all 

three winning bikes at his showroom in 

Batley. I’d love to have the Superstock 

bike but Clive wants to keep all three 

together, expecting that someone will 

want to buy all three as a collection 

some day. If the opportunity ever 

comes up I will buy that Superstock 

bike, no doubt about it. It would be a 

lovely thing to have.’

#MCNwednesday
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DUCATI
MONSTER 
1200R
WORLD FIRST TEST

‘For a large naked it’s 
hugely impressive 
on track’
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‘Initially it took me
a little by surprise
the new Monster
steers so well,
you’re inch perfect
on every apex’

T
he loveable and friendly 
Ducati Monster now has an 
R model – one that can easily 
match the performance of a 
full-blown superbike from 
only a few short years ago. 

The 1200R, due for release in January, 
produces a quoted 160bhp@9250rpm – 
that’s 10% more power than the current 
S-model Monster – and a hefty 97ftlb 
of peak torque at 7750rpm, which 
comfortably outguns Ducati’s own 
1098, the bike that took Troy Bayliss 
to his third World Superbike title in 
2008. Who’d have thought back in 
1993 when the Monster first arrived 
we’d one day be riding a ball-busting 
160bhp incarnation of Ducati’s easy-
going naked. 

The R joins the line-up of seven 
current Monsters and in stance and 
shape maintains the essential outline 
of the Monster brand. But, as you’d 
expect given its £15,250 price, there 
are significant differences. 

The tail section is all new – smaller, 
thinner and more pleasing to the eye, 
though pillions may not be too en-
thusiastic about their reduced seating 
area – while the exhaust is bigger and 
beefier. A 200-section rear tyre replaces 
the 190 on lighter Ducati Panigale-style 
wheels, and the Monster’s already 
brilliant clocks now have a gear posi-
tion indicator and an Öhlins steering
damper is added. Other R-model good-
ies include an embossed R logo on the 
seat and radiator side covers.

The new R-look has real impact in
the metal, though I was expecting a
slightly higher spec given the premium 
price. There’s no quick-shifter and no 
upgrade to the electronic rider aids over 
the standard model (see over the page), 
with cornering ABS disappointingly
absent. However, the R does receive
significantly improved handling – and 
all that lovely sportsbike performance. 

Within two corners of the demand-
ing 3.35-mile Ascari racetrack in Spain 
I immediately noticed the difference
and the advance in handling the R rep-
resents over the other 1200 Monsters. 

It turns more easily, with sportsbike 
accuracy, and holds its line incredibly 
well for a large, naked bike. Initially 
it took me a little by surprise it steers 
so well, you’re inch perfect on every 
apex. It compliments your riding and 
is incredibly easy to ride at a brisk pace. 

Initially I opted for the ‘touring’ 
option from the three riding modes 
available. This meant I had level four 
traction control intervention, from 
eight available, and ABS set to its sec-
ond most intrusive setting. By the end 
of the session the ABS was becoming 
a little too much for the fast track ac-
tion but was nevertheless impressive. 
Power was also impressive, if a little 
lazy, which I put down to the softer 
fuelling of the touring mode. 

By session two I was up to speed and 
opted for the ‘sports’ mode, which gives 
a sharper throttle response, reduces 
the ABS to its lowest level and sets the 
traction control to three out of eight. 
Strong lowdown and in the midrange, 
it pulls hard the first three gears. But 
despite the 10% claimed increase in 

ADAM CHILD
SENIOR ROAD TEST
adam.child@motorcyclenew

Continued over

power I still thought it lacked a little go 
in the higher gears. Upshifts between 
fourth, fifth and sixth are a tad pon-
derous – without a quick-shifter revs 
were too easily lost. But again you have 
to remember this isn’t a race bike and 
has mainly to be easy to use around the 
cobbled streets of Bologna.

Even at a fast track pace the 1200R 
was accurate and happy to change di-
rection at speed with only the faintest 
of headshakes. Large-capacity naked 
bikes can often understeer when ac-
celerating hard with lean, but the new 
Monster held its line incredibly well, 
encouraging me to make full use of the 
track and kerb on the exit. 

The new Monster 
outguns Ducati’s 

old 1098 WSB bike



Sport mode, ABS at level one, DTC on level three New Öhlins steering damper to keep things sweet Brembo radials and Öhlins but no cornering ABS fitted
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The forks and shock have
increased in length to lift the

bike by 15mm. Both ends are full
adjustable Öhlins equipment.

Ducati have also added an
adjustable Ohlins steering

damper.

Öhlins upgrade
1

Instantly identifiable steel
trellis frame remains the same

and bolts directly to the cylinder
heads. The rear sub-frame is
bolted directly to the motor.

Frame games
2

Standard fitment will be 
120/70 17 front and 200/55 17 
rear Pirelli Supercorsa. The S 
and standard 1200 come on 
Pirelli Diablo Corsa rubber 

and a smaller diameter 
190 section rear.

Fatter tyres
4

Power is up 10% thanks to
an increased exhaust diameter
(up 8mm), throttle bodies that
are now oval and larger, and a
thinner head gasket to raise

the compression ratio.
Internal changes

reduce noise.

Powered up
3

VERDICT
It handles, has more power
and more ground clearance, is
sharper, more attractive and
more desirable. For a large
and powerful naked it’s hugely
impressive on track. However,
I suspect few owners will take
their bikes anywhere near a race 
circuit. And if you’re never going 
to venture on track, there’s little 
incentive to splash out £15,250 
for the R when the S is so good. 

WE LIKE

WE DON’T LIKE

■ Extra power, great handling, new 

footpeg position, style and looks

■ Price, lacks a quick-shifter,  

sounds a little diluted

TECH SPEC

Price £15,250 (red)
Engine 1198cc 8v L-Twin
Power 160bhp @ 9250rpm

(claimed)
Torque 97ftlb @ 7750rpm

(claimed)
Dry weight 180kg (kerb 207kg)

Capacity 17.5 litres
MPG n/a

Seat height 830mm
Chassis Steel trellis frame
On sale Early 2016

2016 DUCATI MONSTER 1200R

Only when pushing for a lap time
will experienced riders encounter
any issues with handling. Ducati have
increased ground clearance by rais-
ing the bike 15mm, which they claim
gives a possible 50 degrees of lean,
but in extreme circumstances the
sidestand and gear lever will drag on
the left and the exhaust servo guard
on the right. The R also has a revised
footpeg position, which allows you to
slide your foot further back with toes
on the pegs, knee out ready to meet the
track – a small but useful advance over
the S and standard model that will save
your boots on a trackday, though I still
managed to heavily scuff my toe sliders.

All these changes have made a sig-
nificant improvement. The R achieves
lean angles the standard model can
only dream of. Combine excellent
mechanical grip, sublime feedback
from the revised Öhlins suspension,
strong brakes and track-ready Pirelli
Supercorsa rubber and the end result
is sportsbike levels of lean and fun – at
least until the ground clearance, still
the limiting factor, runs out.

It’s easy to forget on a track-only
launch that the 1200R isn’t supposed
to be a race-ready Panigale; the new
Monster has been designed to be fun
on the road, too, and manageable and
comfortable in the Monster tradition.
Roll back the throttle, change gear less,
use the torque and you can ride all day
long with no issue, knowing in the
back of your mind you have excellent
traction control and ABS should you
make a silly mistake.

MONSTER 1200R IN DETAIL

From previous page



Handsome R logo incorporated into the radiator Restyled tail unit and you are able to take brave pillions too
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Designed to cut the likelihood 
of a crash on road or track, the 
safety pack is controlled by the 

three rider modes. ABS and 
traction control have been 

recalibrated for the  
R model.

Ducati safety pack
5

Sport: 160bhp, direct throttle 
response, TC level 3, ABS 

level 1. Touring: 160bhp, more 
progressive throttle, TC level 4, 

ABS level 2. Urban: 100bhp, 
progressive throttle, 

TC level 6, ABS 3 
(maximum).  

Riding modes
4

What’s it like on the road?
This was a track-only affair. But you can 

expect the usual comforts and competence 

of the S-model Monster, plus the addition of 

an urban riding mode to soften the power 

and smoothen the delivery.

Has it got fast group track ability? 

Yes, by the bucket-load. It’s a great handling 

naked bike that can be ridden hard all day 

long – just don’t expect to break  

the lap record.

NEED TO KNOW

*UK Mainland ex Scottish Highlands. See site for full terms & conditions’

MCN CLOTHING AND ACCESSORY RETAILER OF THE YEAR 2013

WHY USE ANYONE ELSE?

...it’s free both ways.

Free delivery and 

free 365 day returns.*

IT’S NOT

ONE WAY...
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IT’S IN WIT
As we prepare for the in�ux of 2016 model-year bikes, are there a few

The mission
As the latest crop of 2016 bikes are 

set to be announced, is now the 

best time to snap up a great deal 

on an outgoing model? MCN tests 

some of the bikes that are being 

updated to see if they need their 

faults fixing or are best left alone.

The riders
Jon Urry

MCN Road Tester

Age 38 Height 6ft 2in

CV Very experienced 

freelance road tester 

with eclectic tastes

Bruce Dunn

MCN Road Tester

Age 48 Height 5ft 5in

CV Highly  

experienced MCN 

road tester and racer

Triumph Bonneville £6999 

(Newchurch £7199)

A mainstay of Triumph’s range 

since 2001, but now Hinckley 

thinks the Bonnie needs a bit 

more capacity and a water jacket, 

but will this mute its charms?
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TH THE OLD

T
his time of year creates 
mixed emotions in the 
motorcycle world. Our  
excitement is piqued as 
tantalising glimpses of 
new models are released. 
The tension then builds 

until the first of the major motorcycle 
shows sees the covers pulled off and the 
full details of our desires are revealed. 
But for dealers it’s a double-edged 
sword. Next year’s bikes are thrilling 
to them too, but this year’s bikes still 
need to find a home. 

Yes, an influx of new models can 
mean a stampede through their doors. 
But by the same token, any model that 
has been superseded instantly looks 
old hat and could linger in the corner 
of their showroom steadily losing value. 
A motorcycle standing unsold repre-
sents a lot of money and space being 
tied up that would be better used by a 
new model that could deliver instant 
cash flow. But it isn’t always good news 
for buyers, because manufacturers 
don’t necessarily get it right with their 
new models.

Updating a popular machine is al-
ways a gamble as buyers often ques-
tion why it needed changing at all, 
and whether the upgrades justify the 
increase in price. An unpopular update, 
such as when Kawasaki added under-
seat pipes to the ZX-10R for 2006, can 
kill a bike’s sales – while Suzuki proved 
this year with the Bandit 1250S that 
popular bikes are missed when they 
cease production (so they’ve brought 
it back). A major change, such as when 
BMW added water-cooling to the GS, 
needs to be handled with care, while 
often a bike is so overlooked that it hap-
pily fades from the line-up unnoticed.

With this in mind, MCN gathered 
together three bikes that are set to be 
updated for 2016 to see if they really 
do need a change, or if they would be 
better left alone.

MCN CONTRIBUTOR

Continued over

            outgoing machines worth snapping up before they disappear?

Ducati 899 Panigale £12,795

The ‘baby’ Panigale was a won-

derful antidote to the 1199’s ag-

gression when launched. Does 

the smallest member of Ducati’s 

sporting family really require 

an update? 

Kawasaki Ninja ZX-10R £12,199 

(£13,199 with ABS)

The last time Kawasaki updated  

the Ninja ZX-10R was in 2011. But 

with two WSB titles under its belt, 

this Ninja can hardly be described 

as behind the game.
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Kawasaki Ninja ZX-10R
The Kawasaki Ninja ZX-10R is a genuine
contradiction of a bike. In 2011 it was
the only Japanese litre bike to take it
to BMW and attempt to match them
when it came to power, track prowess
and electronic assists. Then in WSB, the
traditional proving ground of sports-
bikes, the Ninja destroyed the S1000RR
and in five years has secured two world
titles and two runner-up spots, while
BMW embarrassingly retired from the
competition. Yet its track success hasn’t
equated to showroom success, despite
the bulging trophy cabinet. Why?

For me the ZX-10R has always suf-
fered as a road bike due to its track fo-
cus. Kawasaki like to give their bikes
a bit of attitude, but I find the Ninja is
too dedicated to a life on track, at the
expense of practicality on the road,
whereas the S1000RR manages to blend
its two personas far better. The ZX-10R
is basically a bit of a yob.

Nothing about the ZX-10R is subtle,
from its brash green paint to its throaty
exhaust note, it’s a bike that demands
attention. The riding position isn’t
actually that cramped, but there is
a feeling of compactness due to the
squat nose that gives the impression
everything is squeezed into place. The

engine, which boasts an obscene top-
end rush, needs to have its revs kept
up to get the most from it and for road
riders that isn’t ideal, as keeping it on
the boil basically equates to setting fire
to your licence. And the suspension,
which is pinpoint sharp and precise on
a track, is a little harsh and unforgiving
on the UK’s less-than-smooth roads.
So what does Kawasaki need to do to
secure a larger proportion of sportsbike
sales? Refine the Ninja without losing
its attitude and add some competition-
matching electronics.

Despite the ZX-10R’s current traction
control system being excellent on the
road and track, with the R1, S1000RR
and Panigale all using gyroscopic elec-
tronic assists, Kawasaki needs to follow
suit. It’s purely a fashion-led decision,
but it should help the Ninja tempt a few

Double WSB winner is the maddest, baddest, litre bike from Japan

Engine 998cc, l/c, dohc, 16v inline four. Six gears. Fuel injection | Electronic rider aids Traction

control, power modes, optional ABS | Power 197bhp @ 13,000rpm | Torque 82.6ftlb @ 11,500rpm

Chassis Aluminium twin spar, double sided swingarm | Front suspension 43mm inverted Showa

BPF, fully adjustable | Rear suspension Monoshock, fully adjustable with high and low-speed

rebound | Wet weight 198kg (201kg with ABS) | Front brake 2 x 310mm petal discs with four-piston

radial calipers. ABS optional | Rear brake 220mm petal disc with one-piston caliper. ABS optional

Fuel capacity 17 litres | Seat height 813mm | Price £12,199 (£13,199 with ABS)

KAWASAKI NINJA ZX-10R £12,199

Suzuki GSX-R1000
What’s new for 2016 All-new bike with 

more advanced electronics, and VVT.

Does it need it?
Yes, if it is going 

to challenge the 

latest breed of litre 

bikes.

Any pitfalls? The 

current engine is 

packed with grunt, 

making it a great 

road bike.

Deals Easily found 

for £9000, which is 

£2000 off RRP.

Kawasaki Z1000SX
What’s new for 2016 ABS as standard 

and a slipper clutch.

Does it need it? 
Not really, but ABS 

and a slipper clutch 

is always nice to 

have.

Any pitfalls? No, 

it’s a cracking bike.

Deals You can get 

the 2015 Z1000SX 

for £9000 and 

some dealers are 

throwing in free 

luggage, too.

Triumph Explorer
What’s new for 2016 Updated engine, 

improved brakes and better suspension.

Does it need it? 

Yes, the Explorer 

has failed to set the 

world alight.

Any pitfalls? No, it 

needs improving to 

match the water-

cooled GS.

Deals Discounts 

of £1000 common 

as well as luggage 

incentives.

More outgoing stunners

tech-conscious riders. Give the motor 
a bit more low-end grunt and then 
upgrade the suspension to give a less 
harsh ride, and the Ninja will be back 
in the fight back for road bike honours. 

Will we miss it?
Kawasaki have admitted the 2016 
ZX-10R is more of an update than a to-
tally new model and as such plenty of 
the old bike’s attitude should remain. 
The electronic upgrades will tame this 
wild Ninja slightly, while the new sus-
pension and brakes will mainly benefit 
track addicts. With two WSB, two BSB 
and plenty of superstock national ti-
tles under its belt, there is very little 
wrong with the current ZX-10R, so if 
you’re after a bad-ass litre bike, it’s 
still a brilliant buy. 

Any deals to be had?
This year is the Ninja’s 30th anniver-
sary and as such the 2015 ZX-10R is a 
special edition with unique paint, a  
bit of anodizing and a green shock 
spring marking the occasion. Pre-reg 
bikes can be had for £11,000 and a few 
dealers are sweetening the deal with 
‘performance kits’ which include an 
Akrapovic exhaust and taller screen.

2015

‘Nothing about the 

ZX-10R is subtle... it’s 

a bike that demands 

attention’

Digital tacho-bar lights up as you rev 

Electronic damper boosts stability
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‘If you’re at er a 
bad-ass litre bike, 

the current model 
ZX-10R is still a 

brilliant buy’

KTM 690 Duke & R
What’s new for 2016 A tweaked engine, 

more power and upgraded electronics.

Does it need it? 
Traction control 

on a 68bhp single? 

Not really.

Any pitfalls? No, 

the bones of the 

bike are identical, 

and it’s a stunning 

package.

Deals You can 

easily save £2000 

by buying an ex-

demo R.

Suzuki SFV650
What’s new for 2016 There is rumour 

that the V-twin is getting updated.

Does it need it? 
Against the ER-6 

and MT-07, it needs 

a bit more poke.

Any pitfalls? The 

SFV is friendlier 

than a Labrador, 

any bite would 

ruin it.

Deals Pre-reg 

bikes are £4500, 

which is a £600 

saving on new.

Honda CB500 range
What’s new for 2016 Cosmetic changes 

to the whole CB range’s styling.

Does it need it? 
Not really, but a 

new look will give 

owners a reason 

to buy.

Any pitfalls? No, 

only the risk of 

horrible Honda 

paint schemes.

Deals Not many 

outright discounts, 

but lots of extras 

included in the sale.

Sometimes when news of a 
new bike emerges it actually 
causes a surge in sales of 
the outgoing model. When 
BMW water-cooled the 
R1200GS, sales of the air-
cooled version spiked to such 
an extent BMW considered 
starting the production lines 
again! As soon as Suzuki 
pulled the plug on the 
unsuccessful B-King, dealers 
were flooded with requests, 
and the same has happened 
this year with the current 
GSX-R1000. Believe it or not, 
the GSX-R has sold almost 
twice as many units in 2015 
as it did in 2014, with the 
company selling nearly one 

No wait, 
hesitate!

‘Many will 
rush to get the 
last of the air-
cooled Bonnies’

thousand GSX-R models this 
year alone, making it the UK’s 
highest-selling sportsbike 
manufacturer. Is this likely to 
happen with any other 2015 
models? You have to look 
at the Bonneville and think 
many people will rush to get 
the last air-cooled bikes, so 
don’t delay if that sounds like 
you. As for the rest, biding 
your time can pay dividends 
and holding out until winter 
could see you land a very 
cheap 2015 ZX-10R, SFV650, 
CB500, or Speed Triple.
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2015

It is very easy for a manufacturer to give
a sportsbike power. And by the same
token, it is also pretty simple to create
a sporty chassis. But to match the two
and ensure one doesn’t overwhelm
the other is a considerably trickier
task. In the 899 Panigale, Ducati have
achieved a near perfect balance, and
it’s been selling like the proverbial
baked deserts – so why risk upsetting
the apple cart by updating the 899?

According to the rumour mill, a new
899 Panigale is expected for 2016, and it
will bring with it more power. To any-
one who has ridden the 899 Panigale,
this could be a worrying statement, as
it’s hardly lacking in drive as it is. It’s
one of the most beautifully balanced
bikes you can buy, and an absolute
joy to ride.

Ducatis used to be described as ‘lazy’
in their power delivery, but the 1199
Panigale with its near 200bhp power
figures, changed all that. With its far
subtler 146bhp, the 899 harks back
to the old sensation of seamlessly flat
drive. When you consider it’s only
18cc off the original 916, that makes
a lot of sense.

When you get going on the Panigale

you can’t help but enjoy every aspect
of the riding experience. The engine
thuds along with a lovely spread of
power and torque, neither of which
ever threaten to get out of hand, while
the chassis is equally sublime. Corners
are there to be attacked or enjoyed,
either way the Panigale is happy to
oblige, and when you want a bit of a
thrill, revving the engine releases a
healthy top end. All of which is played
out to a stunning exhaust note. And,
amazingly for a Ducati, the Panigale
is comfortable, too – all-day comfort-
able. Add to this the excellent Brembo
brakes, an advanced electronics pack-
age and compliant suspension and you
wonder why Ducati feels any need to
upgrade the bike at all. Clearly the
factory know something we don’t.

When Ducati launched the 1299
Panigale this year it also boasted more
power and torque when compared to
the outgoing 1199 model. But rather
than overstepping the mark and be-
coming more extreme, the complete
opposite happened. Ducati harnessed
the Panigale’s extra power through
advanced electronics and instead de-
livered the best road-going sportsbike

to ever wheelie out of the Bologna fac-
tory’s gates. Here’s hoping they repeat
this trick on the new 899 Panigale.

Will we miss it?
If Ducati overstep the mark, the first
generation of Panigale will certainly
be missed, and worryingly they have
form for doing this. The first 848 was
a beautiful blend of power and agil-
ity in much the same vein as the 899
Panigale, but subsequent 848 Evos
upped the power and lost this feeling
of balance. If Ducati do the same with
the 899 Panigale, riders may well look
on the older model more favourably
than the newer one in summer 2016.
However, if it repeats the 1299’s magic,
the new 899 will be out of this world.

Any deals to be had?
There are very few new 899 Panigales
left in the UK, but those that are still
in dealers can be had for around £700
less than the RRP. As the year ends,
ex-demos are now starting to crop up
for around £1000 less than RRP and
with minimal miles on their clocks.
Even at full price, you would never be 
disappointed.

Entry-level exotic sportsbikes don’t come any better than this

Engine 898cc, liquid-cooled, dohc, desmo V-twin. Six gears. Fuel injection

Electronic rider aids Riding modes, power modes, ABS, traction control, quick shifter, datalogger,

engine braking control |Power 146bhp @ 10,750rpm |Torque 73ftlb @ 9000rpm |Chassis

Aluminium monocoque, single sided swingarm |Front suspension 43mm BPF inverted forks, fully

adjustable |Rear suspension Monoshock, fully adjustable |Wet weight 254kg |Front brake

2 x 320mm discs with four-piston Brembo radial calipers. ABS |Rear brake 245mm disc with two-

piston caliper. ABS |Fuel capacity 17 litres |Seat height 830mm

U I ANI AL £12,795

Tidy tail boasts aerodynamic scoopsAll the 899’s modes are displayed here

‘It’s one of the most
beautifully balanced

bikes you can buy, and
an absolute joy to ride’



JON URRY, MCN TEST
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‘Now’s the time to buy new’
Keeping up with fashion is
the curse of the motorcycle
manufacturer and it acts like a
ball rolling down a hill, once one
does it the rest have to keep up for
fear of dropping behind. Will road
riders really benefit from the 2016
ZX-10R’s upgraded electronics
or spot the boost in power?
Probably not. The Panigale could
become an even more impressive
package, but that extra power
might ruin its balance. And as for 

the Bonneville, more weight and
a boost in power could well rob
this friendly middleweight of its
charm. But that’s the risk Triumph 
has to take to meet demands.

But one thing is for certain –
now the cat is out of the bag that
a new bike is on the way, dealers
will be more than keen to shift
old stock. Take advantage of the
situation, this is the perfect time
to snap up a bargain brand new 
2015 bike.

THANKS TO To Webbs for the loan of the Bonneville Newchurch. It’s for sale now
at £6599 at Webbs Of Lincoln on 01522 528951 www.webbsmotorcycles.co.uk

Engine 865cc, a/c, dohc, 8v parallel twin. Six gears. Fuel injection. | Electronic rider

aids None |Power 68bhp @ 7500rpm | Torque 50ftlb @ 5800rpm | Chassis Tubular

steel chassis, double sided swingarm | Front suspension Conventional 41mm forks, non-

adjustable | Rear suspension Twin shocks, adjustable spring preload | Wet weight 225kg

| Front brake 1 x 310mm discs with two-piston caliper. | Rear brake 255mm disc with two-

piston caliper. | Fuel capacity 16 litres |Seat height 740mm | Price: £6999 (£7199)

TRIUMPH BONNEVILLE £6999

Triumph Bonneville
2015

It is with a great deal of sadness that
I find myself writing about the de-
mise of the old air-cooled 865cc
Bonneville. If, as the evidence sug-
gests, it is to make way for a larger
1100cc water-cooled machine, it
will be the end of one of the most
delightful two-wheeled families
ever to carry the Triumph name on
its tank. Why will we miss them so
much? Because they represent ef-
fortless motorcycling at its very best.

You don’t really ride a Bonnie, you
relax into it and let the unflustered
parallel-twin take you on a lovely
adventure. It’s a return to the basics
of motorcycling. And that’s why it is
a brave move by Triumph to not only
up its power but also water cool it. The
liquid-cooling has been pretty much
forced upon Triumph by impending
emissions regulations.

There is no denying the Bonnie’s
chassis feels like it is from a different
era as the bike wobbles and pitches

through the bends on its soft suspen-
sion. And the brakes are more than
a little lacking in their power when
pushed. A bit more security would
be a welcome addition to the chas-
sis, but not too much, just enough
to sharpen the whole ride up and
make it feel more secure. Is this what
Triumph are planning?

When all is said and done, the new
Bonneville is certain to be a far more
accomplished machine than the long-
serving current model. But in many
ways this feeling of authenticity only
added to the Bonnie’s charm. Soft
suspension, poor brakes and a mo-
tor with enough, but not too much,
grunt is at the heart of the Bonnie.
The major issue for the new bike is
price. You can currently buy a new 
865cc Bonneville
for under £7000,
which is a very
attractive pros-
pect for all ages 

of rider. How much will the new
1100cc water-cooled one retail for?
You can be sure it won’t be anything
like this competitive.

Will we miss it?
Of course we will, the current
Bonnie has been a constant in
Triumph’s range for 14 years and as
such has built up a massive fan base.
Do they want more power? Probably
not. Do they want better suspension

and brakes? Again,
performance isn’t

really an issue
for most Bonnie
owners but ABS

and a bet-
ter ride

would

probably be appreciated. The 865cc
Bonnie is an ideal machine for sunny
summer runs, relaxed commuting
and generally just being enjoyed. Un-
like the machine it is named after, the
modern Bonnie isn’t about rushing
around, it is a bike for enjoying and
that’s why it will be missed. Hope-
fully Triumph won’t alienate all the
current Bonnie’s fans for the sake of
fashion. Will we see the air-cooled
865cc engine find a new home? Fin-
gers crossed.

Any deals to be had?
How do you know there is a new
Triumph on the way? Simple, the firm
has released a plethora of ‘special
editions’. Dealers often have these
as demo bikes and they are now for
sale, chopping around £1000 off their
RRP or £500 for a pre-registered bike.
Deals on free accessories are common
and stock Bonnie models can be had 
for £800 less than RRP.

Nothing oozes retro charm like a Bonnie

*Up to a value of £750

5 YEARS
FREE
SERVICING*

LOW RATE
FINANCE*

5 YEAR
WARRANTY*

Promotional 5 year warranty is valid for all 2014 & 2015 Victory®
motorcycles sold in Europe. Specific conditions apply. Please see
your dealer for details.
*Terms and conditions apply, while stocks last. Until Dec 31st 2015

NOW THAT’S

PERFORMANCE!

VICTORYMOTORCYCLES.CO.UK

ALL 2015 CRUISERS, BAGGERS AND

TOURERS*  - WHILE STOCKS LAST! 



The mission
To put these bikes’ fuel-sipping

ability to the test we took all three

to Sheffield city centre and rode

them through rush hour until the

sun set. The course took in tight,

one-way streets, the hectic town

centre, tramlines, long, boring dual

carriageways and even a short

stretch on the M1.

The riders
Liam Marsden

MCN Web Producer

Height 6ft1in

Weight: 75kg

CV High-mileage

road rider

Charlie Lester,

MCN contributor.

Height: 5ft 5in,

weight: 55kg

CV Triumph Street

Triple owner

James Doherty,

MCN contributor.

Height: 5ft 8in,

Weight: 73kg

CV Road tester and

former racer

The bikes
Honda PCX125, £2699

Big seller claims an

astonishing 133mpg

Yamaha NMax, £2599

Relative newcomer taking the

fight to Honda

Suzuki Address 110, £1899

If you’re an austerity fan the sub

two grand asking price has to be

appealing in itself
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They’re not fast or sexy but they can get 90 miles-plus
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P
int-chugging sportsbikes are all
well and good but what if you
want something less excessive
and a little more frugal, that sips
petrol like the lady of the manor?
Enter stage left the contenders

for our 2015 mega mpg test, surely the most
important and glamorous test of the year.

The Honda PCX125 was the second biggest-
selling powered two- wheeler in 2014, second
only to the Honda CBF125, and in 2011 it was
the biggest selling powered two wheeler in the

whole of Europe. When it comes to sales it’s 
the king, and Honda reckon it’ll do 133mpg, 
too. If that’s right, the other two bikes on test 
have a fight on their hands. Enter Yamaha, 
relatively new players in the 125cc scooter 
market, and the tasty looking  NMax that 
was released earlier this year. This is the bike 
Yamaha hope will take the fight to Honda 
across the bustling cities of Europe. 

And enter Suzuki’s ‘MotoGP replica’ Ad-
dress, the odd one out. With a capacity of only 
110cc it might struggle in the quick bits but 
it’s £1000 cheaper than the most expensive 
bike on test, the Honda PCX.

MEGA MPG TEST

Continued over

WEB PRODUCER

s
A
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s from a single gallon. But which frugal scoot is best?ACHINES
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Typically classy dash on the Honda

Basic layout looks cheap next to its rivals

Handsome fuel gauge flatters to deceive

The scoot has a handsome enough face

MotoGP paint for pseudo pitlane chic

More restrained looks than the Suzuki

HONDA

SUZUKI

YAMAHA

Up close

It’s not exactly thirsty
but the Yamaha’s not
that thrifty either

If the Suzuki’s MotoGP paint isn’t your thing, be sure to wear a dark, dark visor

It’ll be a long time
before we need to
stop for fuel again

MEGA MPG TEST

RIDER: Liam Marsden

There’s no doubt about it, the Yamaha 
is the coolest looking scooter of the 
lot. Its LED running lights and short, 
stubby screen tell me it’s ready to scythe 
through Sheffield’s city centre traffic 
like an angry Marc Marquez starting 
from the back of the grid.

Although the NMax looks small it ac-
commodates my lanky six-foot frame 
with ease – the footboards providing 
plenty of room so my knees don’t get 
hit by the bars whenever I need full 
lock. On the move the NMax feels as 
svelte as it looks – it’s well balanced, 
providing plenty of confidence to lean 
over at roundabouts, while the ABS-
equipped brakes purvey good feel and 
stopping power without being overly 
strong. When the ABS does kick in, it 
feels overly intrusive and the levers 
pulsate wildly, which detracts from 
the otherwise quality ride of the bike.

It’s nippy away from the lights and 
can keep up with the 30kg lighter 
Suzuki if you want to race. On the open 
road the NMax can just about match the 
traffic, reaching a top speed of 67mph 
with me sat bolt upright, although it’s 
possible to eke a few more mph out 
of it if you tuck in, which no doubt 
helps the fuel economy, too. Talking 
of which, it takes 47 miles for the first 
bar on its futuristic and minimalistic 
dash’s fuel gauge to disappear, which  
initially suggested the NMax was going 
to cakewalk the economy competition 
but in fact revealed that its petrol me-
tering is wildly inaccurate. 

Despite coming a distant third in the 
mpg test with a return of 97.7mpg, the 
Yamaha is a nice place to be – it behaves 
like a premium scooter, especially 
compared to the Suzuki, which with-
out its racy paintwork would look like 
a generic template from the Far East. 
It’s comfortable for hours at a time, gets 
up to speed quickly, handles well and 
looks the part. And almost 100mpg on 
MCN’s urban cycle isn’t too shoddy.

RIDER: Charlie Lester

Two smart scooters bask in Sheffield’s 
sunshine. The day glows with prom-
ise – until my steed emerges from be-
hind them. The Address’ small, basic 
chassis coupled with its lairy MotoGP 
colourscheme prompt unkind jibes 
about needing the return address, 
though apparently plainer versions 
are available at £100 cheaper.

Cringing, I start it up – but instead of 
the racy high-pitched whine I feared 
there’s a low, pleasant thrum. The 110cc 
engine is the least powerful of the three, 
with a noticeable delay between throt-
tle action and application of power, but 
from our standing start I immediately 
pull away from the Yamaha and bolt 
neck-and-neck with Jimmy’s Honda 
PCX125 into the city streets.

The nimble Address makes my rela-
tive inexperience with both scooters 
and Sheffield irrelevant. It’s narrow, 
light, effortless to turn; a joyful little 
ride that inspires me to push and pro-
gress. Filtering through hectic streets 
I’m eyeing Liam’s back impatiently 
and grinning as Jimmy falls behind 
in my mirrors.

Okay, so I’ve seen egg-timers with 
more equipment – the clocks are 

97.7mpg 
YAMAHA NMAX

117.7mpg
SUZUKI ADDRESS 110



‘Downhill and 
tucked-in the Honda 

speedo sits exactly 
at 68mph’
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HONDA PCX125
£2699
Engine: 125cc single-cylinder,

liquid cooled, SOHC 4-stroke

2-valve

Power: 11bhp @ 8000rpm

Torque: 8.85ftlb @ 6000rpm

Weight: 130kg

Seat height: 760mm

Fuel capacity: 8 litres

Finance: £99 deposit, 36 x

£76.87, total £2866.32

SUZUKI ADDRESS
£1899
Engine: 113cc single cylinder,

air-cooled, four stroke, SOHC

Power: n/a

Torque: n/a

Weight: 97kg

Seat height: 755mm

Fuel capacity: 5.2 litres

FiNANCE DEALS: None

currently listed on Suzuki

website

‘The Honda is stunning’
This test isn’t just about how 
the bikes feel or how they go 
round corners, it’s also about 
their numbers: specifically, 
which returns the best mpg. 
Disappointingly for me, the 
otherwise excellent Yamaha 
comes in last place, with 97.7mpg. 
Second is the basic-but-effective 
Suzuki Address, which managed 

to achieve 115.7mpg with fast-but-
light Charlie onboard. That makes 
the Honda PCX125 the winner, and 
with a fuel economy of 124.9mpg 
it wasn’t even close. It may be the 
most expensive to buy, but it sips 
petrol despite Jimmy’s skids and 
generally unruly city riding. For 
that reason alone, the PCX is a 
stunning performer. 

YAMAHA NMAX
£2599
Engine: 125cc single cylinder,

liquid-cooled, 4-stroke, SOHC,

4-valves

Power: 12bhp @ 7250rpm

Torque: 8.63ftlb @ 7250rpm

Weight: 127kg

Seat height: 765mm

Fuel capacity: 6.6 litres

Finance: £99 deposit, 24 x

£116.87, total £2903.88

LIAM MARSDEN WEB PRODU

VERDICT

1
st

2
nd

3
rd

What’ll it do (to the 
gallon) mister?

incredibly basic, lacking even a trip 
meter, while the 20.6-litre luggage 
compartment can fit a helmet and little 
else. But it handles energetically and is 
endlessly comfortable, the single flat 
floorboard allowing me to stretch my 
legs as Liam begins to squirm. While the 
front disc brake seems weak, the back 
drum brake is perfectly able to slow 
the 97kg scooter to a squealing halt.

I’m nervous as we dive onto the 
motorway, but though acceleration is 
painful above 55mph the Suzuki even-
tually battles to 70mph. I triumphantly 
take and hold the lead for a while before 
remembering we’re supposed to be on 
a fuel economy test.

By sunset I’m actually a little smit-
ten. At £1799 (with basic paint, £1899 
for the swanky, go-faster MotoGP 
replica) it’s £1000 cheaper than the 
Honda, and although there’s a sizeable 
difference in luxury and ride quality 
it’s a cheap and very cheerful city ride. 
The little Suzuki can keep up with the 
bigger boys but at a price. Thrashing 
its little motor has returned a slightly 
disappointing 117.7mpg. 

RIDER: James Doherty

The Honda looks the biggest and heavi-
est of the bunch (at 130kg it’s only 
3kg heavier than the Yamaha), which 
doesn’t fill me with confidence when 
it comes to sipping fuel. 

As the schools empty and traffic 
begins to build, Charlie slithers away 
through the stationary traffic on the 
small Suzuki. The Honda sticks with 
her at first, until the right hand mir-
ror touches a trailer, quickly followed 
by the left touching a car. Charlie 
disappears through the traffic, while 
I’m stuck, with Liam behind beeping 
furiously. The Honda doesn’t look a 
great deal wider than the Yamaha, but 
it feels a lot bigger when you’re sat on 
it – and the mirror incident saps my 
filtering confidence. 

Not that it matters. The Honda has 
switchable stop/start, so the engine 
cuts out to save fuel. Liam, meanwhile, 
is stuck behind wasting gas.

While the stop/start tech is a 
nice touch, and no doubt helps the 
Honda’s bid for victory, it does mean 
it’s slower away from the lights. It takes 
milliseconds for the Honda to switch 
on, but in that time the Yamaha and 
Suzuki have already pulled away. On 
the short stretch of M1 included in 
our Sheffield lap the Honda is unable 
to close the distance. It accelerates 
briskly up to 67mph and stays there. 
Tucked in, downhill – the speedo sits 
exactly at 68mph.

In town the Honda feels well bal-
anced and stable. I remember scooters 
of my youth feeling a little like shop-
ping trolleys but the PCX is perfectly 
planted and nimble. Scooters have 
certainly come a long way. 

I get off the Honda with the sun set-
ting behind one of the hills Sheffield 
is built on, confident of victory in the 
economy challenge. The mpg function 
on the dash hasn’t dropped below 110 
all day despite my over enthusiastic 
riding. When we sit down to do the 
maths, the real brilliance of the PCX 
is stunningly revealed.

124.9mpg
HONDA PCX125
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MOTORCYCLE L
NOVEMBER 28-DECEMBER 6

Top of every bike fan’s list of things to

see at Motorcycle Live is new metal 

and this year will not disappoint, 

with over 30 of the world’s leading 

motorcycle manufacturers showcasing 

their 2016 models in the UK for the first 

Motorcycle Live is probably the best

place in the UK to meet and greet the

world’s leading racers in a relaxed

post-season environment, away

Motorcycle Live is the perfect place

to broaden your two-wheeled horizon. 

If you’ve never ridden off-road before, 

or you want to hone your fledgling 

skills, the FREE Yamaha AMCA MX 

Experience is the ideal way to get a 

New-for-2015 is FMX Live presented

by Arenacross, where the world’s

leading freestyle motocross riders will

be whipping and back-flipping in a jaw-

dropping display of aerial gymnastics

in a purpose-built indoor stadium. The

time. All the big names in biking will be 

there, bringing with them a whole host 

of shiny new machines for you to feast 

your eyes on, as well as live features 

and events taking place on their 

individual stands. 

from the paddock and all under one

roof. Expect on-stage Q&As, photo

opportunities and rider signings… so

don’t forget your autograph book.

taster. The FREE ACU Try Trials Area

in conjunction with BUMPY aims

to introduce you to the skilful trials

discipline. All equipment and expert

instruction is provided so there are no

excuses not to have a go!

show will also feature an exclusive

LED bike and rider suit combination,

with tricks that will push the riders

to their limits. There is a charge of

£5 when booked in advance for over

16s to access FMX Live.

2. MEET RACING STARS

The Test Ride Zone will make a

welcome return thanks to Shoei,

Sidi and Spada, and a great line up of

bikes from leading manufacturers.

Accompanied by out-riders, you can

venture out on the open road and gain

a real feel for the model of your choice

– all for FREE. All safety equipment

will be provided – so if you come by car,

you don’t have to drag all your riding kit

along with you.

1. SEE ALL THE NEW METAL

3. LEARN A NEW SKILL 4. SEE A JAW-DROPPING SHOW

5. TAKE A TEST RIDE

Hold on 
tight for 

FMX Live

Want a test 
ride? Now’s 
your chance

Ask Bradley 
about his stellar 

2015 season

L
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LIVE COMES ALIVE!

6. GET THE KIDS ON TWO WHEELS

8. NON-STOP ENTERTAINMENT 

9. MORE METAL

10. BRILLIANT
 OFFERS ON KIT

TO BOOK YOUR TICKETS
Budding young bikers have a whole 

range of features to choose from 

at this year’s Motorcycle Live, 

with three FREE activities aimed 

at getting the little ones on two 

wheels. The the ever-popular 

My First Honda Licence and 

Kiddimoto Children’s Fun Track will 

be back, and new for 2015 there will 

also be the Kuberg MX Experience – 

presented by MCF – which will give 

kids a taste of off-road riding.

The British Eurosport Entertainment 

Zone featuring the Black Horse Stage 

will once again occupy the heart of 

Motorcycle Live. Steve Parrish and 

James Whitham will keep the crowd 

entertained with interviews and 

chat shows, along with a variety of 

interactive games and quizzes, such 

Shiny machinery doesn’t get more 

eye-catching than the weird and 

wonderful bikes on display at the 

Custom Xtreme feature supported by 

Back Street Heroes and Streetfighters. 

The Classic feature will return with 

an all-new sponsor in the form of the 

National Motorcycle Museum, who will 

be showcasing some their incredible 

collection of classic machines. 

Motorcycle Live is a great place to 

get your hands on an end-of-season 

bargain and this year there are once 

again loads of retail stands. From 

leathers to helmets, paddock stands to 

padlocks, it’s a one-stop shop for your 

kit and accessory needs. Get yourself 

sorted for a great 2016 biking season.

as the ever-popular ‘A Question Of 

Bikes’. Last year’s show attracted 

riding legends including Scott Redding, 

Tom Sykes, Alex Lowes and John 

McGuinness. You may also spot the 

occasional bike-loving TV, film or 

sports star roaming the halls during 

your Motorcycle Live visit.

Motorcycle Live is not just for born

and bred bikers, it also presents 

the perfect opportunity for aspiring 

riders to try two wheels in a safe and 

secure indoor environment, under the 

watchful eye of qualified instructors. 

The industry-backed Get On campaign 

will once again be offering FREE taster 

sessions on 50cc & 125cc scooters and 

motorcycles for visitors over 14.
Motorcycle Live takes place at The NEC, Birmingham from Nov 28 to Dec 6 

2015. Advance tickets are just £17.50, £11 for Seniors and £7 for children aged 

11-16. Advance bookings close at 5pm on November 27, so don’t miss out. Kids 

aged 10 and under, who are accompanied by a paying adult, go free. There is 

also a £20.50 advance ticket, which includes a choice of Oxford neck wear 

worth £15. Bike Parking is free in the Bike Park – in partnership with Bike Trac.

TICKETS
ON SALE NOW!

CALL 0844 581 2345 OR VISIT  WWW.MOTORCYCLELIVE.CO.UK

7. GET YOUR 
NON-BIKING MATES 

ON TWO WHEELS

Get the young ’uns 

on two wheels 
in safety

Quiz your 
favourite 
biking stars
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BIKES

BIG
BALLS

MOTO3 SPECIAL

Ever wondered what it takes to get a 50bhp 
bike to lap faster than a 190bhp R1? MCN 

exposes the mind-blowing world of Moto3 
and the crazy-brave nutters that ride them

Mahindra MGP30
Indian manufacturer 

is making KTM and 
Honda look up. MCN 

takes a ride, p35



W
ith the country
poised to herald
its first Grand Prix
world champion
in 38 years, the
UK has become
hooked on Moto3.

Danny Kent’s runaway performances
have drawn a whole new army of
fans to the thrills and spills of small
-capacity bike racing.

Breathtaking braking-zone over-
takes, six-way jostles for the lead,
140mph slipstreaming, and tooth-
and-nail battles from start to finish
have left viewers feeling as breath-
less as they’d be if they had just con-
tested the 20-lap race themselves. It’s
adrenaline gland-squeezing stuff.

“As a rider it can be quite annoying

to be fighting over the same piece of
tarmac with so many riders,” says
world champion elect, Kent. “But
that’s Moto3 and it’s brilliant for the
spectators. You can see it through the
comments on Twitter where people
are often saying that they’d rather
watch the Moto3 race than Moto2
or even MotoGP because there are
so many riders in the mix.”

While the TV coverage conveys the
excitement of a Moto3 race it fails to
put into any perspective just how
rapid these quarter-sized GP bikes
are. If you’ve got a litre sportsbike
in the garage it’d be easy to scoff
at the mere 50bhp output of one of
these tiny, single-cylinder bikes.
But piloting one takes as much, if
not more, bravery than wrestling
a superbike. Don’t believe us? Here
are six reasons why Moto3 should be
blowing your mind.

#MCNwednesday
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NOSE-TO-TAIL SLIPSTREAMING AT 140MPH1 ‘It’s likehavingamagicpower’

IT BREEDS CRAZY-BRAVE RIDERS2 ‘You justkeep itpinned, everywhere!’

Just imagine the balls it must take to
follow another rider, or four, so closely
at 140mph that his bike’s tailpiece com-
pletely obscures your view ahead, and
exhaust fumes fill your helmet. The idea
of a mechanical failure at this proximity
doesn’t bear thinking about.

Yet for the bold breed of Moto3 racers
the benefits of a slipstream far outweigh

any risks. Sitting in the pocket of low 
pressure air behind another bike can 
add up to 5mph to a Moto3’s top speed, 
as former 125GP rider and KTM Ajo 
Moto3 team boss Aki Ajo explains: “It 
feels great, especially if you see a group 
ahead. If you can use the draft of four or 
five riders at the same time then ‘boom!’ 
you can just go. It is like having some 

magic power or a turbo boost. You can 
really feel the difference in speed.”

The effect that boost has on a lap 
time can be dramatic, as Danny Kent 
admits: “That’s why you see so many 
people looking for the slipstream in 
qualifying because you can maybe 
gain half-a-second a lap. And half-a-   
second can put you outside the top 15.” 

The smaller classes have long provided 
a place for future GP and superbike
stars to cut their racing fangs. Current 
Honda Racing BSB rider Dan Linfoot
progressed through the ranks via 125GP 
– the forerunner to Moto3 – and fin-
ished ninth in his world championship 
debut at the 2005 British Grand Prix,
so knows only too well the mindset
needed to unleash hell on a little bike.

“You need to be happy ploughing
into corners at silly speeds, so you
definitely need big cajones! Bravery
is everything. Riding little bikes is all 
about wringing the thing’s neck: full
revs, full throttle all the time, and just 
maintaining as much speed as you dare 
through the corners. Small bikes can
certainly get round quick, and they’re 
definitely not to be underestimated.”

PRODUCTION EDITOR
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Danny Kent
Moto3 series leader 

could be Britain’s first 
GP champ in 38 years

‘I’m not shutting off ’til you do.’ Kent has proved he’s the bravest of them all in 2015

Pulling out of another 
rider’s slipstream at 

the right moment acts 
like a slingshot
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Looking at the data below,
you’ll see that the R1’s red
trace has flatter troughs than
the blue line of the Moto3. This
shows the R1 rider has to wait
to get the bike settled before
he can get back on the gas.
Whereas, thanks to its low
power, low weight and taut
chassis, the Moto3 rider can go
back to full gas straight away.

Turn 1 and 2 are very
traditional, straightforward
right-hand corners, with a
distance of just 240m between
them, but even here the Moto3
is already 0.15s up on the
R1. Its average speed here is
68.58mph, whereas the R1
averages at 64.96mph.

Turns 3 and 4 are a much
faster, more technical left-

hand complex that demands
a different approach from
each bike. The R1 needs to be
flung on its side and its speed
reduced while it’s settled and
turned, only then can the rider
start reintroducing the 190bhp.

But here the Moto3 rider
hardly dips the throttle, he
just keeps accelerating all the
way through – not shutting the
throttle for an amazing 635m
from Turn 2 to Turn 5.

The Moto3 may be 20mph
slower down the straights,
but it makes up for it by being
faster around every corner,
by as much as 24mph. In
the years since this lap was
recorded, Moto3 speeds have
increased, hence Jack Miller’s
1.41.1 outright lap record.

Single cylinder four strokes aren’t
known for being particularly refined,
smooth or willing to rev, but the quar-
ter-litre thumper inside a Moto3 ma-
chine isn’t your typical single. For
starters, buying one will set you back
£10,000. “The actual cost of the engine
is much more than 12,000 euros,” says
Mahindra Racing CEO, Mufaddal Choo-
nia. “We’re selling them at a loss, but
we have to meet the cost cap dictated
by the Moto3 regulations.”

All three manufacturers now use the
maximum permitted bore size of 81mm
meaning, that at the 13,500rpm rev
limit, the single-ring piston is vibrat-
ing at an average speed of 22m/s. Yet
despite this, the crank spins up with
total freedom and zero vibration – feel-
ing more like a miniature inline four. 

In Mugello in 2014, 39 minutes of rac-
ing resulted in the closest ever finish
in 67 years of Grand Prix history.
Team Sky KTM rider Romano Fenati
crossed the line just 0.01s ahead of
rivals Issac Vinales and Alex Rins,
who both crossed the line at exactly
the same time.

Later in the season at Brno, Honda’s
Alexis Masbou crossed the line to win
the Czech GP, with Enea Bastinanni
and Danny Kent just 0.15s back – and
the rest of the top 16 were less than a
second and a half behind them. If you
need that putting into perspective,
at the recent Japanese F1 Grand Prix
Lewis Hamilton finished 18.9s ahead
of second placed Nico Rosberg, who
finished 73s ahead of ninth placed Max 
Verstappen. Yawn.

£200 PER HORSE POWER5IT’S THE CLOSEST RACING4

THEY’RE QUICKER AROUND JEREZ THAN A NEW YAMAHA R13

Pneumatic valves and VVT are outlawed to save 
costs, but its still a lot of money for a singlePhoto finish sees Fenati take it by a nose, but Rins and Vinales can’t be split

Sounds unbelievable, but it’s true.
Comparing a datalogged lap around
Jerez on a road-spec 2015 Yamaha
R1 using Pirelli Supercorsa SC1 race
tyres, with a racing lap from a KTM
Moto3 ridden in the 2012 Spanish
championship makes for interest-
ing viewing...

Lowest speed in first
right-hander

Yamaha R1 51.6mph

KTM Moto3 57.6mph

Average speed
between Turn 1 and 2

Yamaha R1 64.96mph

TM Moto3 68.58mph

Average speed
between Turn 3 and 4

Yamaha R1 84.7mph

KTM Moto3 108.2mph

Max speed on
back straight

Yamaha R1 154.8mph

KTM Moto3 137mph

Mid-corner
speed at hairpin
Yamaha R1 39.4mph

KTM Moto3 43.8mph

JEREZ CIRCUIT

MOTO3 V R1 DATALOGGED LAP OF JEREZ

2015
R1

KTM
MOTO3

3.29s
0-60mph

3.69s
0-60mph

5.66s
0-100mph

7.50s
0-100mph

The laptop never
lies, data traces

give the answers

1

2

3

5
6

Acceleration Acceleration

Lap time Lap time

Top speed
start/finish

Top speed
start/finish

Distance 4423m

Turns
13 (five left, eight right)

Longest straight 
607m

Moto3 lap record
1.41.173 (Jack Miller) 151.5mph 130.3mph

1.50.375 1.50.070

0:00
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150

175

200

mph

0:09 0:19 0:45 0:59 1:07 1:12 1:22 1:34 1:55 1:50

Through not having
to shut off, Moto3
has a 24mph boost
in average speed
through this section

The R1 has a
20mph speed
disadvantage here

Flat spot in red line
shows R1 rider has
to wait to get back
on the throttle

start/
finish

Y

KT4
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Many people assume that smaller,
lighter bikes can brake harder than
bigger heavier bikes, but that’s not
true. All classes of racing motorcycle
have an excess of braking power, and
physics dictates there’s only so quickly
you can stop a bike. Look at the graph
on the left and you’ll see both bikes
actually decelerate at the same rate.

The reason a Moto3 excels in the
braking zone is that it can carry a
higher speed into the turn, so doesn’t
have to scrub off as much. Whereas a
superbike rider has to stop the bike
almost dead, turn, stand it up, then
manage the power to accelerate out.

Our data shows that as the R1 hits his
braking point at the end of Jerez’s back
straight, the Moto3 would be still be on
the gas for another 133m (2.16 seconds).

THEY DESTROY BRAKING MARKERS6

IT’S MOTORCYCLING AT ITS PUREST7
There’s nothing phoney, toy-like or
watered down about a Moto3 bike,
it’s very much a real GP bike, just
one quarter of the size. Everything
from the carbon-fibre bodywork and
individually labelled military-grade
connectors, to the machined gearbox
cases are exactly what you’d see on
a full-fat MotoGP missile.

But beneath its finery, the
Mahindra Moto3 is the ultimate ex-
pression of motorcycle purity. Just
a single cylinder engine, 249cc, six
gears and two wheels, yet it gives a
rider the ability to cut a lap time in
a way quite unlike any other mo-
torcycle on the planet – by entering
corners almost flat-out.

On the starting rollers, the
Mahindra fires up and barks out
of its gaping, single-bore titanium
pipe with as much ear-splitting
aural venom as a full-sized multi-
cylinder GP machine. I’m instantly

struck by how freely it revs. There
are zero thumps, vibes or unwilling-
ness – in fact there’s no resistance in
the engine whatsoever. It hooks up
in the bottom end of its rev-range,
feeling much like a 600, then drives
and drives with fat, linear power all
the way to the gentle, 13,500rpm
rev limit.

With the rear tyre hooked up, the
MGP30’s front is seeking out grip
from its Dunlop wets, its stunning
Suter-developed Mahindra alloy
frame in open dialogue with my
backside, hands and brain. It’s sub-
lime, almost invisible. It makes rid-
ers feel like they can fly – and that’s
exactly what you have to do to cut a
good lap time on one; conserve that
momentum by flying into corners.

Going as fast as I dare into the
rain-lashed curves,
cursing
the fact

it’s not dry – because entering cor-
ners at high speed is what a Moto3
bike does best. Through a control
ECU, the Mahindra has a degree of
engine braking control – via an air
bleed system and slipper clutch - and
it crackles on the overrun like dis-
tant thunder. And, after riding this
one, I can see why those crazy Moto3
riders go like greased lightning.
Emma Franklin

Hodgson and Emma meet the MGP30

MCNtakesablaston theMahindraMGP30

Less speed to lose 
means braking can 

be left as late as a 
rider dares

Who cares about 
the rain? Mahindra 
gives Emma total 
confidence
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A distinguished 
do indeed
Biking should be for everyone

LETTER OF THE WEEK
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Dan Sharp, Kent

Ed: There’s space for all sorts in biking. Turn to page 48 to see MCN’s 

long-term test Scrambler take on the gentleman’s ride.

Like shooting fish in a barrel, it's all too easy to write-

off people on retro bikes and specials as wallet-on-

chains numpties who have nothing to do with some

notion of proper biking. It's a view I've pretty much

held myself – but that was before I took my Ducati

Monster on London's Distinguished Gentleman's

Ride last weekend. Shock, horror, there were even

young people having a good time on motorcycles,

rather than the perma-grey hair you see at many

mainstream events. Must be time to chuck my 

Gillette razor in the bin and join the crowd.

MCN STAR LETTER
If you’re looking to insure a bike, visit

MCNcompare.com and you can quickly

compare prices from 43 top motorcycle

insurance brands. The writer of the

best letter each week published in the

Letters pages will receive a free retro-

design MCN T-shirt courtesy of the 

MCNcompare.com website.

MAG-nificent idea

@ Your reader David Gillick sug-
gests that the advantages of mo-

torcycles over cars in terms of emissions
provide us with a good argument for
urging lower road tax on bikes (MCN
Letters, September 30). MAG has been
campaigning on this for a good while
now but the attention we can give to
any one issue is proportional to our
resources. As we now have a former
MP working full time for us in the shape
of Lembit Opik, we have acquired a
key to the door at Westminster which
is proving invaluable. Lembit is how-
ever already stretched to the limit of
what any one man can do. If only we
enjoyed the support of more riders we
would be able to finance more lobby-
ists to pursue campaigns. Membership,
as always, is available online www.
mag-uk.org
Ian Mutch, MAG President

What about Bradders?
I’ve been a reader of MCN for many
years and never felt the urge to

write in... that is until I read Foggy’s
comments on Johnny Rea. Toward the
end he states “It’s hard to know who
the best British racer is right now,
whether it’s Crutchlow, Rea or
Redding”. Now I have to congratulate
Rea on a fantastic season and a victory
he thoroughly deserves, I also have to
congratulate Redding on a podium
following a crash in the same race. But
surely it’s an oversight on Foggy’s be-
half that he forgot to mention Bradley 

Smith. For me he’s been outstanding.
He never complains, never blames the
team when he does something wrong,
rides a bike that gets no upgrades. He’s
just quietly getting on with his job and 
is looking like a true GP racer.
Craig Scott, North Yorkshire

Dani deserves more credit

@ It is not what Dani Pedrosa had
for breakfast, it is not because he

was wearing his lucky pants, he won
that second place at Aragon by sticking 

it to the Doctor because he is an amaz-
ingly talented motorcycle racer! His
qualities are all too often overlooked 
by the MotoGP paddock.
Tom Exelby, email

Dapper day goes global
On Sunday the inaugural Distin-
guished Gentleman’s Ride took

place in Cardiff, the turn-out was
impressive with all types of bikes on
show. The event in aid of the fight
against prostrate cancer brought the
most dapper riders and a real sense of
style to Cardiff and Penarth. Let’s make
next year’s ride even more dapper.
Neil Farrant, email

Ed: According to organisers 36,000 bikes 

took part across the world

Cardiff gets in on the hipster act

Distinguished Duke

@ Huge congratulations to Ducati
Owners Club member Michael

Butler for the biggest individual sum
raised for the London Distinguished
Gentleman’s Ride, bringing in £3770.
Michael was overall first in the UK,
and fifth globally. Well done also to
DOC GB Riders 2015 who were the ninth 
biggest team, worldwide.
Steve Benn, Nene Valley DOC

Stop moaning, Shakey
Why is it that Shane Bryne has a
habit of criticising the Showdown

rules when he is being beaten? When
he is winning there is no such attack.
The Showdown is the same for every-
one and has been for the last few years,
I don’t really hear anyone else moan-
ing. If you don’t like the rules Shane,
then find another championship.
British Superbikes doesn’t revolve 
around you and you only.
Vernon Newman, email

Ed: Turn to page 80 for the latest on the 

2015 BSB Showdown

Get skilled and save
Great piece by Liam Marsden on
Moped Madness last week, al-

though a surprising omission from
Rupert Paul’s piece on how not to crash
was to do an IAM or RoSPA course,
which reduces your chances of an ac-
cident by up to 85 per cent - and gets 
you cheaper insurance.
Geoff Hill, Belfast

Rossi's not lead all year

@ I was annoyed to read for the
second time that “it has been

Rossi who has led the championship
all year”. When Rossi and Lorenzo were
equal on points after Brno, Lorenzo
was top of the championship due to his
greater race victories. I know everyone
loves Rossi, but a fact is a fact. Lorenzo
did lead this year’s championship, if 
only for one race, so far...
Lyndon Page, email

READER POLL

What’s your preferred approach to 

servicing your bike?

.33%

40.

confident in my
ility, I’ll tackle

 job myself

I’ll do all the minor jobs, but for
servicing I take it to a mec

s

ing,
gs 



Every week, MCN

prints the best

pictures sent in by

readers or website

users. You can

post your pictures

onto our Facebook

page or email them

to mcn.letters@

motorcyclenews.com

We want the full

array of weird and

wonderful images

that reflect your

biking life. As you

can see here, we are

happy to celebrate

the lighter things from

the world of biking.

YOUR
PICTURES

#MCNwednesday
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Enjoying a weekend’s craic and the last of the September sunshine in Donegal. Julian Arthur

Cracking Bol weekend. Note the ’86 MCN T-shirt. Nev Carman

Met Tito Rabat at Valentino’s pizzeria in Tavullia, Trev Turner

My Quadro listing to port in Belfast’s Titanic Quarter. Sean Morgan

My BMW and my brother’s CB600S in the Highlands. Rick Mackay10-year old Lucas Sparling meeting his hero Wayne Gardner

My little girl on my new SRAD. She is bike mad! Chris Skelton
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You’re only as good as
your last race... or rant

Motorcycle racers are judged

and remembered by their 

results. Well, some are.

Others are remembered more

for the controversy they caused,

the enjoyment they gave or the

manner in which they rode or 

lived their lives.

Sometimes the success of a

rider is not the only measure

of how much adulation they

received in their heyday or

subsequently. Just ask Randy

Mamola or Kevin Schwantz.

With only one world title

between them, both still

command respect and get

plenty of attention. That’s down

to the way they rode and their 

outspoken nature. No-one

will forget Randy’s rear-wheel

steering antics or Schwantz’s

gung-ho aggression... let alone

the time he grabbed a marshal’s 

oil flag at Donington Park in 

1992 to warn others of

the slippery surface.

It’s the same today.

Valentino Rossi is the

ultimate modern-day

motorcycling icon.

Not just for his nine 

world titles and 

112 GP wins,

but also for

his quick wit

and genuine 

passion

for what 

he does. And, in a weird way,

his currency has increased

by being something of the

underdog for the last five years.

For racing on when he doesn’t

need to (from a financial point

of view) and doing everything

he can to beat those that many 

thought unbeatable.

And boy does the UK love an

underdog. Guy Martin may not

have won a TT yet, but he gets a

ridiculous amount of attention 

everywhere he goes. His

humble nature and ‘everyman’

attitude helps the bloke in the

street relate to his efforts and to 

his life.

There are certainly riders who

feel they don’t get the credit they

deserve and yet maybe they are

missing the point. It’s not ONLY 

about winning lots of races.

It’s about being entertaining,

engaging, likeable. Or even

being actively un-likeable.

Those with outspoken views

and arrogant eruptions get

almost as much attention as

the popular riders. It’s the

same in other sports – John

McEnroe annoyed many an

umpire with his ranting

and yet was adored by 

tennis fans.

Again, it adds to

the occasion, to

the intrigue and

entertainment.
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Brit carbs
Old Brits usually run Amal carbs whose soft alloy wears out
with monotonous regularity: the slide and bore rub against

each other with no lubrication, opening up the snug fit they had as new. The
resulting bagginess leads to a richer mixture, spoiling the bike’s low-speed
fuelling precision. Owners’ clubs recommend specialists who can restore
the slide-to-bore fit, often to better-than-new spec. Shops such as P&M
Motorcycles in Brentford or Allen’s Performance can also supply greatly
superior Mikuni or Keihin carbs to suit British bikes. If you’re a money-no-
object non-purist they’re excellent.

Japanese carbs
Japanese original equipment carbs are far more sophisticated 
than British bikes’ Amals, and harder-wearing, so typically

it’s wear on the needles and emulsion tubes that you notice first. The
consequence is rich running: the engine feels woolly and laboured until
about half revs. The big challenge is that finding replacement parts is
difficult (Amal and Dell’Orto, by contrast, and aftermarket Japanese
carbs, have superb spares back-up). If your inline four feels sluggish and
you want it to stay standard, find another set of carbs and hope they’re less 
worn than yours, otherwise go aftermarket.

Laid-up disease
For the past decade, pump petrol has been mixed with
small quantities of ethanol, with dire consequences for

infrequently-ridden bikes. Ethanol likes water so much it absorbs it from
the atmosphere. This moisture then gets to work on metal fuel tanks and
brass jets in carbs, literally nibbling the metal away. Since jets are very fine
metering devices, even a small change in their dimensions can create rich
running in a bike that’s been laid up for a long while. Symptoms are dismal 
fuel consumption and throttle response, and a smell of petrol which 
anyone riding behind you will let you know about.

2 3 4

It jerks. It snatches. It’s a slug. If your throttle response leaves something to be desired, we’re here to help

ways to sharpen your 
throttle response8

Before you
start
Make sure the

basics are right: engine
properly serviced, no air leaks
(or recent alterations) in the
inlet or exhaust systems. Now
you can define the problem.
Starting with carb’d bikes,
it’s fairly simple. An engine
running lean at low rpm
tends to feel snatchy and
unpleasant. It’ll also need lots
of choke and take a while to
warm up. If it’s too rich it feels
slow and fluffy, as if it can’t be
bothered to rev, or for the revs
to die back down again. If the
mixture is just right it feels 
alive and eager. 

1

SORTED



If that metal isn’t protected
from salt you’ll be in trouble

#MCNwednesday
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Dez Martin,

mechanic

at Alf’s

Motorcycles

Worthing,

Kawasaki

specialists

“Well, it might seem obvious,
but that hoary old chestnut
of chain and sprockets is at
the top of my list. Riders are
even less likely to check their
chain when it’s cold and dark,
so I make a point of checking
that the chainset on any bike
in the workshop is going to
get it through to the spring.
We had an ER-6f in last week
with such a loose chain that it
flailed and broke an oil pipe.

“Now is also the time I
suggest to our winter-riding
customers that they coat
their bike with ACF50. It
pays to make a note in your
diary to give it a top-up after

two months. You will really
appreciate it when the last of
the road salt is washed away
and you can reveal your bike
in all its glory.

“Today’s ignition keys are
quite long and flexible and
winter’s crud can seize the
locks, especially little-used
seat locks. If spilt petrol gets
into the fuel cap lock it will
soon dry out the tumblers as
well. We use Abus lock lube
called Pflegespray or PS88.
It’s a little thicker than WD40
and brilliant at making locks
feel as good as new.

“I’m not so keen on the
increasing number of Chinese
winter hacks we are working
on. I can see the attraction,
but we are sick of cutting
our fingers on sharp-edged
components. At least the
Japanese bikes are well-
chromed and have the edges 
curled back over.”

Getting bikes
ready for the
bad weather

PLANET
MECHANIC

When only
a dyno
will do

There are other ways to sort
out poor carburation or fuel
injection, but time spent on a
dynamometer is the best. It’s
essentially a big roller which
provides a known resistance
to your back wheel’s turning
force, combined with a sniffer
up the exhaust which can tell
whether your mixture strength
is too rich, too lean or just right.
Thus your mechanic can replicate
on-road conditions, and adjust
fuel delivery accordingly. Like
all tools, a dyno needs a skilful,
experienced operator – not
someone who started up last
week, so choose your specialist 
carefully. 

Remapping
This time the dyno operator
gets into the ECU and

rewrites its instructions. Unlike a Power
Commander this method gives control
over: fuelling, ignition timing, rev limits,
maps for different gears, exhaust flaps, you
name it. The snag is that this will only make

your bike feel nicer if the dyno operator has
taken the time to understand how your ECU
works. And that’s a matter of experience.
It’s also vital to ensure you have a back-to-
standard option. Just in case. There are
people on the internet who will offer you
software and cabling to fiddle with your
bike’s ECU. Don’t even think about it. 

Power
Commander
Some weak-running early

Noughties machines just felt a bit snatchy
as the throttle opened. The easiest solution
was to bolt on a device which intercepted
the ECU signal to the injectors, and added
or subtracted fuel as instructed. This was 

the Power Commander. You can still use
them now, and they’re often a good option
on earlier injected bikes (say, up to 2006).
They’re also easy to remove and sell on
if you change bikes. But for later, more
complicated motorcycles like the ones on
sale today they are limited in how much fine 
detail they can handle. 

87

5

Injected
bikes
Typical annoyances

are: a) going from open to shut
with an undignified jolt; b) darting
forward momentarily as you blip
your downchanges on the entry
to a corner; c) surging and fading
on the motorway; d) an inability to
hold a steady 30mph. All this can
occur with a brand new, standard
bike. Why? Because factories have
to balance giving you good throttle
response with the need to keep
the exhaust gases clean. Good
response comes from chucking
plenty of fuel into the engine. Good
emissions come from keeping the
fuel supply to a minimum. Hence
the increasing complexity: ride-by-
wire throttles, catalytic converter
protection loops, and dozens of
fuel maps which alter ignition
and fuelling depending on gears, 
temperature and more.

6

NEXT
WEEK
Tips for racers

that can help

road riders

‘If spilt petrol gets

into the fuel cap

lock it will dry out 

the tumblers’
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KEY DESIGN FEATURE
Triumph’s zesty triple engines have
always mingled the punch of a twin with
the top end of an inline four, but 2013’s
Daytona 675R is the best yet. The bore
and stroke were revised to make them
more oversquare than before, helping
to increase the rev limit. Meanwhile the
upper crankcase and cylinder redesign
allows greater operating pressures. 

By Dan Aspel
MCNCONTRIBUTOR

42

Slim, torquey and

beautiful, the Triumph

Daytona 675 excelled

on road and track

THE MAN

MAN &
MACHINE

THE LOVE AFFAIR

B
ack in 2005 we’d run a track-
day series with Niall Mackenzie
and Pierfrancesco Chili, when

Triumph came to us and said they had
the Daytona 675 coming out and did
we want to run races on it? We looked
around, saw what had been done before
- like the R6 Cup - took what we liked,
dropped what we didn’t and out of that
came the Triumph Triple Challenge.

We ran it for four years at club level
with a few guest appearances at BSB,
then the following four years at BSB
where the Triple Challenge had its own
grid and was considered a support class.

It was a single-make series, small
performance mods gave it a race feel
but it was heavily policed with all stock
engines and parts. We took the winner
from each year and pulled them into
our own team under our banner as T3 

Racing, then gave them a shot at the
Supersport Cup, later called Supersport
Evo. For us that was very successful:
we won the Supersport Cup twice, and
Evo in its first year in 2014.

Riding the Daytona 675 is like riding
an upmarket 250, and that slim build
seems to make an immense difference
to the bike’s corner speed. It was such a
sweet handling bike, and so light, that
it made a great transition for riders who 

were taking a step up. They gelled with
the bike quite quickly.

The great benefit for them came
against inline fours because you’ve got
to rev those hard, almost like a two-
stroke, to get them up into the sweet
spot… but the Triple is much more for-
giving. It produces more torque at lower
revs than an R6 (stock 2006 Daytonas
made 47.49ftlb at 9900rpm, an R6 hit
43.8ftlb at 11,500rpm), so if you made 

a mistake with your gears you could
still have drive out of the corner.

That created a bit of yo-yo effect on
the track. We’d leave the rest of the
pack out of the corners every time,
then they’d rake us in on the straights
because the triple couldn’t match the
Japanese fours for top speed - for ex-
ample the R6 had 5mph on us.

Then in 2013 Triumph brought out a
new 675R, which addressed the high-
end revs to a much greater degree. But
it sacrificed the midrange. We spent
over a year working out how to get
that midrange back, and we got it back
before even the official factory-backed
team thanks to a short exhaust system.
We proved the point because we won
our championship four rounds before
the end and always had the fastest
speed-trap times.

The bike was such a leap forward
from the previous models. From those
you could get 132bhp, maybe 135bhp.

Now it’s closer to 145bhp and still with
that punch out of the corner. You’ve
only got to look at the BSB results
from last year: five of the top seven in
the Supersport championship were
on Triumphs.

And they tune up incredibly in-
expensively too. It’s an engine that
responds to compression really well,
and that’s a cheap modification to do
- you can make a very a competitive
club-level bike quite inexpensively.
A superstock-spec one will give you
a 135bhp at the back wheel, and that’s
just a head skim and a layer out of the
gasket. We’ve been doing it for 30 years
and have tuned everything you can
think of, but in my view the 675 is the
easiest and cheapest bike we’ve come
across to make good reliable bhp.
O Tony is the director of T3 Racing
and Promoter of the Triumph Triple
Challenge. Visit www.t3-racing.co.uk 
for details.

Foreasy,reliablehorsepowernothingbeatsaTriumphDaytona675,saysT3Racing’sTonyScott

‘No other bike has so much 
punch out of the corners’
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READY TO LAUNCH
SUPERSPORT SUCCESS G.O.A.T

WORTH KNOWING

THE MACHINE
Triumph Daytona 675

Year introduced 2006 Power 123-126bhp
Weight 185kg Price new £9599

1741 TRIUMPHS FOR SALE

NOW BUY ONE

In March 2010 over 12,000 MCN readers voted
for the “10 Greatest Engines” in motorcycling
history. The Daytona’s 675cc triple came in at 
number four on the list.

In the 2008 British Supersport season
Australian rider Glen Richards racked up four
first place finishes on the Daytona 675 on his 
way to winning the overall championship.

On release in 2006 the British biking press
couldn’t rate the Daytona highly enough. MCN
praised its “silky, compact handling” calling it 
“a real winner on the road or track.”

2006 Daytona 675
Launch model, a reinvention of 

British sportsbikes
Private good £3950

Average £3600
Tatty £3150

Dealer £4490

2009 Daytona 675
First upgrade with revisions to

engine, suspension, chassis and 
brakes

Private good £4990
Average £4600

Tatty £4400
Dealer £5600

2011 Daytona 675R
The first R edition, track-focused

and with Öhlins suspension
Private good £8250

Average £8000
Tatty £7600

Dealer £8400

2013 Daytona 675R
A big engine update and re-

designed chassis make this the 
best edition yet

Private good £8800
Average £8700

Tatty £8600
Dealer £9000

INLET CLEARANCE SETTING
“When you’re setting up the cam timing you have

to be a little more liberal on the inlet clearance. It’s

to do with the size and the way the piston moves

at high RPM as opposed to a Japanese engine,

and that’s a peculiarity to the 675cc engine.”

EARLY MODELS TUNE UP BETTER
“The 2006 675 is a good tuneable engine from a

racing point of view. Later generations are less so.

On the earlier ones (claimed 123bhp as stock) you

can make some improvements fairly cheaply,

mostly through upping the compression.”

REGULATOR-RECTIFIER
“The very early models had regulator-rectifier

issues. It’s something to keep an eye on. An easy

way of telling if it’s starting to go is when you’re

revving the bike, if the lights get brighter as you 

rev and dimmer as it ticks over.”

OIL LEVELS
“The oil level is fairly critical for the 675 engine.

They don’t respond well to low levels, and that’s

one of the two main causes of failure that I’ve

seen from them.” Checking is done by a dipstick,

and you should be especially vigilant on track. 

SLIPPER CLUTCH
“On the pre-2013 models fit a slipper clutch. With

the amount of engine braking it’s relatively easy

to over-rev on a down change, and you can knock

out a valve doing that. A slipper clutch safeguards 

against that happening.”

CHECK THE RECALLS
Triumph operates a very clear system for

checking recall histories. Just go to www.

triumphmotorcycles.com/safety-recall-search

and type in the VIN number of the model you’re 

looking to buy. 
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Route: Middle England Distance: 58 miles Time required: 1½ hrs

GREAT RIDES

i
ROCKINGHAM MOTOR SPEEDWAY – Trackdays are plentiful
and reasonably priced at Rockingham so it’s worth looking 
into (www.rockingham.co.uk).

OUNDLE – Avoid the usual roadside diners and instead
park up and wander around Oundle at lunch time. There 
are several cafes as well as pubs to choose from.

Highlights are the
Benefield bends and

the entire B660

Enjoy the bends, just
don’t blast up and

down too many times
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Go around 
the bends

T
his route is proof you don’t have

to venture far from big towns

to unearth enticing tarmac

and thrilling twisties. You might even

recognise some of the bends from MCN

road tests over the years.

Starting from Corby on the A427 your

tyres are hardly warm before you arrive

at the first set of challenging corners.

Located between the villages of Upper

and Lower Benefield are a series of

tight corners that flow together into a

lovely sequence.

They were once shell-gripped and

amazingly sticky, but over the years

the surface has worn through so be

cautious to begin with. Just don’t keep

whizzing up and down as the residents

of the villages get upset at the constant

noise of loud pipes and you may attract 

unwanted attention.

Moving on, you pass through 

Oundle with its picturesque houses

before using the A605 to dodge past

Peterborough. It’s a fairly horrible road

to ride, but the A605 is a means to an

end – also keep the speeds down as the

police are quite active in this area.

Once past Peterborough you turn at

Whittlesey and take the remarkably

straight B1040 before joining the

excellent and challenging B660. This

road is a local gem and has some

fantastic corners to test your riding

skills. Fast and slow bends, tight and

open, the B660 has them all and after

thrilling yourself on it, the A14 provides

a welcome break from the action.

The final road is the A6116, which

is a large and well surfaced route

that speeds you back to Corby. And

then, while your tyres are warm you

could always pop back to Benefield for

another pass through Benefield bends.

A blast through excellent roads tucked
away between Corby and Peterborough

RIDE YOUR WAY

Tel: 01425 620 580 | Email: info@tranam.co.uk | Web: www.tranam.co.uk | For more detailed product information please email info@tranam.co.uk

Winding Roads
Find the most excitiing winding roads  
and avoid the boring straights.

Hilly Roads
Stay at sea level or climb the highest peaks.

Round-trip Planning
Discover new routes by simply tapping  
the area you want to explore.

THE ALL NEW

Now with FREE Car Mount Kit*
*Terms & Conditions apply By online redemption. O�er valid from 1 October 2015 – 31 December 2015. T&Cs apply.  
 Proof of purchase necessary. Check www.tomtom.com/riderpromo for details 



Ducati 900SS
£2950

Highly-specified Senna
version of the 900SS

comes with Öhlins
suspension, lightweight
Marchesinis and beefed-

up swingarm as standard,
along with Brembo

calipers. Full service
history from new.

Ducati 1098S
£7999

Accessory-laden version
of the sportsbike that gave

its engine to the Bimota
DB7 is going for the same
price as higher-mileage

examples elsewhere.
Three-month warranty.

Ducati 851 £6595
The bike that led to the 916,
for sale by an independent

Ducati specialist. This
one’s been stored for a

few years so is due a full
commission before sale,

including engine and
chassis checks, new fluids,

sparkplugs and tyres. 

Ducati 916SPS
£11,950

The Cagiva that got
away (when the parent
company realised the

value in Ducati’s heritage).
This seller is taking a

punt – we’ve seen SPS
models sold recently for

considerably less. 

Bargain
Ducati icons 

for sale

4
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That Desmo engine
gets about. Phil West
weird world of non-Ducatis

GREA
BIKE

WITH DUC
POWE

7
98 Cagiva
efant 900
best and most

ul of the early

kes. Powered

ti’s air-cooled

68bhp V-twin

0SS (although

sion was also

available), the

was sprightly,

dled well and

e off-road – as

by Edi Orioli’s

ris-Dakar win.

u’ll pay today
y 750s can be

had for under

1750 but good

900s (if you

can find one)

are £2500

and up.

But should
you? If it’s

sound and

clean – yes.

ew adventure

s are as cool.

1998-2000 Cagiva Gran Canyon

1995-2002 Bimota DB3 Mantra

Less successful successor

to the Elefant used the

same Ducati 900SS-derived 

V-twin in a more basic,

road-orientated chassis.

Odd looks aside, the Gran

Canyon (so named as it

was the ‘bigger brother’ to 

the Rotax, single-cylinder

powered Canyon 500) was a

decent roadster with nimble

handling. But it was let down

by fairly crude components

and expensive servicing at

a time when rivals, such

as Honda’s Varadero, were 

becoming more refined and 

affordable.

What you’ll pay today
Around £2000 – again if you

can find one.

But should you? Decent

Ducati-powered all-rounders

don’t come much cheaper.

The Mantra’s oddball Dan Dare

looks actually mask a more than

decent roadster and help make it

one of the most under-rated and

undervalued of all the bikes ever

produced by the exotic Italian

firm. Styled by designer Sacha

Lakic, the Mantra again used the

Ducati 904cc 900SS V-twin but in

a lightweight, tubular aluminium 

trellis rounded off with top-notch

Paioli suspension and Brembo

brakes. The result is invigorating

performance and a refined ride – if

you can see past the walnut dash.

What you’ll pay today £6-£7000

should still net you a good one.

But should you? Stands out and

it’s cheap for a Bimota – if you can 

stomach the looks.

1985-1990 Bimota DB1
Distinguished most by its radical, all-

enclosing bodywork, it was powered by

the then 750cc belt-drive Pantah engine

held in a tubular steel trellis frame with

Marzocchi suspension and Brembo

brakes. Bimota built 400, although this

was supplemented with limited runs of

spin-offs including a Japan-only 400.

What you’ll pay today £20,000+

But should you? Highly collectable but 

not really a riding proposition.

1985 Cagiva Alazzurra
Cagiva began using Ducati engines in

1983 then, in 1985, took over the whole

company. The Pantah-engined Alazzurra

(Italian for ‘blue wing’), remains an

oddball, although it received impressive 

reviews for its all-round ability.

What you’ll pay today Probably the

cheapest of all ‘Ducatis’, commonly still

under £1700, even for good ones.

But should you? A curio rather than a

classic and there are better hacks, too.

2008-current Bimota DB7
Ducati 1098-powered sportster which

takes the sublime Bologna liquid-cooled,

four-valve superbike engine, embellishes

it with Bimota’s own injection system and

titanium exhaust then fits it into Bimota’s

oval-section tubular steel and billet

frame. What you’ll pay today £12,000+

But should you? Fills the happy middle

ground between usable sportsbike and

classic collectors’ piece, but newer bikes 

are faster and cheaper.

1990-1991 Bimota Tesi
The brainchild of designer Pierluigi

Marconi, the Tesi may have been a

commercial failure (in 1990 it cost more

than £20k and only just over 100 were

built), but, with its hub-centre front,

Ducati 851 engine and the world’s first

LCD instruments (although they rarely

worked), it was a technological marvel.

What you’ll pay today: £15,000-£20,000.

But should you? As an ornament or

display piece there are few better. 

Shy and retiring? This
probably isn’t the

machine for you
What do you

call the big
Canyon?
The Gran

Canyon,
obviously
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Donington trackday puts a fat cat amongst the pigeons

Chasing glory
OUR BIKES

D
espite my unswerving love

of sportsbikes, it’s actually

shockingly uncommon to

find me donning one-piece

leathers and heading out on track. But

after doing the ‘leathers on’ dance for

10 minutes, a crisp morning blast to

Donington Park sees me lining up in

pitlane with rather a lot of other BMWs.

The prevalence of Germany’s finest

is no surprise, it’s a BMW owners’

trackday after all, but some of the

bikes lurking in the pit garages are

uncommon sights. A beautiful HP2

Sport thumps serenely past, followed

by an R1200RT – both in the novice

group – while track bikes and every

colour and year of S1000RR are more

predictably present. Yes, including that

Korma-sick colour from 2010.

I’ve not been on track in almost

a year, but at least that was also

Donington, albeit on an industry shindig

The more I ride other bikes, 

the more I appreciate the 

RR’s track and road ability 

High-frequency vibration 

through the bars at around 

4500rpm is intrusive

+

-
O�Read previous updates at 
motoryclenews.com/richbmw

RUNNING VERDICT

Last year saw me declare the Pirelli 

Supercorsa SP my favourite tyre of all 

time, so when the RR arrived on a set 

this year I was delighted. 4500 miles 

later and the smile hadn’t sunk at all. 

Both front and rear were feeling the 

miles though, and at around 15 

degrees of lean the motorway-

induced lip was causing the RR to 

shimmy through fast corners. 

I was also curious to try something 

else, so I fitted a pair of Metzeler 

Racetec RR K3s just before heading 

over to Donington for my track outing 

(the K3 is the road-bias version, K2s 

are advised for trackday-only use).

They’re just as impressive as the

SPs. Grip from cold is excellent, they

warm fast, and on track (pressures

dropped to 29/29) they never gave a

single moment of concern – while a 

session on another RR fitted with 

Bridgestone S20s nearly ended 

prematurely at Redgate. With one 

trackday and 1700 miles of road use 

under their belt, I just can’t fault them 

for performance and feel. 

■ Metzeler Racetec RR K3: 

120/70 R17 & 200/55 R17, £264 

(mail order, before fitting)

Right to the
edge with total

confidence

TYRED AND ROTATIONAL

THE RIDER 

Richard Newland, Senior Editor
richard.newland@motorcyclenews.com

Height 5ft 11in Weight 117kg

His Riding: Sportsbike addict with a love

riding, in all weathers

THE BIKE 

Weight 204kg

Seat Height 815mm

Miles 6187 MPG 41mpg

Servicing £140 (first service)

Mods to date £2865.10

BMW S1000RR SPORT, £14,760

where manners were required to be 

impeccable. I’ve not ridden a 1000cc 

sportsbike on a public trackday in over 

a decade, so while I’m happy enough 

to nudge myself into the Intermediate 

group, I’ve got very little context by 

which to judge what will happen next. 

As I roll towards Redgate for the first 

time I remember the bike is still in Slick 

mode, which isn’t going to please the 

anti-wheelie black-flag-waving police, 

so I quickly knock it into Race mode, 

and get back to concentrating on the 

joy of Craner Curves on cold tyres. Two 

laps later and our sighting laps are 

over. We peel back in to await the start 

of proper sessions, and 20 minutes 

later I pass back under the inflatable 

BMW arch, and let the RR off the leash.

I’m pleased to find myself being held 

up by other riders but my desire is not 

to be ‘that dick from MCN who cut me 

up’. Then on lap two the normally slick 

quickshifter refuses to give me third. I 

try again to no avail. Slowing to a crawl, 

hand in the air, it goes back into first, 

and up to second again, but third is not 

on the menu. Then the lever fails to 

respond at all. I coast to the pits to find 

that the top shift arm has drifted free 

of the spline. Doh. 

While the mechanics from the Prime 

Factors race team (they and Tyco 

BMW were in attendance) whisk it 

away to be sorted, I borrow a Focused 

Events school RR and get back out 

on track. It feels oddly alien with its 

race bodywork and seat unit, but we 

soon gel, and while feeling in the flow, I 

switch to a stock RR press bike and go 

straight back out in the Fast group. 

A lurid two-wheel slide through 

Redgate on the penultimate lap made 

me realise that I hadn’t looked to see 

what rubber I was on, or think to check 

the pressures. Reminder duly noted. 

Back in pitlane, I only had to wait one 

more session before getting out on 

my own bike again, this time riding 

with Lee Nicholls, BMW-Motorrad’s 

National Marketing & PR Manager, for a 

bit of a dogfight. We trust each other’s 

riding implicitly, and what follows is 

some of the rudest out-braking block-

pass fun I’ve had in years. 

What’s less fun is seeing how many 

owners are more than happy to nail it 

on the throttle-stop in a straight line, 

but wander around in the middle of 

corners like they’ve dropped their keys. 

If ever there was a great reminder of 

the value of training, this was it. 

But the RR was sublime. Cosseting 

me in the care of its electronics, and 

letting me worry about lines and 

other trackdayers, rather than fearing 

lock-ups or highsides. What I really 

like though, is that it doesn’t rob you 

of feel or responsibility. Hard braking 

in the Melbourne Loop has it slewing 

the back-end on occasions, and a 

concrete right hand will still land you 

on the floor or in the kitty litter. A few 

discovered this to their discomfort. 

Dogfighting aside, the real highlight 

was chasing an S1000XR-mounted 

Tommy Bridewell. Those laps will stay 

with me for a long time. It was truly 

hilarious, and a firm reminder of how 

big the gulf in talent is between us.

8
UPDATE

6187
MILES

Powering out of 
Goddards, the RR’s 

electronics cosset 
but don’t rob you of 

responsibility
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RUNNING 
COSTS

Tested power 196.26bhp
Tested torque 85.05ftlb

Metzeler Racetec RR K3
Fitted after 4500 miles

£264

41 MPG

Servicing

Insurance

Tyres

BMW S1000RR Sport,
£14,760

36 months @ £179.95
£3490.12 deposit

Final value: £7482.46
bmw-motorrad.co.uk

£179.95
Best PCP deal

MONTH/

MCNcompare.com quotes for a 2015

BMW S1000RR worth £14,760 – each

rider has three years’ NCB.

Minor

Major

35-year-old

in Hull

(£500 excess)

£140 
First service, 

carried out at 

313 miles. The 

second service 

will be due in 

550 miles.

£278
Due in just 400 

miles’, the RR 

still feels tight 

and fresh as 

we approach 

6500 miles

45-year-old

in London

(£600 excess)

£586.44 £357.84

E F

BMW’s inflatable 
arch, more fun than 

any bouncy castle

‘Those laps will 
stay in my mind’s 

eye for a long time. 
It was truly 

hilarious’
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“T
hat’s cheating,” grins
the lad next to me on the
60s-racer style Honda

special to my left as I thumb the
starter on the Scrambler. “I know,”
I shout back over the fumy rumble.
“But there’s nothing to kick.”

Meanwhile he’s reaching down
in neatly ironed shirtsleeves and
waistcoat to flip out the pedal for
another prod as the little single
refuses to idle. It’s a bizarre but
joyous scene as we prepare to set
out across central London in the
annual Distinguished Gentleman’s
Ride which raises millions worldwide
for prostate cancer.

Startlingly, there must be nigh-
on 1000 bikes here. Everything
from Nortons and Vincents to
Chinese Sinnis-based specials and a
smattering of Scramblers.

The signal is given, and it’s time to
roll. People know the way, kinda, but
it’s a case of getting out there and
keeping your wits about you. This
is the first time in years I’ve ridden
in London and I’m impressed with
the Scrambler. First and second are
super-tractable (on the FT especially,

which seems to have a sweeter
response than an Icon I rode earlier
this year). Easy controls allow me to
switch attention between enjoying
the spectacle and focusing on the
gridlock as we weave across Tower
Bridge. Tourists ogle and take
pictures, a couple hop onto the back
of the Norton in front. It’s a hoot.

Ninety minutes later we’re back
in Southwalk and the Scrambler’s
drawing attention. An old boy points
his stick at the tank badge, I’m in
for a ribbing. “Not going to do much
scrambling on that are you son? And
why’s the mudguard so short? If you
took a bird out, she’d be soaked.”
Well, he’s got a point. But do I care?

Extremely 
distinguished

YOUR BIKES

16,000milesaroundCornwallwithoutahitch

I _____ my ______________________Yamaha Fazer8love
Owner Terry Jones Year 2010 Had since 2013 Miles done 16,000 Total 16,000

It’s when Terry Jones

starts to think about a

new bike that he realises

how much he loves his

Yamaha Fazer8. Terry,

who lives in Cornwall, admits to

coveting a new Suzuki GSX-R1000,

but says: “When I walk out of the

dealership and see my bike it feels

like I’ve been cheating!” Terry has

owned the inline-four Fazer from

new, having bought a 2010 model

that had sat in the showroom until

he rode away on it in 2013. “I got

£1000 off it, which was enough

for me,” he says. “I had a Kawasaki

Versys 650, but I wanted something

with a bit more oomph. I was looking

at a BMW F800GT, but that wasn’t

going to come out until May. This was

February so I went for the Fazer.” The

Yam’s reliability in covering 16,000

miles in three years has impressed

Terry, who says: “Living in Cornwall

a lot of my riding is in remote places

and reliability is important. Nothing

has gone wrong yet - touch wood!” he

says. Test rides on Yamaha’s newer

Tracer MT-09 and MT-07 haven’t

convinced him it’s time to swap, and

he admits: “When I walk out of the

shop and see the Fazer there I know

she’s still the bike for me.”

48

THE RIDER
Simon Brown Senior Production
simon.brown@motorcyclenews.co

Height 5ft 9in Weight 70kg His rid
years experience, loves twins and s

THE BIKE
Weight 186kg Seat height 790mm

Miles 4772 MPG 49 Servicing 600

miles, £158 Mods Ducati headlight

grille and panniers, Evotech parts

DUCATI SCRAMBLER FULL THROTTLE £8

Ducati hits London for dapper fun
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Is the 650 XT more than just styling? Let’s find out…

THE QUESTION

I
’ve been thinking about taking the

V-Strom 650 XT off-road since

I got the keys earlier this year.

Suzuki reckon their V-twin can handle

it too, that’s why they’ve attached a

set of sturdy crash bars, hand guards,

a sump guard, 19in spoked front and

the all-important beak. The additions

make sense, especially the spokes

– as cast alloy wheels can crack

and ruin your day. The crash bars

and sumpguard are quality items

– instead of the for-show gubbins

some manufacturers stick to their

adventure bikes.

So to see how well the XT holds

up I took it for a ride on the rough

stuff. As Suzuki don’t offer a dual-

purpose tyre choice with the V-Strom

I went with the Pirelli Scorpion Trail

II tyres I already have fitted. While

they’re fantastic, grippy road tyres

and excellent in the wet, they’re not

so happy on wet leaves. But after

my initial nerves about dropping the

baby Strom had subsided, it actually

became quite entertaining.

Cover the clutch and grab a

handful of throttle, the rear wheel

peels away, the bars point forward

and the engine growls as you slide

sideways through the forest. And

just before the rear catches up with

the front, the clutch is yanked and it

all falls back into place. The Suzuki

makes it easy.

There’s only a few negatives, the

first is its 215kg weight, though it’s

not a huge issue as the smooth motor

makes the Strom easy to manage,

especially when going slow, the

throttle response won’t catch you

out, which makes it easy to weight

the pegs and balance the bike. But

the pegs are the skinny little rubbery

type, and it’s a shame Suzuki don’t

supply a larger off-road peg with

removable rubber as my boots kept

slipping off. Finally, the ABS can’t be

switched off, which makes it difficult

to slow before smacking into a tree.

Niggles aside; the Strom and I

had a brilliant day whacking along

fire tracks and through forests. The

Strom is exceptionally manageable

and incredibly easy to ride on the

road, and that quality definitely

transfers off-road. Nothing will catch

you out, the low seat height makes

paddling easy if it gets a bit hairy and

the additional off-road/adventure

bobbins set your crash damage

worries at ease.

While it can definitely go off-road,

you won’t feel like a Dakar legend –

and if the terrain gets technical then

forget about it. But it’ll easily handle

light trails, messing about in the

woods with your mates and riding

along fire tracks – and it’ll put a smile

on your face while doing it.

CAN THE V-STROM DIG THE DIRT?

Andy Davidson Staff Writer
His riding Long-distance 

adventurer with nine years’ 

riding experience

SUZUKI V-STROM 650 £7599

It has the looks but 
does it have what it 

takes off road?

The beaky Suzuki gets 
its rear spinning 

in the woods

‘It’s time to 
roll. People 

know the 
way, kinda’
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Some bikes are rare
for the right reason.
This is one of them

‘Rare bike’ it says in the advert.
You read on, and if you’re like me
you start chortling.

There are rare bikes and there
are rare bikes, and the one thing
that counts is why they’re rare.
Some are rare because they
were impossibly exotic when new
Something that was massively
desirable when new is unlikely to
be undesirable after a few years.
Think Ducati 888, Yamaha OW01,
Honda RC30, and Kawasaki H2.
Desirable and expensive is always
a good combination.

Then there are ‘limited editions’.
Look, a tarty paintjob and a little
plaque on the headstock declaring
yours to be Number 48 out of 500,
isn’t enough to guarantee a resale
premium over the ‘stock’ model.
This was demonstrated in 1977
when Triumph launched the Silver
Jubilee Bonneville – a T140 with
a special silvery paint job. People
are now dragging them out after
nearly four decades of suspended
animation and are discovering that

they really aren’t worth any more
than a standard paintjob Bonnie.

Honda discovered this anew a
ago when they painted up some
VFRs in red and silver retro racing
colours. Sure, they look nice, but
paint is all you’re getting.

There are a few limited
edition specials that are worth
a premium. Ducati’s 900SS
Superlight is one. Sure, it’s
mechanically the same as any
other 900SS, but it got a nifty
single seat, an even niftier
paintscheme, and quite a few
carbon fibre bits. And there’s also
Triumph’s old 900 Daytona: Super
Three: the one with the Cosworth-
tuned engine. This is definitely
worth paying extra for.

And then there are the bikes
that are rare because they were
crap when new. Fancy a Triumph
TT600? No, nor did anyone else.

‘Ask yourself why a
bike is listed as rare?’

BMW R1100S, 1998, 11,000 miles, 
£2150
Seller says City panniers, Baglux tank 

bag, small crack on front mudguard. 

Neil says Arguably the only sporting 

oilhead BMW twin. Even had its own 

Boxer Cup race series. Under-stressed 

engine, good looks, still highly 

regarded, and this one is barely run in.

Triumph Sprint ST, 2003, 7500 
miles, £2300 
Seller says Completely standard, 

nearly new tyres, new battery. 

Neil says Better than a VFR in some 

ways. Hinged silencer for easier 

luggage fitment is genius. This is a 

post-02 model, so has an extra 10bhp 

(118bhp) and masses of torque.

ALSO CATCHING MY EYE THIS WEEK

THE BUYER
Neil Murray makes a living buying & selling

pre-loved metal – and he’s on your side

0 0 4 8 97 0 0 1 0 32 0 0 2 0 23

The discovery of the Eco mode on 

the GTR earlier this year has done 

something to my riding recently – it’s 

slowed me down as I focus on saving 

gas. I now find myself twisting the 

throttle as smoothly and deliberately 

as possible rather than cracking it 

open with abandon. I’ve not noticed 

a difference in journey times, but the 

onboard computer tells me the MPG 

has gone up significantly. Last time 

I checked my average was 46mpg, 

that’s now sky-rocketed to 52mpg. 

Next goal: 55mpg.

At first I was concerned about the 

GSX-S1000FA’s 17-litre fuel tank. I 

have a 90-mile commute and I wasn’t 

keen to spend half my time at fuel 

stations. But the GSX has proven 

frugal. It’s averaging just below 50mph 

on my fast commute, mainly spent on 

the A1 at 80-90mph. The fuel light 

comes on at 150 miles and, according 

to the digital fuel range I have around 

30 miles left when the light comes on. 

I’m sure if I rode more conservatively I’d 

get close to 200 miles before the tank 

was empty – not bad for 17 litres.

I never thought I’d be one of those 

riders who’d complain about a bike’s 

mirrors, but the KTM has pushed me 

over the edge in that regard. The RC’s 

mirrors are so useless that they drive 

me to distraction. Yes, they’re big 

enough to fool you into thinking they 

will work a treat – but they’re too low 

and the only things I can see reflected 

in them are my knuckles and elbows. 

They’re also ideally placed to take 

out car mirrors while filtering, which 

means I now ride with them folded in 

most of the time.  

RIDER: Liam Marsden RIDER: Adam Child RIDER Emma Franklin

KAWASAKI 1400GTR 
£13,699

SUZUKI GSX-S1000FA 
£9999

KTM RC390 
£4998
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Suits, miniskirts 
and we even saw a 
man riding in a kilt

Open face lids are 
order of the day
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Next week
The forgotten heroes that have 

become heavy hitters
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world
Easy-to-carry security that
could save your pride and
joy from the bike thieves

KIT SHOWCASE

Abus Detecto 7000RS1  £121.99
Substantial alarm disc lock with a movement 

sensor that will emit a disorientating 100dB 

shriek if someone tries to shift your bike. It’s 

easy to arm with a ‘snap-and-go’ mechanism 

and it’s also possible to leave the lock closed 

for transportation without arming the alarm. 

It comes with a carry pouch that has Velcro 

securing straps. There are LEDs to monitor the

battery condition and it comes with tw k

There’s no reminder cable tho

the alarm pipes up in ti

Contact: ww

-

mlin Tempest 

ple disc 

operating 

in an

. It has a 

alloy 

ea is 

ess 

ith a flip-up cap and there are 

o keys provided. It’s available 

 chrome, neon yellow or orange 

eminder cable 

  

 the packaging.

keycollection.

Mammoth Shackle 
£43.99
Padlock-style disc lock that 

combines a hardened cro-mol

11mm shackle with a hardene

steel lock body. The keyhole

is weather-shielded and the

extra-long shackle means it

can be used as a disc lock or

conjunction with a chain. Th

three keys are all colour-cod

to the green lock body and i

comes with a reminder cab

and storage pouch. It’s mar

as being rated to Thatcham

category three.

Contact: www.bikeittrade

Sold Secure
These are UK tests to 

show whether a product 

does what it should. Gold is 

the highest level. Thatcham 

also approve security products 

in their Berkshire lab. Other 

European test passes are 

marked on some of the 

locks here.

Alarms
Disc locks with 

internal alarms give 

added protection. They 

should have knock and 

movement sensors – and 

you should be within 

earshot to be able 

to react.

Pin
If it’s not a 

shackle lock, it will 

involve a pin that slots 

h le

Shackle
If a disc lock is in a 

similar style to a padlock 

it will involve a shackle 

slotting into the lock body. 

Usually these can also be 

used in combination 

with a chain.

Storage
A carry pouch helps 

keep the lock and keys 

together – don’t store it in 

a pocket as a crash-landing 

on one will amplify the 

pain. A mounting 

bracket for the bike 

is better.

Lock body
A double-locking 

mechanism will 

hold the shackle or 

pin in place on both 

sides for extra 

security.
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TESTED
‘9000 miles and it’s 
still my top choice’
Forcefield Pro L2 back
protector (now L2K, £119)
Tester Emma Franklin

Time used 10 years, 90,000+ miles

What’s good? The relationship between this

back protector and I has stood the test of

time, quite literally. It’s been there almost

from the very beginning of my riding career

and has been through it all; weathers,

countries, continents, on-road, off-road,

highs and lows. And it’s still in regular

use, in fact I trust it so much that, teamed

with a Forcefield chest protector, I still rely

on it when racing. Made from soft, impact-

absorbing material that moulds to your body

as it warms, and rated to CE Level 2, putting this

on my back before every ride feels as natural as wearing

a helmet. Once I’ve slipped the elasticated shoulder

straps on, and adjusted the wide Velcro waistband to fit, I

honestly forget I’m wearing it. And it’s kept me safe, too. 

I’ve had some horrible crashes in it – everything

from 90mph eggbeaters onto the grass

at Pembrey, highsiding at the top of

Cadwell’s Gooseneck, and being run

over by another bike in Llandow,

and each time I’ve luckily walked

(limped) away with no injuries

to my back, chest or important

internal giblets. And what’s more,

Forcefield say that the impact-

absorbing material doesn’t

degrade through impacts, time, or

sweat. And they’re right, subjecting

this 10 year-old protector to a CE-

equivalent test revealed it would still

pass CE Level 2 standards even today. It’s

since been superseded by the £119 L2K Evo

model, but there’s very little difference between the two.

What’s not? It’s looking a little worse for wear, with

the lining having ripped at the tail bone, and the elastic

shoulder straps have lost their elasticity but still work well.

Contact: www forcefield co uk

THE RIVAL
Tryonic Feel 3.7, £100

Similar in price, the Tryonic differs

from the Forcefield in that it uses a hard

outer shell over a soft, impact-absorbing 

material to provide protection.

Just as secure, but may not 

be as comfortable.

Velcro power The waist

belt is higher on this ladies

version to make it fit over 

the hips. 

Baggy straps The elastic

has failed in the shoulder

straps but I can still adjust 

them to fit OK.

Quality ★★★★★ Value ★★★★★

Durable, comfortable, protective

and a brilliant price. Still passes 

CE tests after 10 years of use

Shoulder straps have gone baggy,

lining has worn and it’s not very 

breathable

+

-

TEN
YEARS
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HJC RPHA 10 Plus £299.99 (gloss wh

Alpinestars 365 Gore-Tex gloves £169.99 Kriega R30 replacement liner, £10/free

2
Richa Carbon Winter
Waterproof £39.99
Leather and textile gloves with a

waterproof membrane and thermal lining to
keep fingers from getting frosty. The leather
palm is reinforced for extra protection and
there is carbon protection for knuckles and a
suede visor wipe to clear rain away.

1
Weise Grid WP 
£34.99
With a Hipora breathable

waterproof membrane and Thinsulate
thermal insulation, there’s plenty of branded
material in these budget gloves. There
are also light-reflective piping strips and 
adjustable Velcro wrist retention.

3
Spada Storm WP 
£34.95
The price is low, but the spec isn’t

pre-curved fingers reduce the breaking-in
time, a waterproof membrane keeps out rain,
reinforced leather palms boost protection
with abrasion-resistant fabric and there’s
also a rubber visor wipe on the left thumb.

4
Furygan Raindrop 
Claw £39.99
Simple waterproof glove from

French company Furygan is designed with
comfort in mind, and there are few trinkets
to draw attention away from the basics.
It’s a textile glove with a fully waterproof
membrane and Velcro wrist fastening.

5
Held Faxon
Waterproof £39.99
The low price doesn’t mean glove

specialists Held have skimped on quality. The
Faxons have a synthetic leather palm and
textile back, a cotton lining for comfort and
a Hipora membrane. There’s a rubber visor 
wipe and Scotchlite reflective piping.

Tester Tim Thompson

Time used Six months

What’s good? A good fit is

the single most important

consideration when buying a new helmet,

and the HJC RPHA 10+ is the best-fitting

helmet I’ve worn. Furthermore, after 30 years

of wearing Arais, Shoeis, Sharks and other

posh lids, it’s also the most comfortable -

especially with my increasingly bifocal specs

on board. Unless it’s very hot or raining hard

(see below) I don’t even notice it. That’s why

I wear an RPHA 10+. It’s also light, quiet and,

with this paintscheme designed by MCN Senior 

Designer Lee Laughton and executed by

RichArt, looks pretty crisp too.

What’s not? Ventilation is only average.

Opening the top vents makes little impact. Rain

water finds its way onto the inside of the visor

too easily. So there’s room for improvement.

Contact www.oxprod.com

Quality rating ★★★★★

Value rating ★★★★★

Tester Michael Guy

Time used Four years/44,000 miles

What’s good? My gloves of choice regardless of

weather. Same protection, fit and styling of a sports

glove with the benefit of being waterproof. The fact that your

hands stay dry means that they can be worn practically all year

round – hence their name. I’ve used them during the winter and

with heated grips they suffice on short journeys but on longer

runs and when the temperature plummets I revert to winter

gloves, which always feel so cumbersome in comparison.

What’s not? The palm of the left glove has ripped/worn out, but

it’s just a panel there for aesthetics and grip. The liner on the 

index finger of

the left glove has

worn out inside.

Contact www.

alpinestars.com

Quality rating
★★★★★

Value rating
★★★★★

Tester Andy Downes

Time used Six months/5000 miles

What’s good? After more than five years and well

over 50,000 miles my trusty Kriega R30 backpack

started to let in water as a result of wear and tear to the

waterproof liner. I phoned Kriega, who explained the liner was

rated as a consumable part of the bag. If the liner (which easily

Velcros in and out of the main bag) leaks on the seams Kriega

will replace it for free. Otherwise it will cost £10 for a new one.

While the original cost of the bag is high (an R30 is now £139)

the fact the liner can be replaced has given me the potential of

another five years of use for just another £10 spent.

What’s not? Nothing. I love the R30; it’s the best backpack I

have used and giving it a new lease of life makes me very happy.

Contact: www.kriega.com

Quality rating ★★★★★ Value rating: ★★★★★

SIX
MONTHS

FOUR
YEARS

5000
MILES

Buy one on MCNshop.com
UNDER £40

TOP FIVE
WATERPROOF GLOVES

www.motorcyclenews.com

01398 351595     www.cosy-bike.co.uk

The irst heated motorcycle cover with VCI Protection

Gently maintaining a corrosion free environment for your motorcycle

Just set to the desired
heat setting

FOLDING BIKE COVER
& WHEEL CHOCKS

SECURE WHEEL CHOCKS

0116 2600 070 www.FEELGOODUK.net

FREE DELIVERY
USE CODE: MCN9

SUMMER SALE

Wheel Chocks

Now £39.99

Bike Covers
Now £134.99
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www.carbtune.com

CARBTUNE PRO
Carb and fuel injection throttle balancer.
��	s test scored the new Carbtune highest, the most accurate multi-
gauge device and the only tool “Recommended”.
Buy direct online or by mail, phone, fax or email.
Quick dispatch. Technical advice and back-up.

Full instructions and guarantee, Nitrile hoses and stronger dampers. 
5mm and 6mm adapters to fit virtually any bike.
4-column works on twins, triples and fours.

2-column – £45

4-column – £59
Quality storage TOOLPOUCH £7 if bought with Carbtune Pro.
Visit website for details.
Pay with credit or debit card or cheques/PO payable to:

Morgan Carbtune Ltd, Unit 33N Townsend Enterprise Park,
Townsend Street, Belfast BT13 2ES, UK.

Tel: 028 9023 9007 Fax: 028 9024 7294

Email: morgan@carbtune.com

s5+ 0�0 a�
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MOTORCYCLE MEMORABILIA METAL SIGNS
PETROL & OIL MEMORABILIA

HUNDREDS OF DESIGNS TO CHOOSE FROM
email sign-designs.co.uk 01623 439739 / 07745 616479

www.vintagesigndesigns.co.uk

UK opening hours: Mon–Fri 8am–8pm,
Sat 9am–5pm, Sun 10am–4pm. Carole Nash
Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

0800 093 5577

Accept nothing less, call now
for a Bike insurance quote

Carole Nash, a name you can trust

carolenash.com

GET IT WITH

The BEST
place to buy

biking kit!
0844 409 7587
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Q

My bike is going to be tucked away

in my garage more and more as the

days draw in. I’ve got decent locks on

all the doors, but what other security

measures should I consider?

Charles Kelly, email

Answered by Chris Dabbs, MCN

A Passive Infrared (PIR) alarm

that picks up motion, like the Xena

XA901, is a good start if you are

within earshot of your garage and

you’re a light enough sleeper for the 

alarm to wake you.

A Thatcham-approved ground

anchor and lock and chain means the

bike can’t be manhandled out quickly,

but position it so that you can chain

the bike around a frame member.

If your bike does get lifted, a

tracking device is about the only

chance you’ve got that it will be

recovered. The locating system can

be GPS, use the mobile phone GSM

network, or a VHF radio signal. The

advantage of radio is that a signal

can still be picked up when it’s

hidden away, unlike GPS and GSM.

Q

Q

How can I get
my sluggish

CBF1000 running 
right again?

Why is my air-
cooled R1200GS 

starting itself?

The engine warning light illuminated on

my 2012 Honda CBF1000 dash when

I was 150 miles from home. As it was

still running and the temperature was

steady, I rode it home. It was noticeably 

sluggish and the fuel consumption 

went up too. What’s going on?

David Low, Farnham

Answered by Scott Bullett, Doble

Motorcycles

If you’re in the habit of blipping the

throttle as you kill the engine it causes

the servo controlling the exhaust valve

to over-rotate and the valve to stick.

The ECU spots this and the bike goes

into ‘failsafe’ mode, which makes it

sluggish. Pop into a Honda dealer and

they will free the valve and install a

software update to prevent a repeat.

I’ve just come back from a tour through

Spain on my air-cooled BMW R1200GS

and it’s developed an electrical gremlin. 

If I turn the key the engine fires up

before I press the start button. A

Spanish dealer did a diagnostic check, 

but there are no fault codes.

Richard Gower, email

Answered by Evan Davies,

Off Road Skills

GSs from that period have a funny

barrel-type combined start and

killswitch. In dusty conditions, dirt gets

into the switch so that it sticks on. If

you soak it in warm water, allow it to

dry and get the WD40 onto it, it should 

behave itself again.

Dirt in the barrel will make GS start up

A dyno run with fresh fuel will flush out diesel from the injectors

My GSX-R1000 started
smoking badly on the
overrun at the end of a
trackday. At first I thought I
had done a valve, but when 
I investigated further I
realised that in my rush to
get out for the final session I
managed to use fuel from a
borrowed can that had some
diesel lurking in it. I know
that unleaded in a diesel
vehicle can knacker the
injectors if you run it. Am I
faced with a similar scenario
to fix my bike?
Alex Lyle, email

Answered by Paul Curran,

PCR Performance

It’s not such a big deal
running diesel through a
petrol injector system as it
is running petrol through a
diesel. You’ll need to get the
tank off and flush it through
with clean petrol a couple
of times, then get fresh fuel
through at a rate of knots
to wash away any residue.
A couple of dyno runs is
the most convenient way of
doing this. I’d treat your bike
to a new set of spark plugs 
too to say ‘sorry’.

OWNING & RIDING

ANY QUESTION

ANSWERED
If we don’t know the answer, we’ll i nd the person who does

How do I fix my
diesel dilemma?Q
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Xena XA901
alarm

£24.99
Mammoth

ground anchor

£44.95
ABUS Victory

X-Plus 68 & loop

How can I ensure my bike stays 
secure in the garage?

Road Angel
Biketrac,

two-year sub

£179.99 £141.99
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Does no MoT
mean no cover?

We have had our 1982 Moto Guzzi

Spada insured with the same

company for the past 10 years or so.

Since 2011 the bike has not been on

the road, so it has been registered

SORN and of course the MoT has

lapsed. At renewal time I asked the

insurers if there was a specific policy

to cover bikes not being ridden. I was

told, very clearly, that the bike had

not been insured for the last few

years because we hadn’t informed

them it was SORN. The broker also

said it wouldn’t be insured if there

wasn’t a valid MoT certificate. Is

this normal? If the bike hasn’t been

insured, I’d like our money back.

Heather Codling, email

Answered by Christian Evitt,

Carole Nash Insurance

Most policies have a clause that

the vehicle must be ‘roadworthy’.

However, any prospective claim for

a SORNed bike would only be for fire

or theft, and I think the insurer would

find it difficult to reject that claim.

The assessor might look to lower

the value in the absence of an MoT

certificate, but if you had photos to

show its condition you’d be able to

negotiate a fair valuation.

When a customer with a fully

comp policy tells us the bike is going

SORN we generally drop the level

of cover to third party, fire and theft.

I’d always advise anybody when

shopping around for cover to discuss

their plans for the bike over the whole

12 months, so you can get the cover 

tailored for you.

Q Will Honda
SH300 survive 

my winter rides
I’m thinking of getting a Honda SH300

scooter for the commute over winter –

are there any weak points on the bike I 

should look out for?

Stuart Hawkins, Ilford

Answered by Colin Barnes,

Chas Bikes

A clean one is certainly worth a

look, but pay attention to the clutch

operation. What finishes off a lot of

scooters is their riders sitting at the

lights revving the motor for a quick

getaway and holding it on the brakes.

If anything the tickover needs to be set

low enough so that the clutch doesn’t

start to bite. If it’s not set up, a clutch

on an SH300 can be gone in 10,000

miles and it’ll cost £300 to replace.

Whatever currency it is, don’t go flashing your cash around

Q I don’t
remember

the accident, so do
I take the blame?
I was in an accident while

overtaking. The driver who hit me

said I was over the speed limit

and riding dangerously. He said he

was attempting to turn right and

was indicating. I can’t remember

the accident but there are varying

witness statements. Some say I

was speeding, others say not. Some

say the other driver was turning

appropriately while others say he

pulled out fairly sharply. All this

means my solicitors are considering

dropping my claim. Although I can’t

remember, surely it doesn’t mean I 

should take the all the blame?

Ed Davies, Devizes

When looking at liability, most

cases are decided on the evidence

of independent witnesses. If you are

unable to remember the accident it

will cause some difficulties, but that

does not mean you will not be able 

recover any compensation.

Speed is always difficult for

Check clutch operation on a used SH300 

Answered by Chris Scott

– author of the Adventure

Motorcycling Handbook

Financing an overland adventure 
will test your resources,
commitment and attitude. But
once you manage to fund the big
trip, handling your money on the
road is pretty straightforward.
Access cash from a secure,
well-lit ATM, but pay out only
with cash. ATMs are widespread
now so there’s no need to carry
masses of cash. Make sure you 

check how much your bank
charges for withdrawals before
you leave, as some banks have
extortionate exchange rates
and fees for using your card
abroad. There are plenty of credit
card firms who don’t charge
and include some sort of travel
insurance too. Some travellers
like the back-up of a hidden
stash of cash, as well as dummy
wallets to hand over to muggers.
You can always stash a couple of
hundred in the bike too, behind
fairings or safely under the seat. 

Dollars and in some places Euros 
are the best hard currencies,
backed up by at least two
unblocked debit or credit cards,
but remember that not all types
work in foreign ATMs. With a
couple of exceptions the currency
black market is a thing of the past
so evaluate the risk before diving
into the shark pool and generally
keep your wits about you. As long
as you employ common sense
you’ll be fine, just don’t pay for
things while displaying big wads 
of notes in your wallet.

How do I get my hands on 
cash during a big trip?Q

How does wax
help keep my

bike running cool?
A key component in a bike’s cooling 

system is the thermostat. This

is a valve that closes when the

engine is cold, preventing coolant

from flowing to the radiator, then

opens as the temperature rises.

It’s reasonably obvious why it’s

needed: before an engine gets up

to normal operating temperature it

uses more fuel, and the lubrication

is less efficient so it wears faster.

Allowing coolant to pass through

the radiator from the outset means

heat is being lost that is better used

in warming up the engine. Once that

temperature is reached, however,

heat must be shed to prevent

overheating, so the coolant must be 

allowed to flow.

What is less obvious is how a

typical bike (or car) thermostat

works, and the surprise is it

depends entirely on a humble blob

of wax. When cold, a spring holds

the thermostat’s valve closed, but

as it heats up, the blob of wax in a 

central container expands, pushing

a rod outwards which forces open

the valve.

The wax inside the valve starts

off in a solid state, then turns to

liquid as it gets hotter – called a

change of phase by physicists. It

seems odd that wax should expand

in the change from solid to liquid

as we’re more used to ice, which

contracts when it melts.

The large expansion rate means

the valve in a thermostat opens

wide, allowing a good flow of

coolant. Typically it’s fully open 

Q

TRAVEL & TOURING

‘Judges consider

witnesses’ opinions 

on speed very 

cautiously’

Andrew
Campbell
Solicitor and author

of the MCN Law

column for the last 

five years

Andrew Campbell, Bikelawyer.
Visit www.bikelawyer.co.uk or

email andrew@bikelawyer.co.uk or 
call 01446 794169

Motorcycle Accident Solicitors

Your legal questions

Q

witnesses to estimate and judges

consider witnesses’ opinions on

speed very cautiously. Your solicitor

could consider obtaining evidence

from an accident reconstruction

expert who will try and determine

what speed all parties were

travelling at and for how long you

would have been visible to the

turning vehicle. In an accident

such as yours there is likely to be

some blame apportioned to you

because courts tend to look rather

unfavourably on motorcyclists

overtaking near junctions. It is likely

that any evidence from an expert is

going to be critical. That said, such

experts are not cheap so whether it

is a reasonable expense will depend 

on the likely value of your claim.

55  

at around 82°C, and you can test

a suspect thermostat by dropping

it in a pan of water. Heat it up on

the cooker and it should open as

you get close to the boiling point. A

100°C thermometer will confirm it’s

opening at the right temperature.

If the thermostat stays closed

or doesn’t open fully your engine

will quickly overheat – it’s like

having no radiator. If it doesn’t shut

properly your engine will take too

long to reach its ideal operating

temperature, so will be less fuel

efficient and will wear more quickly.

TECH WATCH

Wax expands when
warm, opening the

thermostat
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SELL WITH EASE, BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
Get your advert in front of thousands of bikers at mcnbikesforsale.com 

or call us on 0845 051 5001 for more info

Huge
stock for
all models
post 1970. 

we go the extra mile

Fast, competitive international shipping

01484 353 600 • 0845 458 0077 • www.motorworks.co.uk

CONDITION

www.motorcyclenews.com

1000’s more
bikes for sale at

www.mcnbikesforsale.com

BMW

BENELLI

APRILIA
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FANTASTIC CHOICE OF SPORTS & SPORTS TOURERS www.dkmotorcycles.co.uk

HONDA VTX1300
2007 BURGUNDY

26317 MILES £5,999

KAWASAKI KLZ1000 VERSYS
2013 WHITE

6423 MILES £7,999

HARLEY DAVIDSON
FXDL DYNA LOW RIDER 2005 BLUE

34788 MILES £7,999

KAWASAKI VN1600 NOMAD
2005 BLACK/SILVER
23424 MILES £6,999

KAWASAKI VULCAN S
2015 WHITE

2202 MILES £5,599

YAMAHA XV700 VIRAGO
1985 BLACK

17738 MILES £2,999

KAWASAKI GTR1400
2014

NEW UNREG £11,999

HONDA F6C VALKYRIE
1998 BLACK

24207 MILES £6,999

HONDA VT1100 SHADOW
1999 YELLOW

20381 MILES £3,999

SUZUKI VS1400 INTRUDER
2008 BLACK

12791 MILES £4,499

HONDA F6-C VALKYRIE TOURER
1998 RED/CREAM

26305 MILES £7,999

KAWASAKI VN1600 CLASSIC
2005 BLUE/SILVER

13536 MILES £5,999

KAWASAKI H2 NINJA
2015 BLACK
NEW £22,000

KAWASAKI VN900 CUSTOM
2011 PURPLE

1303 MILES £5,499

SUZUKI M1800R INTRUDER
2006 BLACK

16996 MILES £6,999

KAWASAKI VN1600 NOMAD
2006 GREEN/SILVER
16504 MILES £6,999

YAMAHA XVZ1300 TOUR DELUXE
2004 BLACK/GREY

18932 MILES £7,499

SUZUKI VZ400 DESPERADO
1999 RED/WHITE

20957 MILES £2,999

YAMAHA XV1700 ROADSTAR
2007 BLUE/SILVER

18933 MILES £7,499

YAMAHA XVZ1300 TOUR CLASSIC
1996 CREAM/BLACK
46349 MILES £4,999

KAWASAKI VN1600 MEANSTREAK
2005 ORANGE

24900 MILES £5,999

SUZUKI VL1500 INTRUDER
2006 SILVER 9413 MILES

£5,999

SUZUKI M1500 INTRUDER
2011 BLACK

4991 MILES £7,999

KAWASAKI VN1600 CLASSIC
2004 RED/SILVER

33159 MILES £5,999

KAWASAKI VN1600 CLASSIC
2006 RED/SILVER

3812 MILES £6,999

YAMAHA XVS1100 DRAGSTAR
2003 WHITE/GREY

17455 MILES £5,499

HONDA VTX1300
2007 BLK/RED

19226 MILES £5,999

KAWASAKI VN1600 CLASSIC
2008 BLACK

41809 MILES £7,999

KAWASAKI VN1600 MEANSTREAK
2005 BLACK

30838 MILES £5,999

KAWASAKI VN1500 DRIFTER
1999 MAROON

14510 MILES £5,499

SUZUKI VL1500 BOULEVARD
2006 GREY

30792 MILES £5,999

HARLEY DAVIDSON XLH1200 SPORTSTER
2003 WHITE

14531 MILES £5,499

SUZUKI VL1500 BOULEVARD
2005 BLACK

14902 MILES £5,999

KAWASAKI VN900 CLASSIC
2006 RED

12468 MILES £4,999

KAWASAKI VN1700 VOYAGER
2010 SILVER

5941 MILES £10,499

HONDA F6-C VALKYRIE TOURER
1997 GREEN/CREAM
17268 MILES £7,499

YAMAHA XV1100 VIRAGO
1995 ORANGE/RED

12076 MILES £3,999

HONDA VT1100 SHADOW
2003 RED

19555 MILES £4,599

SUZUKI VL800 VOLUSIA
2004

CHOICE FROM £3,999

SUZUKI VS1400 INTRUDER
2002 BLACK/GREY

20952 MILES £3,999

HARLEY DAVIDSON XL883C SPORTSTER
2004 RED

40658 MILES £4,999

YAMAHA XV1700 ROADSTAR
2006 SILVER

12409 MILES £6,599

YAMAHA XV1900 RAIDER
2009 RED

25878 MILES £8,999

YAMAHA XVS650 V-STAR
2007 BLACK

10456 MILES £4,499

KAWASAKI KLZ1000 VERSYS
2013 ORANGE

3377 MILES £8,499

01782

861100

CHOOSE FROM
OVER 200

USED BIKES
SELECTED MODELS COME

WITH LIFETIME MOT, SERVICED
WITH 6 MONTHS WARRANTY.

CAN’T GET
FINANCE?
WE CAN
HELP!

WIDE RANGE
OF CLOTHING

AND
ACCESSORIES

Check out

www.mcnbikesforsale.com
for over 10,000 motorcycles for sale

The BEST
place to buy

biking kit!

DUCATI

BSA

BMW
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ALL MAKES & MODELS BOUGHT 

FOR CASH & COLLECTED

HONDA, KAWASAKI, SUZUKI,

YAMAHA, TRIUMPH

WWW.IRMOTORCYCLES.CO.UK

07956248955
�

HARLEY
DAVIDSON

HONDA

ENFIELD

DUCATI
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SUZUKI

PIAGGIO

PEUGEOT

MV-AGUSTA

MOTO-GUZZI

KTM

KAWASAKI

INDIAN

HYOSUNG

HONDA
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ALL MAKES & MODELS BOUGHT 

FOR CASH & COLLECTED

HONDA, KAWASAKI, SUZUKI,

YAMAHA, TRIUMPH

WWW.IRMOTORCYCLES.CO.UK

07956248955
�

TRIUMPH

SUZUKI
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ALLBIKES

WANTED
Cashpaid,Will collect,

Friendlyprofessional service,
Financesettled,

Approxvaluationbyphone,
ContactNorman

07747810259
www.hythehillmotorcycles.co.uk

WEBUYALL
BIKES.24/7

BEST CASH
PRICES PAID 24/7

08458-601122
webuyallbikes@mail.com

WANTED &
EXCHANGE

CLASSIC &
VINTAGE

ROAD RACING

TRIKES &
SIDECARS

YAMAHA

TRIUMPH

The BEST
place to buy

biking kit!
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www.hagon-shocks.co.uk
SHOCK ABSORBERS

SPARES

KAWASAKI

2-12 Bath Road, Bristol, BS4 3DR

EUROPE’S LARGEST PARTS STOCKIST

e: spares ow ers.co.u

SPARES
Same day dispatch!

0117 972 5597

IN SURREY

CALL 020 8399 7449
FOR ALL YOUR HONDA NEEDS

Most service items reduced

312-320 Ewell Road, Tolworth, Surrey

www.honda-tippetts.co.uk

AUTOCOM
DEALER

GIVI
DEALER

HONDA PARTS IN LONDON - MAIL ORDER
AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE UK

ALL HONDA PARTS MOTORCYCLE, MOTOCROSS & 
POWER EQUIPMENT

ORDER ONLINE, OR CALL:

01728 833020
www.davidsilverspares.co.uk
sales@davidsilverspares.co.uk

s 1000’s of NOS parts, many rare/obsolete

s Reproduction parts for your 60’s-90’s Honda

s  Searches conducted if not in stock

Vintage Honda parts specialist
since
1986

PARTS ACCESSORIES & ESSENTIAL LUBRICANTS FUEL TUBE GIFT IDEAS

187 St James’s Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 2BZ

Call 0208 689 2341
www.inmoto.com Email: spares@inmoto.com  

SPARES
fast and friendly service

Ignition stator repairs for vintage and modern road & off road bikes.

Rewound to heavier duty. Regulators supplied.

Fast, friendly service.

www.westcountrywindings.co.uk
Unit 6 & 7 Kingstons Farm, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex CM17 ORB

Tel: 01279 731172

THE IGNITION

REPAIR

SPECIALIST

 VAPOUR BLASTING SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE

Check out

www.mcnbikesforsale.com
for over 10,000 motorcycles for sale

ELECTRICS

SPARES

20
YEARS

SERVICE

SHOW PLATES
from £9.95
+ £2.00 P&P

Standard Plates
7x5.5, 7x5, 6x4.5, 10x2.5, 9x3, 9x2 ..................£9.95
8x6 Plates.......................................................£11.95
Any other size cut to order ............................+ £1.00
Names or Slogans.........................................+ £1.50
Borders (black) ........ + £1.00 ...... Colour......+ £2.00
Smoked Plates..............................................+ £2.00
Honeycomb backings....................................+ £3.00
Custom Lettered Plates.................................+ £2.00
Polycarb (off road) Plates ....................... from £10.00
Black and Silver acrylic plates ........................£11.95
Black and Chrome acrylic plates.....................£13.95
U.S. Style Harley Plates
8.5x5 or 7x4.5 inc. border, slogan & reg date..£14.95

Credit card orders on

01254 663213
or send cheques or postal orders to

AUTO REG
357 Preston New Rd Blackburn BB2 7AA

PLEASE NOTE: We no longer manufacture ROAD LEGAL PLATES

www.autoreg.net
EXPRESS SERVICE + £2.00

The
BEST
place
to buy
biking

kit!

TYRES,
SERVICING

MOTs, SPARES

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

CHASBIKES 
LTD

TYRES,
SERVICING

MOTs, SPARES
IN CENTRAL LONDON

020 7582 7878

w w w. a a ro n r a d i a t o r. c o. u k

5 4 W h i t e h o r s e L a n e, L o n d o n S E 2 5 6 R Q
w w w. a a ro n r a d i a t o r. c o. u k

Est. 1962

Radiators &
Oil-Coolers
New or repaired

Modern / Classic / Vintage
National Service

MOTOLINER LTD
Same Day Frame, Fork
and Yoke Straightening

Cast wheels
repaired from £55
11 Yewtree Industrial Estate

Mill Hall, Aylesford, Kent ME20 7ET

www.motoliner.com
(01622) 790705

0208 293 5335

A personal service for
motorcycle servicing,

MOTs & repairs
APRILIA BMW DUCATI HONDA KAWASAKI

KTM SUZUKI TRIUMPH YAMAHA ETC

£99 winter eco service
See website for details

Tel: 01474 833553
www.bbsmotorcycles.co.uk

0208 293 5335

Bike clothing Repairs &
alterations by BYSON.

www.bysonleather.co.uk

Tel: 01763 848949

VERY LITTLE IS IMPOSSIBLE

MOTOR CYCLE REFINISHERS

s &ACTORY 0AINTS s /RIGINAL #OLOURS

s /RIGINAL�2ACE 3CHEMES�#LASSICS

s 4HE 5LTIMATE 1UALITY FOR "ODY�

0AINT IN 7EST 9ORKSHIRE

(IGHLY 2ECOMMENDED

WWW�IMAGERElNISHERS�CO�UK

01924 407710
07973 962773

CLECKHEATON

genuine spare

parts

BIKERS WORLD

Solus Aprilia dealer for all

your Aprilia spares.

(Mail Order)

East Grinstead

01342 325955

G
9
4
2
1

0208 293 5335

BLACK FOREST, GERMANY
Pension Williams

Small
English run
hotel just 5
minutes from
the famous
B500.
Relax, unwind 

and ride some wonderful roads.

www.pension-williams.com
e-mail: info@pension-williams.de
Tel: 0049 7842 2853

TEL 0118 9574 577
e-mail: sales@revolutioncustompaint.co.uk
www.revolutioncustompaint.co.uk

BURGHFIELD BRIDGE IND. ESTATE, GREEN LANE, READING RG30 3XN

PAINTWORK TO ORIGINAL SPEC
CUSTOM DESIGN

CRASH HELMETS, ALL REPAIRS,

NORMANDY
LA MOTTE

BIKE FRIENDLY B&B
Secure covered parking

PHONE BILL OR CAROL
0033-233-510084

www.lamottebandb.fr

01484 353 600
0845 485 0077

www.motorworks.co.uk

THE IMAGE WORKS
motorcycle graphics

X Pattern Graphics
X Latest Race Replicas
X One-Offs
X 20 YEARS experience
X Insurance Approved
X Country’s BIGGEST database
X The Professionals choice
All decals are digitally printed onto

one layer of quality vinyl.
CREDIT / DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

0115 9443111
WWW.THE-IMAGE-WORKS.CO.UK

1000’s more
bikes for sale at

www.mcnbikesforsale.com

Usedmotorcyclespares
Fastdeliveryservice

01538 750797
www.sparesformotorcycles.co.uk
Damagedbikeswantedforcash

TRIUMPHNEW/USEDPARTS/

ACCESSORIESHINCKLEYMODELS.

SPRINTMANUFACTURING

WWW.TRIUMPHPARTS.CO.UK01985

850821
�

CYCLESPRAYSTHEULTIMATE

PAINTWORKREPAIRS,RACE

REPLICAS,CUSTOMPAINTAND

HELMETS.WWW.CYCLESPRAYS.COM

01483275258SURREY
�

MOTORCYCLE
TRANSPORTATION

LEATHER
REPAIRS

FRAME
STRAIGHTENING

NUMBER
PLATES

HELMET &
VISORS

CHROME
PLATING

ACCOMMODATION

SERVICES

PAINTWORK

DECALS

TYRES

TRAILERS

SHOCK
ABSORBERS

RADIATORS

FORKS

EXHAUSTS

BRAKE DISCS
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KIDS GO FREE*

£17
ONLY

GET YOUR EARLY BIRD TICKETS NOW!
SAVE £££s I LIMITED AVAILABILITY

www.mcnmotorcycleshow.com  08448 737 346
Calls cost 6p per minute plus network extras

TWO
FOR ONLY

£28

PLUS MASSIVE BIKE AUCTION BY 

motorcycle show 2016

2016’S LATEST & GREATEST BIKES | UNMISSABLE DEALS ON KIT & ACCESSORIES
INTERACTIVE ZONES: ADVENTURE, CLASSIC, CUSTOM AND PERFORMANCE 

FREE LIVE ACTION

BARGAINS

*All bookings subject to a £1.50 transaction fee. Children under 16 must be accompanied by a paying adult. The above date is a guideline and is not a guarantee. Please be aware that external factors  

beyond our control (such as strikes & adverse weather conditions) may delay your order. Visitor access to auction is by catalogue only. Catalogue fee £10. Auction takes place 13th Feb only.
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Jonathan Rea photo courtesy of GeeBee images.
Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm.
*Terms and conditions apply, visit carolenash.com/jr-leathers-terms. On Modern, Classic and Six Wheel quotes. **Rider Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/rider-terms-and-conditions. ^^DNA+ protection system, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions. 
Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, fi rm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841. 

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

Based on reviews from
January 2015 – June 2015

of customers

would recommend 

Carole Nash96

Carole Nash, a name you can trust

0800 542 6649

carolenash.com

Six Wheel | Multi-Bike | Off Road | Custom | Future Classic | Modern Bike | Vintage

/insidebikes.com @insidebikes

� UK & European breakdown and accident recovery,
including Homestart assistance worth over £100

� Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the event of 
an accident which is not your fault

� RIDER COVER** - FREE accidental damage cover 
when riding other bikes

� FREE DNA+ protection system worth £30^^

� Dedicated UK based call centre

CALL FOR A QUOTE TO ENTER*

WIN SBK Jonathan Rea’s
racing leathers!*

MONEY CAN’T BUY PRIZE:

X Signed Jonathan Rea racing leathers

X VIP tickets to Motorcycle Live

X Meet and greet the SBK Champion

X Racing leathers presented by Jonathan

SBK CHAMPION 2015
CAROLE NASH AMBASSADOR

JONATHAN REA

CONGRATULATIONS!
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Call today, get covered and join

mcebikes.com

0844 338 6

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
8.30am - 9pm Mon - Fri,

9am - 5pm Sat & 10am - 4pm Sun

Open Bank holidays: 9am - 5.30pm

Or visit us at:

CLUB MCE
Incredible once in a life
at every round of MCE

BE PART OF IT!

*Calls will cost 7 pence per minute, plus your phone               
company's access charge.

*

A fresh
approach to

insurance

Now available in

Republic of Ireland

Call us FREE on:

1800 945 946*

www.principalinsurance.i
e

Call us FREE on:

0330 024 1587*

Find out more at www.principalinsurance.co.uk

Principal Insurance is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. Calls may be recorded for training and monitoring purposes. *Calls to
this number cost no more than a national rate call to an 01 or 02 number and
must count towards any inclusive minutes in the same way as 01 and 02 calls.

Principal Insurance Ltd, Dalton House,
Dane Rd, Sale, Manchester M33 7AR. 

The policy at the best price

O We search over 30 insurance
companies

O Instant cover and instalments

O FREE legal protection

O FREE Breakdown Cover

O FREE Helmet & Leathers Cover
including Personal Accident Cover

For all your insurance needs - bike, car, van, multi-vehicle, home & travel

®

Be Wiser Insurance

Freephone:

0800 954 9842
Online quotes at: www.bwzz.co.uk

Proud sponsors
of the new 2015

Be Wiser
Kawasaki

British Superbike
Team

Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm. *Terms and conditions apply, visit carolenash.
com/bike-giveaway-terms-and-conditions. On Modern, Classic and Six Wheel quotes. **Rider Cover: Both bikes must
have comprehensive cover, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/rider-terms-and-conditions. ^^DNA+ protection
system, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of 
Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

CALL TODAY FOR A QUOTE TO BE ENTERED!*

WIN your biking year on us! 
We’ve got you covered *

BIKE
INSURANCE

£1,000 OF
BIKING GEAR

RON HASLAM
TRACK DAY

YEAR’S WORTH 
OF FUEL

SHOW
TICKETS

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

Based on reviews from
January 2015 – June 2015

of customers

would recommend

Carole Nash96

Carole Nash, a name you can trust

0800 144 4627
Six Wheel  |  Multi-Bike  |  Off Road  |  Custom  |  Future Classic  |  Classic  |  Vintage

� UK & European breakdown and accident

recovery, including Homestart assistance 

worth over £100

� Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the event 

of an accident which is not your fault

� RIDER COVER** - FREE accidental damage cover 

when riding other bikes

� FREE DNA+ protection system worth £30^^

� Dedicated UK based call centre

COMPARE BIKE 

INSURANCE:www.motorcyclenews.com
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For those tight corners.
Andy, 45, York

“

To meet people like me.
Tim, 36, Birmingham

“

For the adventure.

Max, 48, Shefield

“

That’s why I ride

Recommended by riders Common modiications covered as standard 24 hour claims

Motorcycle insurance specialist     Bennetts Exclusives Bonuses†

Why ride with Bennetts?

For your chance to win a Suzuki GSX-R1000 and a monthly prize of £250 worth of kit*

Get a new quote at bennetts.co.uk 0800 107 0778

#thatswhyiride

*Prize draw available to direct quotes only obtained before 31st October 2015.
For full Terms and Conditions please visit www.bennetts.co.uk/whyiride-tcs.

†Full details of Bennetts Exclusives can be found when you purchase a policy, register and log in to www.bennetts.co.uk/rewards.
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SPEEDWAY

Br it a i n’s sp eedway hero Ta i
Woffinden stormed to FIM Speedway
World Championship No.2 in Torun on
Saturday before stating his intentions
“to be at the top for a long time.”

The Scunthorpe-born racer, who
famously won his first title at odds of
500/1 in 2013, regained the crown from
American icon Greg Hancock with a
round to spare at the Torun Speedway
Grand Prix of Poland.

Woffinden becomes Britain’s third
double world champion following in
the footsteps of Freddie Williams, who
triumphed in 1950 and 1953, and Peter
Craven, who won in 1955 and 1962.

Woffinden’s race night however
didn’t go to plan and he missed out on
the Torun semi-finals on count back
meaning that he had to watch from the
pits, surrounded by his loyal team and
fiancée Faye, as nearest rival and good
friend Hancock went into his semi,
needing a first or second place to keep
his faint championship hopes alive.

Hancock was left trailing at the
back with mechanical problems and
Woffinden was promptly mobbed in his
pit corner. Britain’s man of steel cried
tears of elation and he celebrated with
his crew and sponsors, before getting
a huge hug from a beaming Hancock.

Speaking before the start of the 2014
season, Woffinden made no secret of
the fact he wanted to chase down Kiwi
legend Ivan Mauger and Swedish icon
Tony Rickardsson’s record haul of six
world titles. And he plans to become a
regular custodian of the world cham-
pionship trophy he will collect at the
Australian Speedway Grand Prix in
Melbourne on October 24.

He said: “I have worked hard this
season and it paid off. I made a pretty
big mistake in 2014. I didn’t do what I
needed to do and I needed that to level
me a bit so that I could start again this
season.

dream. So Woffy can’t wait to fly back
Down Under to lift the world cham-
pionship trophy in front of friends
and family in the country he consid-
ers home.

He said: “I wish my dad was here to
see it all, but that’s the way it is. It’s
going to be good to lift the trophy at
home. It’ll be amazing.

“I said before the meeting that I’d like
to wrap it up in Torun. It didn’t happen
the way I wanted it to. I would have
liked to score the points to win it. It’s
not really ideal to watch someone come
last in a race for me to win the cham-
pionship. But hey, that’s the way it is.

“It’ll be an interesting one next
year. I want to say a massive thank
you to my engine tuner Peter Johns,
Monster Energy and all my sponsors,
and my team mostly. I have the best
mechanics in the world. They work
so hard and we have proved that over
the last three years.”

Team Woffinden are no strangers to
hard work, and they look set to take
some shifting from the world speed-
way summit.

25-year-old Brit is crowned World Speedway champ for 
the second time as he watches from the pits in Poland

‘It didn’t happen
the way I wanted it

to... but hey, that’s
the way it is’

TAI WOFFINDEN

“After the last three years, I think
I’ve proved I’m one of those riders who
is going to be at the top for a long time.
I’ll just get my head down, focus and
see how many we can get.

“I said to Greg when I gave him the
trophy last year, ‘don’t get too com-
fortable because you’re giving me that
back next year!’ That’s exactly what
happened and we’ll see what happens
next year.”

One man very sadly missing from
the celebrations was Woffinden’s fa-
ther and mentor Rob, who passed away
following a battle with cancer in 2010.

Rob and wife Susan gave up their life
in Western Australia to bring their son
back to the UK to pursue his speedway
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WHAT HIS RIVALS SAID

Brit fans didn’t see their hero make the semis, but the end result made it all worth whileOver 15,000 spectators filled Torun stadium to watch the penultimate round 

WOFFINDEN BA

CHAMP REA 
LEADS THE WAY 
IN MAGNY-COURS

p72

By Paul Burbidge

NICKI PEDERSEN
“I’ve haven’t seen anyone as fast 
as Tai since Tony Rickardsson. You 
can see his equipment is faster 
than anyone else’s. He’s able to 
pass people when no-one else can. 
Only Tony used to do that.”

CHRIS HOLDER
“He has been the guy to beat the 
whole season. He has put in a lot 
of hard work and it has paid off 
for him. On his bad days, he was 
still making the semis and finals. 
Congrats to him!”

JASON DOYLE
“The kid knows what he wants to 
be and he wants to be the best. 
Some people even claimed he was 
on a big engine. It wasn’t that – it 
was just how he’s riding. This kid 
definitely knows how to ride!”

GREG HANCOCK
“I take my hat off to him. He found 
the pace early on and kept it 
rolling. He did the dirty work early 
in the season so that in the end, all 
he had to do was hold his form. For 
him, that was simple.”

A
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‘I’ve proved I’m one
of those riders who
is going to be at the
top for a long time’

TAI WOFFINDEN
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Hancock’s chances faded in the semis when machine trouble saw him slip back Woffy’s not done yet, he reckons a third title is in easy reach in the future
Lorenzo is adamant the shoulder is OK 
but the timing couldn’t be much worse

AGS TITLE NO 2

‘The shoulder is
OK. I will ride in
Motegi with no

big problems’
JORGE LORENZO

Hancock was the 

first to congratulate 
Woffy in Poland

LORENZO 
INJURED
Jorge Lorenzo was left with his arm 
in a sling ahead of this weekend’s 
crucial Motegi MotoGP after crash-
ing a mini bike during training. The 
28-year-old Spaniard who currently 
trails Valentino Rossi in the champi-
onship standings by a narrow 14 points 
crashed on Saturday, sustaining a 
sprained left shoulder.

Lorenzo downplayed the injury 
on his twitter page saying: “We are 
already in Dubai and now boarding 
to Narita. For the people who ask, the 
shoulder is OK. I will ride in Motegi 
with no big problems.”

The accident has come at the worst 
possible time in terms of the rac-
ing schedule with MotoGP about to 
commence its three flyaway races in 
Japan, Australia and Malaysia before 
the final round in Valencia. 

And while Lorenzo appears unfazed 
by the injury, it could have an effect 
on the Yamaha man’s current strong 
run of form while giving series leader 
Rossi a possible psychological edge, 
just when he needs it most.

Lorenzo isn’t the only rider about 

to start the flyaways injured, reign-
ing MotoGP champion Marc Marquez 
underwent surgery last week to repair 
the fifth metacarpal of his left hand 
after crashing his mountain bike while 
out training.

And Rossi himself will also arrive 
bruised after crashing his Yamaha M1 
at the Michelin tyre test following the 
Aragon race ten days ago. 
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Chaz Davies took a significant step
towards disrupting Kawasaki’s plans
to secure both first and second in the
World Superbike standings with a
measured ride at Magny-Cours on his
factory Ducati.

Having been the man of the moment
in recent rounds, notching up four
wins in the previous six races, Davies
always knew the French round was
going to be difficult, especially given
Kawasaki man Tom Sykes’ affinity
with the Magny-Cours track.

In the opening race, Davies was
forced to surrender big points as Sykes
secured second place behind newly-
crowned champion Jonathan Rea.
Starting well in the wet 19-lap opener,
Davies had to summon all his powers
riding on a mongrel setting put into
his Ducati after the sighting lap. “We 

managed to get the front end of the
bike changed to a wet set-up but the
back end was always basically a dry
set-up,” grinned Davies. “We did not
have time to set it up properly and it
felt like we were riding on ice – I was
unable to get grip at all, spinning the
tyre. The tyre pressure went through
the roof. Sixth was a bit of salvage as it
could have been a lot worse.”

In race two, which he led for seven
laps, Davies had to give best to Rea
but he managed to keep Sykes, the
only rider who matters to him in the
championship, behind him.

“Johnny had a decent pace so I was

in position management mode with
Tom, looking at where he was and
judging my race on his.

“I felt that battling Johnny would
be a risk too far so I just concentrated
on myself and my rhythm. Then Tom
started to drop off, so I kept that pace
and I did not try to do anything that
would have thrown away the result.”

With Rea in greedy and consistent
form, Davies knew that a win for him
was not on the cards.

“Don’t get me wrong, I pushed hard
but I did not feel that I had that extra
bit to go with Johnny,” he said.

“Yes, I want to finish second overall.
I came in here with the mindset that
Tom has always been strong here and
he has had a good record. I thought he
was going to close the best part of the
22 points I had over him, so going home
with a 16-point lead is a bit of a win.”

With that healthy advantage, Davies
needs to secure a second and third at
Qatar to prevent a Kawasaki double 
even if Sykes wins both races.

SYKES’ HOPES
Tom Sykes might be on a mission to take WSB’s 
runner-up position, but Chaz has other ideas

KAWASAKIV DUCATI

‘I did not try to
do anything that

would have thrown 
away the result’

CHAZ DAVIES

Davies bagged
a podium and

looks set to
frustrate Sykes

GORDON RITC
AT MAGNY-COURS
WSB REPORTER
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MAGNY COURS  4/10/15

Jonathan Rea
50 points

Going all out for
max points record

Tom Sykes
36 points

No team orders at 
Kawasaki

Chaz Davies
30 points

Targeting second
place in the series

1

2

3

WSB

TOP SPEEDS

CHAMPIONSHIP TOP 10 LAPS LED AT MAGNY CHAMPIONSHIP TOP 3

FINAL POSITIONS FINAL POSITIONS FINAL POSITIONS

WSB TOP SPEEDS

FASTEST TIMES

LAPS LED THIS SEASON

POSITIONS

1’37.750
Rea in FP2

Biggest gainers R1 (gridvfinish)

BiggestgainersR2

Riders after 12rounds Top 3 Manufacturer

RACE 1 RACE 2 SUPERSPORT

179.89
DAVIES

MPH

179.45mph

179.89mph

178.46mph

177.53mph

177.09mph

177.09mph

Davies

REA KAWASAKI

Rea

SYKES DUCATI

Haslam

DAVIES APRILIA

VD Mark

Torres

Baiocco

WSS 161.31mph Smith

■ Length:
2.74miles
■ Corners:
17 - 8 left/9 right
■ Trackconditions:
Race 1: Wet. 11°C air, 15°C track.
Race 2: Dry. 14°C air, 19°C track

CHAMPIONSHIP DASHBOARD

WSB RESULTS

17 563

14 438

7 345

1 Rea
Kawasaki

2 Sykes
Kawasaki

3 Guintoli
Honda

4 VDMark
Honda

5 Camier
 MV Agusta

1 Rea
Kawasaki

2 Davies
Ducati

3 Sykes
Kawasaki

4 VDMark
Honda

5 Haslam
 Aprilia

WSB

WSS

SUPERSTOCK
1000

1’38.500
Rea

1’43.569
Jacobsen

1’40.557
Russo

QDaviesQRea Q Sykes

WSS RESULTS

1 Rea GBR 36’29.856

2 Sykes GBR +4.711

3 Guintoli FRA +14.683

4 VD Mark NED +22.772

5 Camier GBR +30.136

6 Davies GBR +31.528

7 Baiocco ITA +32.129

8 Lowes GBR +39.034

9 Mercado ARG +1’01.396

10 Canepa ITA +1’07.845

11 Vizziello ITA +1’09.622

12 Torres SPA +1’16.782

13 Scassa ITA +1’19.531

14 Badovini ITA +1’26.459

15 Ramos SPA +1’30.260

16 Haslam GBR +1 Lap

17 Rizmayer HUN +1 Lap

18 Ponsson FRA +1 Lap

19 Phillis AUS +1 Lap

1 Rea GBR 528

2 Davies GBR 383

3 Sykes GBR 367

4 Haslam GBR 297

5 Torres SPA 222

6 Guintoli FRA 201

7 VD Mark NED 170

8 Baiocco ITA 139

9 Lowes GBR 135

10 Mercado ARG 125

1 Rea GBR 34’40.147

2 Davies GBR +2.848

3 Sykes GBR +6.551

4 VD Mark NED +10.202

5 Haslam GBR +12.921

6 Guintoli FRA +19.885

7 Canepa ITA +24.248

8 Torres SPA +27.248

9 Scassa ITA +29.220

10 Lowes GBR +32.799

11 Baiocco ITA +37.183

12 Mercado ARG +37.347

13 Reiterberger GER +43.676

14 Salom SPA +45.943

15 Camier GBR +47.982

16 Ramos SPA +59.663

17 Vizziello ITA +1’15.160

18 De Puniet FRA +1’15.533

19 Ponsson FRA +1’35.502

1 Jacobsen USA 19’14.983

2 Sofuoglu TUR +3.910

3 Mahias FRA +8.950

4 Zanetti ITA +22.021

5 Smith GBR +22.958

6 Wahr GER +34.701

7 Rea GBR +43.995

8 Cardenas COL +47.585

9 Gamarino ITA +50.960

10 Faccani ITA +53.776

11 Rolfo ITA +57.270

12 Schmitter SUI +58.853

13 Wagner AUS +1’03.220

14 Terol SPA +1’06.865

15 Pinsach SPA +1’08.847

16 Tangre FRA +1’15.350

17 Chrobak HUN +1’24.786

18 Juhasz HUN +1’24.904

19 Scott AUS +1’25.498

Pos Rider Nat    Race time

Pos Rider Nat    Points

Pos Rider Nat    Race time Pos Rider Nat    Race time

QGiugliano

£ 7

£ 2

£ 11

£ 2

£ 1

£ 2

£ 6

£ 11

4

£ 1

176

162

106

16

£
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Fifth place in race one at Magny-Cours,
in tricky wet and slippery conditions,
was easily the best performance from
Leon Camier and the official MV Agusta
Reparto Corse WSB team.

Understated as always, Camier said:
“Race one was pretty good. Our best
race of the year. We had new software
this weekend, which has taken a lot of
changing to get it how we want it. We
made some big improvements with it,
which is why we did so many laps in
warm-up.”

Camier ran out of luck in a drier sec-
ond contest, finishing 15th. “Race two
was disappointing. I kept running off
because it kept jumping out of gear.”

Kenan Sofuoglu made history by taking
his fourth World Supersport title – and
dedicated the crown to his infant son
Hamza who died recently after suf-
fering a stroke just a few months after
his birth.

Spending all his time between races
at his son’s bedside, the Kawasaki man’s
season was unimaginably difficult,
especially for a rider who had lost
two brothers, Bahattin and Sinan, to
accidents long before their time.

In a heartfelt answer to the question

of what this title meant to him and
his family, Sofuoglu said, “This is my
fourth title but maybe it was the most
difficult one.

“Everybody knows the story but
we fought very hard to help my son
survive, and it did not happen. After
that I did not give up. I wanted to win
this championship and I wanted to get
the big trophy to put my son’s name on
it. Maybe in the future if I have more
children I want to show them that this
trophy is for their brother. This gave me

so much motivation, to keep winning
races. Even when he died I had a very
big motivation to fight in my job. This
trophy will be for my son forever.”

Sofuoglu’s post-championship feel-
ings also extended to his main cham-
pionship rival, Jules Cluzel, who was
unable to compete after breaking his leg
in practice at Jerez two weeks earlier.

“I am sorry for Jules,” said Sofuoglu.
“He and I were fighting very hard to
take the title. If he was riding today
maybe I’d have had to wait for the title.”

CAMIER ON
PACE ON MV

Camier (2) had his best ride of 2015 in 
race one with a solid fifth place

It’s a bitter
sweet moment
for Sofuoglu

WSS CHAMPION SOFUOGLU
‘THIS TROPHY IS FOR MY SON’

Leon
Haslam
Aprilia
Racing Team
Q: 1st, R1 16th, R2

5th, Overall 4th

“Not sure if it

was to do with the crash on Saturday

but in morning warm-up and race

one and race two the bike just wasn’t

running right. Both in acceleration and 

deceleration. The behaviour of the

bike was totally different today.”

Alex Lowes
Voltcom
Crescent
Suzuki
Q: 11th, R1 8th, R2

10th, Overall 9th

“Tyre performance

was the main issue. We chose the

hard tyre as we had struggled to

make the soft option work over long

distance, and when we changed the

bike settings to run the soft, it created 

problems in other areas.”

BRIT WATCH

‘When we changed
the tyre it created
other problems’
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Having sealed the deal on the WSB 
championship last time out in Jerez, 
Jonathan Rea arrived at Magny-Cours 
for the penultimate round of the season 
a happy and contented man. But anyone 
thinking that he’d just be cruising for 
the remainder of the season was left 
bitterly disappointed after the factory 
Kawasaki rider stamped total authority 
on the series with two emphatic race 
wins, taking his 2015 win tally to an 
incredible 14 races. 

His title success may have changed 

Double win in France sees new champ set sights on 
Edwards’ and Bayliss’ history-making point hauls

‘I think the team 
management gets 
easily inl uenced 
by certain team 

members’
TOM SYKES

After what has been a tough 2015, a 
second and third would normally be 
a good weekend for Tom Sykes. But 
instead of hacking into Chaz Davies’ 
points lead in the battle for second in 
the championship at Magny-Cours, 
Sykes was only able to close it down to 
16 points with one round remaining. 

Having stormed to the front from 
his third row start, Sykes looked 
well placed to win the opening race 
until he was passed by his Kawasaki 
team-mate Rea.

 “It is a tough one because as a 
rider you are racing for race wins, 
so you cannot take this away from 
Jonathan,” said Sykes. 

his overall approach and demeanour, 
but his desire to win appears to have 
been sharpened by success.

His new goal is to be the highest ever 
points scorer in a single season, which 
was the reason why he sat behind his 
team-mate Tom Sykes for a while in 
race one before passing him.

Staying second would have given 
Sykes five more points in his quest to 
make it a Kawasaki 1-2 in the overall 
rider championship standings, but Rea 
needed to win, and his team hadn’t 
told him not to.

“There has been no conversation 
about that all weekend,” said Rea 
speaking about the possibility of team 
orders. “Tom was very clear in an in-
terview he did pre-weekend about Rea and the Kawasaki squad still aren’t tired of being inside the WSB winner’

No orders from the team meant Sykes 
had to make do with second place

Pre race, Sykes had stated that 
he wasn’t going to ask for any help 
from Rea in his bid to take the cov-
eted runner-up spot, but after the 
event he alluded to the fact that 
maybe his Kawasaki team should 
have intervened. “It depends how 
much you value second place in the 
championship. Honestly speaking, 
I think the team management gets 
easily influenced by certain mem-
bers of the team. I think prevention 
is better than cure. We have seen our 
team always look for the cure rather 
than the prevention, so we’ll see.

“Jonathan rode strongly in both 
races, and we just focused on our 
issues. This is something we can 
work on in Qatar, and a couple of 
small changes this weekend would 
have given us a much better package 
in both races. In race one I think we 
had a good bike in the first half, it just 
did not hang in there in the drying 
conditions.”

TOM SYKES 
GOING SOLO 
IN BATTLE 
FOR SECOND

REA TARGETS 
GREATEST 
SEASON

GORDON RITCHIE
AT MAGNY-COURS
WSB 
REPORTER
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‘It would mean a lot 
to me to go down 

as having the most 
successful season’

JONATHAN REA

Imperious 2015 
champ Rea left 
his team-mate 

floundering in the 
wet in Magny-Cours
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Aruba Ducati team-mates Giugliano and Davies remain together for 2016 season

HAYDEN TO WSB 
AS THE 2016 GRID 
TAKES SHAPE

not wanting any help. Sure, if requests 
come from my employers to ride in 
any kind of way then I have to oblige, 
because I am riding for a team now 
that the rider’s championship is in the 
pocket, but I have also set my sights 
on the greatest ever season with the 
most points.

“Right now we only have 25 more 

points to get over two races, so that 
would mean a lot to me to go down in 
the history books as having the most 
successful season. That was in my 
brain throughout the weekend to try 
and make a bike to get the most points 
possible. I will try not to take it easy 
for Qatar!”

Having missed the podium in both 
races last time out in Jerez, Rea was 
clearly delighted to take both wins in 
Magny-Cours, particularly because of 
the contrasting conditions.

“I am super-happy, especially to 
win in both the wet and the dry,” said 
Rea. “It was a double bonus. Pirelli 
brought my favourite SC2 front tyre 
and immediately from the first ses-
sion I felt really comfortable again. So 

I am really happy to have come out and 
not just have two podium finishes but 
a double win at a circuit I have never 
won at before.”

A grinning Rea was relaxed in a 
way that only new world champions 
can be, and he noticed the difference 
in himself.

“There were so many people wanting 
to wish me well when I arrived at the 
circuit, all saying well done, so there 
is a little bit of a different vibe,” said 
Rea. “It is not as if I am relaxing, but I 
feel a little bit more contented inside - 
happy. That relaxed feeling means I can 
attack the weekend with a smile even 
if we are struggling a little bit, we can 
still smile because we have achieved 
what we set out to do.”

The shape of the 2016 WSB paddock 
is now firming up but there are still 
some deals to be done, particularly 
for Aprilia and BMW.

2006 MotoGP champion Nicky 
Hayden looks set to join the Ten Kate/
Honda Europe WSB team. The cur-
rent Aspar Honda rider is expected to 
line up alongside the talented young 
Dutchman Michael van der Mark, 
who currently sits seventh in the 
championship standings in his rookie 
WSB season. Both riders will then 
enjoy the benefit of a new Fireblade 
for 2017, featuring ride-by-wire as 
stock and more evolutionary race-
ready parts than the current model.

Aprilia will most likely not be in 
WSB at all unless somebody pays 
around 2 million Euros to run their 
race-winning RSV4. WSB organis-
ers Dorna are currently looking for 
someone to foot that bill and the 
most realistic hope will be from 
Karel Abram’s MotoGP team. Other 
interested parties have baulked at the 
cost, and it may be that an amalgam 
of money from different sources is the 
only way this could happen.

BM W w i l l  not have BM W  
Motorrad Italia as their main focus 
in 2016, but Althea will most prob-
ably make the switch to BMW from 
Ducati machinery. In that deal, like 
anybody else, they would get engines 
and ECU support from Germany – for 
a cost – but they would have to do all 
their own chassis development. That 
is not straightforward for Althea, as 
they have always bought complete 
packages from Ducati and Aprilia. 
A possible deal with Kawasaki to 
run full customer bikes is not going 
to happen now. The riders will be 
Markus Reiterberger from the IDM 
Championship and probably Jordi 
Torres if there is no Aprilia team. 

Marco Melandri was scheduled to 
join Althea but it is thought BMW are 
not keen. A fake ‘wanted?’ poster was 
put up on the media centre wall at 
Magny-Cours, with Melandri’s face 
on it. The Italian is rumoured to be 
offering his services for free, but as 
yet there are no takers.

Yamaha’s new team, the Pata-
sponsored Crescent squad of Alex 
Lowes and Sylvain Guintoli are ex-
pected to benefit from some direct 
Yamaha staffing from both Germany 
(the old Yamaha base) and Italy (the 
new one), to help with the project.

With Suzuki having no team in 
2016 as it stands, rumours in France 
suggested that the Grillini Team, who 
currently run Kawasaki, will now 
opt for Suzuki or BMW power. They 
used to run BMWs before switching 
to Kawasaki.

Team Pedercini is most likely going 
to downsize to just be a Superstock 
team again in 2016, but will still be 
the main force on Kawasakis.

The Ducati WSB team of Chaz 
Davies and Davide Giugliano is fixed, 
as is Kawasaki with Rea and Sykes.

2006 MotoGP champ Hayden joins van 
der Mark at Ten Kate Honda next year 
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MCE British Superbikes launched into
its annual game of musical chairs at
Silverstone, with riders and teams
jostling for the best deals for 2016 and
the rumour mill going into overdrive.

With both Shane Byrne and James
Ellison confirmed to stay in their PBM
and GB Moto teams, MCN takes a look
at how the BSB could shape up when
next year’s season fires into life.

Yamaha
The title-leading Milwaukee Yamaha
team has been linked to a move to WSB
or even a change of manufacturer in
2016 (see below), but they are also ex-
tremely well placed to continue their
winning ways in BSB with the YZF-R1
and it’s unlikely anything will be made
official until after the season finale.

The announcement that Tommy Hill
will return to the series with Yamaha
support has added a whole new dimen-
sion to the grid. MCN understands that
former champ Hill is targeting former
SMR team-mates to join his new squad,
in the form of Michael Laverty and
Stuart Easton – both of whom who
have had difficult years with their
current outfits.

Kawasaki
GB Moto have a brand new ZX-10R to
work with and have already signed
front-runner James Ellison to lead their
charge. The team have full Kawasaki
support with the manufacturer con-
centrating their efforts on the squad in
a bid for championship glory. The fact
that Kawasaki’s official support goes
to GB Moto rather than the multiple
championship-winning PBM squad
isn’t helping the rumours that PBM
could switch brand for the 2016 season.

Honda
With no new Fireblade due for next
season, it looks like likely once again
that the only Honda machines on the
2016 grid will be those of the official
Honda Racing squad. But, with strong
results all season long for Dan Linfoot
and Jason O’Halloran showing promise
before his unfortunate broken leg – and
Jenny Tinmouth playing a key role in
Honda’s bigger picture – the team line-
up is unlikely to be radically altered.

Suzuki
A switch to Suzuki could be one of the
options for Josh Brookes and his Shaun
Muir-run squad, despite rumours that
the new GSX-R1000 won’t be available
until May when the new season will
already be well underway. 

The current Bennetts-backed squad
are also aiming to stay with Suzuki for
next season. Bennetts are keen to keep
the services of Christian Iddon who
has impressed this season with ever
improving results.

But fellow rider Josh Waters has had
a disappointing season and the team
are looking for a replacement. MCN
understands that team boss Martin
Halsall has had meetings with three-
time champion Ryuichi Kiyonari,
who took a GSX-R1000 to a Suzuka 8
Hour podium in July alongside Yukio
Kagayama and Noriyuki Haga.

Grid starts to take shape, but it’s all to pla

‘A switch to Suzuki 
looks to be one 

of the options for 
Josh Brookes and 

his SMR squad’

Who’s going to be 
on which bike come 
next Spring?
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BMW
Struggling all season to find champi-
onship-winning form – despite mo-
ments of genius from both Michael 
Laverty and Tommy Bridewell – the 
Tyco BMW squad have so far been the 
quietest of all the factory-backed teams 
throughout the silly season.

Both Laverty and Bridewell admit to 
looking both at home and elsewhere 
for the future, but good results over 

the last few rounds could be enough to 
tempt Laverty into staying. He could 
be joined by countryman and former 
Showdown contender Alastair Seeley.

In the Buildbase BMW team, they’re 
keen to keep Kiyonari, despite this 
year’s poor results. The team’s young 
prodigy Lee Jackson is finally start-
ing to come good, and should be safe. 
Richard Cooper has also impressed 
since joining the team and if there’s a 
budget for a third bike, he’ll be on it.

Ducati
John Hopkins has made no secret of 
his love for the Panigale and the Moto 
Rapido team, so expect the American 
to be back on the grid in 2016. Despite 
having struggled with mechanical 
problems, his improving form should 
see support from the Bologna factory 
in a quest to get him and the bike in to 
championship contention.

SILVERSTONE 

Josh Brookes
50 points
The Aussie is closing
in on the 2015 title

Shane Byrne
31 points
Shakey is facing an
impossible task

Michael Laverty
30 points
Useful points as he
targets the top three

1

2

3

BSB

RACE TOP SPEEDS

CHAMPIONSHIP TOP 10 SUPERSPORT STANDINGS LAPSLEDATSILVERSTONE

FINAL POSITIONS FINAL POSITIONS FINAL POSITIONS

BSB RACE TOP SPEEDS

FASTEST TIMES

LAPS LED THIS SEASON

POSITIONS

2’05.267
James Ellison new
record

Gains & losses (Grid v finish)

Biggestgainers R2

After11 rounds After12rounds Top2

RACE 1 RACE 2 SUPERSPORT

BYRNE

Race one, lap one

183.8 mph

184.3mph

183.8mph

183.3mph

183.3mph

183.3mph

Byrne

BROOKES

Hickman

ELLISON

Brookes

Iddon

McConnell

Bridewell

Supersport 165.6mph

(Ryde)

CHAMPIONSHIP DASHBOARD

BSB RESULTS

15

13

1 Brookes
Yamaha

2 Byrne
Kawasaki

3 Hickman
BMW

4 Hopkins
Ducati

5 Ellison
Kawasaki

1 Brookes
Yamaha

2 Laverty
BMW

3 Linfoot
Honda

4 Iddon
Suzuki

5 Byrne
Kawasaki

BSB Qualify

BSS Qualify

SUPERSTOCK
1000 Q

2’03.984
Brookes

2’08.494
Stapleford

2’08.644
Elliott

QBrookes QByrneQ Ellison
QBridewellQ LinfootQKiyonari
Q Easton 3QHopkins 2
QMossey 1

BSS RESULTS

1 Brookes AUS 29’33.139

2 Byrne GBR + 0.688

3 Hickman GBR + 1.923

4 Hopkins USA +2.745

5 Ellison GBR +3.254

6 Laverty GBR +3.480

7 Linfoot GBR +6.377

8 Iddon GBR + 8.999

9 Bridewell GBR +11.786

10 Smrz CZE + 12.280

11 Jackson GBR +14.029

12 Cooper GBR +14.449

13 McConnell AUS +17.927

14 Mainwaring GBR + 20.752

15 Waters AUS +21.175

16 Stapleford GBR + 25.570

17 Da Costa FRA +28.036

18 Backlund SWE + 44.877

1 Brookes AUS 653

2 Byrne GBR 606

3 Ellison GBR 573

4 Laverty GBR 553

5 Linfoot GBR 534

6 Bridewell GBR 531

7 Cooper GBR 156

8 Mossey GBR 140

9 Easton GBR 139

10 Hickman GBR 137

1 Stapleford GBR 421

2 Ryde GBR 320

3 Irwin USA 304

4 Dixon GBR 297

5 Rispoli USA 233

6 Reid GBR 165

7 Wilson GBR 165

8 Hornsey GBR 165

9 Hedger GBR 153

10 Collier GBR 133

1 Brookes AUS +29’35.464

2 Laverty GBR + 3.568

3 Linfoot GBR +3.748

4 Iddon GBR +5.050

5 Byrne GBR +5.463

6 Cooper GBR +8.158

7 Bridewell GBR +8.507

8 Hickman GBR + 9.690

9 Jackson GBR +9.884

10 Mossey GBR +13.965

11 Mainwaring GBR +15.810

12 Stapleford GBR +15.979

13 Smrz CZE +16.160

14 Buchan GBR + 17.902

15 Da Costa FRA +19.429

16 Kiyonari JPN + 19.668

17 Ellison GBR +23.753

18 Waters AUS + 23.904

Pos Rider Nat Race time

Pos Rider Nat Points Pos Rider Nat Points

Pos Rider Nat Race time

■ Length: 3.6673 miles

■ Corners: 18 – 7 left – 11 right

■ Track conditions: R1 Dry. Air temp 

15°c, track temp 30°c

 R2 Dry. Air temp

15.8°c, track

temp

24.4°c

184.3MPH

Race one 1. Stapleford. 2. 

Rispoli. 3. Irwin. 4. Dixon. 5. 

Ryde. 6. Hornsey. 7. Wilson. 

8. Francis. 9. Hedger. 10. 

Collier. 11. Neill. 12. Perrin. 13. 

Paulo. 14. Hipwell. 15. Pett. 

16. Estment. 17. Allingham. 

18. Philp. 19. Campbell. 20. 

West. 21. Shelley. 22. Henry. 

23. Shelton. 24.Thompson. 25. 

Harris. 26. Cox. 27.Steadman. 

28. Pead. 29. Bayford. 30. Coles. 

31.Lund. 

Race two 1. Irwin. 2. Rispoli. 3. 

Hornsey. 4. Wilson. 5. Ryde. 6. 

Hedger. 7. Webb. 8. Francis. 9. 

Perrin. 10. Neill. 11. Collier. 12. 

Pett. 13. Coventry. 14. Paulo. 15. 

Hipwell. 16. Allingham. 17. Philp. 

18. Campbell. 19. Stafford. 

20. Shelton. 21. Shelley. 22. 

Henry. 23. Harris. 24.Cox. 25. 

Thompson. 26. Pead. 27. Tarren. 

28. Steadman. 29. Bayford. 30. 

Lund. 31.Coles. 

SIMON PATTERSON

simon.patterson@motorcyclenews.com

AT SILVERSTONE
BSB REPORTER
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ay for with major teams looking to change manufacturers
LY SEASON 

www.BikeHPS.com/ebc
OR ORDER ONLINE NOW...

Price excludes delivery. Calls may be recorded for training/security purposes. E&OE

01773 831122
CALL US TODAY...

After years of research and development, the world's largest motorcycle brake pad manufacturer - EBC have introduced

this totally new breakthrough compound which outperforms all track-only pads ever tested by the HPS team.

Unbeatable high temperature fade resistance
Instant stopping power - even from cold and when wet
Superb feel and feedback at the brake lever
Minimum ‘in-stop’ friction/retardation variation

Not only is this a superb pad compound, but HPS also offers you an exclusive limited-time two-for-one

deal and full Money Back Guarantee. Visit our website for more technical data or call us to discuss.

YOUR ON-TRACK ADVANTAGE

...DOUBLED EXCLUSIVELY AT HPS!

Compatible with all original or aftermarket steel discs
Fully approved by many leading racers and track riders
Quickly usable - minimal bedding-in required
Lowest pad wear and disc rotor abrasion levels

NOT FOR ROAD USE. The high friction levels delivered by this compound is for use with race tyres and unsuitable for any street/low adhesion surface. May invalidate road insurance as NOT ECE R 90 approved. These are not to be confused with EBC's

regular Road Performance ‘Double-H’  or GPFA Race pads.  *HPS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE, If you don't think these are the best race/track pads you've used, return your used set with the unused packaged 2nd set for a full refund exc. postage.

ROM...

£54 PER
CALIPER

DOUBLED...
BUY ONE SET
GET ANOTHER
ABSOLUTELY 

FREE
SAVE UP TO £132

FOR RACE &
TRACK DAY

USE ONLY

EXCLUSIVE
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE*

FROM HPS

“...the pads I was looking

for all along.”

Matt Wildee, Editor 

Performance Bikes Magazine

HIGHEST 
PERFORMING,
LATEST RACE
COMPOUND

OFFER ENDS SOON - GET YOUR

PADS FOR NEXT SEASON NOW!!!

‘The unpredictable
star has chosen the
Armco-lined Guia

city circuit to make
his return’

GUY MARTIN TO 
RACE MACAU GP
Guy Martin is set to make a sensational
return to road racing at the 2015 Macau
Grand Prix in China.

The Tyco BMW star has been out
of action since breaking his back in a
huge crash at the Ulster Grand Prix in
August – prompting speculation that
the injury might force the retirement
the Lincolnshire man has been threat-
ening. But now it seems Guy has decided
he is not ready to hang up his leathers
just yet and will make a return to the
Chinese city street race in November.

The 33-year-old has made four pre-
vious appearances at Macau since his
debut at the end-of-season meeting in
2005 on the BTS Suzuki. Returning in
2006 on an AIM Yamaha R1, Guy fin-
ished fifth before two disastrous years
on Shaun Muir’s Hydrex Hondas, when
he crashed out in practice.

Guy declared that he wasn’t “both-
ered about going back to the place” after
those incidents which left him battered
and bruised. The unpredictable star
appears to have had second thoughts
and has now chosen the daunting
Armco-lined Guia city circuit to make
a return from the UGP smash which he
has described as his worst ever crash.

It will also be Guy’s first appear-
ance in Tyco colours in Macau and the

squad will be hoping for a strong end
to what has been a lack lustre road
racing season. Uncertainty still sur-
rounds Martin’s future with the team
and team-mate, William Dunlop, who
is not entered for Macau, is understood
to be on his way to Chris Dowd’s CD
Racing Yamaha squad for next year.
Both Peter Hickman and Lee Johnston,
two riders known to have been high on
Tyco boss Philip Neill’s shopping list,
appear to have ruled out the possibility
of joining Martin in the BMW team.

By Stephen Davison

MCN ROAD RACING REPORTER

British riders dominate the Macau 

entry list, with Stuart Easton set 

to lead the defence of 2014 his 

title on the  ZX-10R. Danny Buchan 

has replaced Easton in Paul Bird’s 

BSB squad after he broke his leg at 

Brands but the Scot should be fit to 

challenge for his fifth Macau win.

Easton’s team-mate and treble TT 

winner in 2015, Ian Hutchinson, will 

be chasing a second Macau victory. 

Macau’s most successful rider, 

eight-times winner Michael Rutter, 

will lead the Penz13.com BMW 

challenge with Gary Johnson on 

another of the squad’s S1000RRs. 

2002 Macau winner John 

McGuinness and factory Honda 

team-mate Conor Cummins will 

return alongside Lee Johnston on 

the ECC/Burdens BMW. Briggs BMW 

rider Peter Hickman, who slipped off 

during Macau practice last year, will 

also be in the starting line-up. 

Big-name Brits pack Macau entry
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Shakey admits title race all but
over ater being hit by tyre issues
and losing big points to Brookes

SLIPPING AWAY

A dejected Shane Byrne left Silverstone
admitting that any hopes of lifting
a record-breaking fifth MCE British
Superbike title in 2015 have all but
slipped away from him.

Despite a strong performance in
the opening race of the day to bat-
tle through from 10th on the grid to
second, a lack of rear grip in race two
left him unable to match Josh Brookes
in the closing stages, eventually

dropping back to cross the line fifth.
“We came here to defend a fourth

title and win a fifth one, not to strug-
gle to finish in the top five. The team
gave me a good bike, and even though
it took all weekend to catch the guys in
front, we were able to do it by race one.

“We changed it ever so slightly, and
the boys did a good job, but within two
or three laps the rear tyre dropped off
the face of the planet. I hate sounding
like I’m making excuses, but it was
horrific – I’ve never been as frustrated
in a motorbike race in my whole life.”

Silverstone is always a tricky circuit
for tyre wear, with the combination of
long straights and scattered fast left

handers leaving that side of the tyres
susceptible to cold tearing. How-
ever, the power characteristics of the
ZX-10R seemed to make it worse.

“I was so angry when I got off the
bike, and after I’d had a cold shower
to calm down I spoke to Birdy and
told him that there are a few people
who needed a telling off. It’s no fault of
our own, and it’s no-one in my team,
but now isn’t the time to be suffering
thanks to faulty pieces.

“I’ve never pulled in in my life, but
I came close in that race. I was won-
dering at one point if I was even going
to finish the race; not ‘can I defend a
podium spot?’ but ‘am I going to be able

‘A part of me
doesn’t even want

to bother going
to Brands’

SHANE BYRNE

to stay on this?’ At this level, that’s not
acceptable.”

And while Byrne is normally the
quintessential fighter, even he sounded
defeated after the race, admitting that
any chances he may have had of lifting
his fifth crown are now gone.

SIMON PATTERSON

simon.patterson@motorcyclenews.com

AT SILVERSTONE
BSB REPORTER

Byrne was in touch of Brookes in race 
one, with Hickman coming third

Byrne rattled 

Brookes in a close-

fought race one

Deflated though he 
may be, Byrne knows 
that anything can 
happen at BSB’s
final round
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The weekend saw a slew of new

champions being crowned, with Dutch

former Moto3 racer Scott Deroue

lifting the Motostar crown, Northern

Irishman Josh Elliot holding off

countryman Alastair Seeley for the

National Superstock 1000 title, Mason

Law taking the Stock 600 crown,

and Cameron Fraser becoming the

inaugural KTM RC390 Cup winner.

Ricky Stevens and Ryan Charlwood

rounded out the intake of champions by

taking the British F1 Sidecar title.

Pirelli were confirmed as continuing

their single tyre supplier relationship

with BSB until at least 2020 at the

weekend, after signing an extension to

the contract.

A new one-make series will run

within the Motostar class in 2016,

with the Honda Moto3 Standard

class indented to provide a low-cost

introduction to Grand Prix-spec

machinery. Costing £9995 for one of

Honda’s NSF250R machines and a

further £3000 for the season’s entry

fees, the series is hoping to attract up

to 20 entrants.

April 8/9/10
Silverstone GP

April 30 - May 1/2
Oulton Park

May 20/21/22
Brands Hatch Indy

June 24/25/26
Knockhill

July 8/9/10
Snetterton 300

July 22/23/24
Thruxton

August 5/6/7
Brands Hatch GP

August 27/28/29
Cadwell Park

September 9/10/11
Oulton Park (triple-header)

September 16/17/18
Donington Park GP

September 30-October 1/2
Assen

October 14/15/16
Brands GP (triple-header)

NEWS IN BRIEF
Good news for fans as
Cadwell Park returns 
to its traditional date on 
the August Bank Holiday 
weekend.

Michael Laverty was once again able to 
show how strong the Tyco BMW pack-
age is when he gets the bike working 
as he wants.

Going against almost the entire grid 
and starting both races on the hard-
er of the available tyre compounds, 
Laverty’s gamble initially failed when 
a worn front in race one put an end to 
his chances of a podium charge.

But it worked perfectly for him in
the second race and despite struggling 
to keep up in the early stages, he was
able to charge through the pack in the 
closing stages to take second place and 
his second podium of the year.

“We made our bed on Friday by de-
ciding to concentrate on the SC1 tyre, 
and in the end it paid off for us. It’s a
pity it didn’t quite work out for me in 
race one, but the bike is basically so
new to me after the changes we made 

OVER

“What can I do? What can I do other 
than go away, train as hard as I can, and 
try and come back at Brands and win 
three races? In some ways the pressure 
is off. A part of me doesn’t even want to 
bother going, although there’s another 
part that knows I’ve worked too hard 
to give up now.

“A part of me is trying to think that 
it’s only 47 points, and I know what 
happened to Kiyo last year at Brands. 
When the gap to Josh was 28 points, 
I said we couldn’t rely on Josh being 
bad – we had to be good every week. It’s 
far from over, and I know what I need 
to do to win a championship, but I’m 
not God – I can’t control everything.”

Like Shane Byrne, tyre woes
ended James Ellison’s slim 
chances of fighting for the 2015 
BSB title, after two strong 
finishes were snatched away 
from him at Silverstone. He’s 
now 80 points adrift of Brookes 
with only 75 left to play for.

Only able to finish fifth in race 
one despite being the early 
leader, a lack of grip left his 
onboard electronics systems 
processing superfluous 
results, cutting out his engine 
braking system and leaving him 
struggling in corner entry.

However, the issues only 
got worse for race two as he 
experienced the same tyre 
problems as Shane Byrne, 
dropping from a strong top six 
place to eventually finish the 
race frustrated and outside the 
points in 17th.

“I’m completely gutted. We’ve
worked so hard to get back from
the injury and it’s a bitter blow to
be ruled out today by problems 
outside of our control. We had 
some minor issues in the first 
race, which meant I couldn’t 
quite maintain the pace of the 
others but I was feeling really 
good in the second race.

“We made some changes in 
between the races and the bike 
was mega – I definitely felt we 
had the pace to win. For some 

reason however, the grip level
just fell off a cliff towards the
end and the bike was trying to
throw me off. It’s tough to lose
out like this but we’ll be back
at Brands to try and end the
season on a high.”

It was a more positive
weekend for the other side of the
GBmoto garage, though, with
Superbike rookie team-mate
Luke Stapleford – who also
clinched the British Supersport
title on Saturday – taking his
first ever BSB points on his
debut outing on a superbike.

“It’s been an incredible
weekend! Wrapping up the
Supersport title was our goal
but to get my first experience on
a superbike was mega. Coming
into the weekend everyone was
saying there was no pressure
but there’s always some!”

Title challenge slips
from Ellison’s grasp

‘I have unfinished 
business and I 

would be crazy to 
walk away now’ 

MICHAEL LAVERTY

Pirelli were quick to admit that
they were surprised at the choice
of tyre made by many of the BSB
grid, after expecting most riders
to opt for the harder SC1 option
instead of the softer SC0.

With track temperatures at
Silverstone hovering all weekend
in a grey area between the two
compounds’ optimal working
zone, it was always going to be a
difficult choice.

And while the likes of Byrne and
Ellison suffered later in the race
and complained that the tyres ‘fell
off a cliff’ in terms of grip, both
were able to set quick laps in the
early stages.

But as the race progressed
their speeds plummeted, leaving
Michael Laverty, the only man
to opt for the SC1 tyre, to come
through the pack and take second
place.

Pirelli ‘surprised’ at tyre choice

Tyre choice 
helped Laverty 
bag second place

Tyre issues saw Ellison’s title 
ambitions slide away at Silverstone

LAVERTY 
BAGS PODIUM 
THANKS TO 
TYRE CHOICE

at Assen that I’m still trying to fine 
tune my base setting – there’s more 
potential there.

“I always knew the bike was going 
to improve. It was always going to be 
a two-year plan, and we have to sit 
down now and make a decision for 
next year. I have unfinished business 
with it, though, and it would be crazy 
to walk away now and leave someone 
else to benefit from our hard work.”

Calendar revealed
2016 BSB 
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Brookes blows away Byrne at Silverstone to close in on title

Josh Brookes put one hand on the
2015 MCE British Superbike crown at
Silverstone after a dominant double win
left his championship rivals reeling.

Coming from behind to take the lead
at will, Brookes’ opponents were un-
able to match the Milwaukee Yamaha
rider’s pace, or his ability to manage
his tyres. With both Shane Byrne and
James Ellison blighted by a lack of grip
in the closing stages, Brookes appeared
unaffected and as a result extended his
lead to a massive 47 points with one
round, three races and 75 points left
up for grabs.

But despite outscoring Byrne by 19
points at Silverstone, ensuring that
the PBM Kawasaki rider is now the
only man who can beat him in the ti-
tle chase, Brookes was quick to stress
that it’s too early to begin celebrating.

“I don’t want to get too confident,
and I’ve said that for a few rounds now.
I’ve won a lot of races, but I don’t want
to jinx anything – look at what hap-

RUNAWAY SUCCESS

pened to Kiyo last year! I’m still going 
to treat the last round the same as any 
other race weekend.”

And although the time sheets show 
what looks like a comfortable day at 
the office for Brookes, winning the 
day’s opening race by half a second and 
the final race by nearly four, it wasn’t 
the same level of dominance that he’s 
enjoyed in recent months.

Taking time in both races to find his 
feet he was left to scrap it out in the early 
stages of both, admitting afterwards 
that it had caused him consternation 
before the second of the day’s outings.

“I was very nervous on the start 
line – I always get nervous, I have done 
since running races at school as a little 
kid. It’s a natural human thing to get 
nervous when you’re in competition, 
but I was particularly nervous at the 
start of race two.

“At the end of Brands Hatch, I had 
a big buffer; at the end of Thruxton, I 
had a buffer; at the end of Cadwell, I 
had a buffer – but race one here was 
a different kind of race. Having only 
a one second gap means one mistake 
in one corner is enough to ruin it, and 
you ride knowing how important it is 
to hold it together.”

The combination of Brookes’ riding 
style and the Yamaha’s power delivery 
and set-up meant that he was able to 
keep his Pirellis working the entire 
race. Once his rivals started to struggle 
with a lack of grip, Brookes looked able 
to maintain an ultra-consistent pace.

Brookes now needs to outscore 
Byrne by three points in the first race at 
Brands Hatch which is held on Saturday, 
with the final two races on Sunday. If 
he does that he will become the first 
person since the introduction of the 
Showdown to lift the BSB title on the 
penultimate day of the season. But as far 
as Brookes is concerned Brands Hatch 
will be business as usual.

“I don’t want to change what’s work-
ing. I’m trying to keep my feet planted 
and a clear head, and repeat what’s 
worked for me every weekend this year. 
If I start thinking that I’ve got it and that 
I’m willing to set-
tle for a position, 
well, that’s when 
you start to make 
mistakes. Going 
fast is when I’m 
happiest, and 
that’s all I want 
to do!”

Silverstone brought more silverware for Brookes, will Brands bring the big one?

SIMON PATTERSON

simon.patterson@motorcyclenews.com

AT SILVERSTONE
BSB REPORTER
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During 2015 Josh Brookes’

market value has increased

dramatically, but unlike his

main title rivals Shane Byrne

and James Ellison who have

confirmed their future (see page

74), Brookes’ 2016 plans are

currently on hold.

A primary reason for this is

down to his SMR team who are

believed to have options in both

British and World Superbikes

with Yamaha and other

manufacturers, with or without

current title sponsor Milwaukee.

As a result team boss Shaun Muir

says he’s made the decision to put

the plans on the back burner until

the job at hand is done.

“Yes, there’s a lot of interest

in what we’re doing, but out of

respect for everyone involved, I’ve

halted all those negotiations –

and parked Josh’s contract – and

we’ll focus on the championship

for now. We’ve made him an

offer, he’s feeling the love from

the team, but he hasn’t won a

British championship yet. Nothing

will change in two weeks time –

what’s on the table now will still

be on the table then.”

The Milwaukee Yamaha team

had been linked to a move to WSB

to run the officially supported

new Yamaha team before the

current Crescent Suzuki squad

were appointed by Yamaha. But

tool company Milwaukee are

believed to want a move to the

world championship meaning

that Shaun Muir’s team could be

left in the position where they

remain in BSB as championship

favourites but in search of a

sponsor, or move to WSB with

Milwaukee sponsorship but

uncertain of results or factory

backing.

“Yes, there are other

manufacturers out there, but

we’ve put a lot of time and effort

into this year. The Yamaha deal

is still there, there’s a solid

proposal, and it does include

eventually moving into Worlds

– but right now I have a sponsor

that wants to be there now.”

TWO-TIME WSB CHAMP

EXPERT OPINION 
COLIN EDWARDS

Two-time WSB champion and 
former MotoGP podium man 
Colin Edwards spent the week-
end at Silverstone watching the 
action. He shared his thoughts 
with MCN:

“I honestly think that after 
this weekend Josh Brookes has 
one hand on the trophy, he’s 
been riding so well. I spent most 
of July with him on the Yamaha 
R1M trackdays and we picked 
apart some of the things that’s 
been going wrong – and it seems 
like they’ve fixed them, and he’s 
been unstoppable since!

“I know how good the R1 is, 
I’ve ridden it enough! For Josh 
to dissect what he’s done and 
where he’s at with the bike– the 
bike has some issues, we know 
that, with torque, with wheelies, 
with pivoting around the rear 

axle – but they’ve figured it out 
and made it work. It’s only the 
first year of development too – 
that means next year the bike 
is going to be twice as good. It’s 
been really impressive to watch 
how they have  tackled it.

“But just getting to BSB to 
watch has been great – to sum 
up the series in a word, it’s just 
awesome. I haven’t been since 
Cadwell back in 2002, and I so 
wish we could transplant what 
y’all have over to the US. We’re 
working on it for Moto America, 
but BSB is the perfect mould for 
how it should be.”

‘IT’S BEEN 
IMPRESSIVE 
TO WATCH’

COLIN EDWARDS

Brookes
2016 still
undecided

With astonishing late-
race tyre management, 
only Brookes’ pace was 

blistering at Silverstone

Muir and Brookes 
will talk after 
Brands Hatch

‘It’s only the 
first year of 

development 
too – that means 

next year the 
bike is going to 

be twice as good’
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CLUB MCE 
BE PART OF IT!
Call today, get covered and join the club!

0844 338 68 16*

*Calls will cost 7 pence per minute, plus your phone company's access charge.

Brookes closes in
on BSB crown ater
Silverstone double

ON THE 
TITLE

BSB TITLE FIGHT


